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,Z%EPABED STATEMENT OF Hoe. EDWABD H. LEVI, ATTORPFEY GENEB~L OF THE 
UNITED STATES 

I am here today in response to a request from the Committee to discuss the 
relationship between electronic surveillance and the Fourth Amendment of the 
Constitution If I remember correctly, the original request was that I place 
before the Committee the philosophical or jurisprudential framework relevant 
to this relationshin which lavvvers. those with executive responsibilities or dis- 
&ction, and lawmakers, vie&g this complex tleld, ought to keep in mind. If  
t1ii.q sounds vague and general and perhaps useless, I can only ask for indulgence. 
11~. first concern when I received the request was that any remarks I might 
1~ able to make n-ould be so general as not to be helpful to the Committee. 
But 1 &ant to be as helpful to-the Committee as I can be. 

‘I’l!e area with which the Committee is concerned is a most important one. 
In m.v view, the development of the law in this area has not been satisfactory, 
alt!lough there are reasons why the law has developed as it has. Improvement 
of t?e lan;, lvhich in part means its clarification, will not be easg. Yet it is a most 
important venture. In a talk before the American Bar Association last August, I 
rliscassed some of the aspects of the legal framework. Spesking for the Depart- 
mrnt of Justice, I concluded this portion of the talk with the observation and 
commitment tbnt “n-e !mre very much in mind the necessity to determine n-hat 
procedures through l( -ibl a~‘-latiou, court action or executive processes will best serve 
the national interest, including, of course, the protection of constitutional 
rights.” 

I begin then with an apology for the general nature of n1.v remarks. This will 
be due in pad to the nature of the law itself in this area. ‘but I should state at 
the outset there are other reasons as well. In any area. and possibly in this 
one more than most, legal principles gain meaning through an interaction nit11 
the facts. Thus. th? factual situations to be imagined are of enormous significance. 

As this Committee well knows, some of the factual situations to be ima,@ned 
in this area are not only of a sensitive nature but also of a changing nature. 
Therefore, I am limited in n-hat I can say about them, not only lreranse they 
are senitive, but also because a lam.\-er’s imagination about future scientific 
derelonments carries its ov;n Earnines of ianorance. This is a point worth 
making when one tries to develop appropriate safeguards for -the future. 

There is au additional professional restriction upon me which I am sure 
the Committee will albpreciate. The Department of Justice has under active 
criminal inv(Mgation various activities which may or may not have been 
illegal. In atldition. the Department through its own attorneys, or private 
attorneys speciallg hired, is representing present or former government employees 
in civil suits which have been brought sgainst them for activities in the COLWS 
of official conduct. These circumstances naturally impose some limitation upon 
what it is appropriate for me to sag in this forum. I ought not give specific 
~conclusory Opinions as to matters under criminal investigation or in litigation. 
I can nn1.v hope that what I hare to sap may nev&heless be of some value to 
the Committee in its scaarch for comtrnctive solutions. 

I do realize there has to be some factual base, however unfocused it may at 
times have to be. to give this cliscussion meaning. Therefore, as a beginning. 
I propose to recount something of the history of the Department’s position and 
practice with respect to the use of electronic surveillance. both for telephone 
wiretapDing and for trespassory placement of microphones. 

As I read the hist0r.v. going back to 1931 and undoubtetllv prior to that time, 
except for au interlude between 1928 and 1931, and for two months in 1940, 
the Whey of the Department of .Justice has been that electronic surveillance 
conld he employed without a warrant in certain circumstances. 

In 1928 the Supreme Court in OT~t~.~?crld v. United States held that wiretapping 
was not within- the corerage of the Fourth Amendment. Attolim? General 
Sargent had issued an order earlier in the same year prohibiting what ras then 
knonn as the Bureau of Investigation from engaging in any telephone rrire- 
tapping for any reason. Soon after the order was issued, the Prohibition Unit 
or-as transferred to the Department as a new bureau. Because of the nature of 
itc: vork and the fact that the Unit had previouslg engaged in telephone mire- 
tapuing, in January 1931. Attorney General William D. JIitchell directed that 
a stnd.v he made to determine whether telephone n-iretapping should be per- 
mitted and. if so. under That circumstauces. The Attnrnev Gpnersl determined 
that in the meantime the bureaus Fitbin the Department could engage in 
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telephone wiretapping upon the personal approval of the bureau chief after 
cnnsnltntion with the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the case. The 
&&--&&&g this period was to allow -wiretapping only with respect t0 the 
telephones of syndicated bootleggers, where the agent had probable cause t0 
believe the telephone was being used for liquor operations. The bureaus were 
instructed not to tap telephones of public officials and other persons not di- 
rectly engaged in the liquor business. In December 1931, Bttorney General 
William hlitchell expanded the previous authority to include “exceptional 
cases where the crimes are substantial and serious, and the necessity is great 
and [the bureau chief and the Assistant Attorney General] are satisfied that 
the persons whose wires are to be tapped are of the criminal type.” 

During the rest of the thirties it appears that the Department’s policy COU- 
cerning telephone wiretapping generally conformed to the guidelines adopted 
by Attorney General William Mitchell. Telephone wiretapping was limited to 
cases involving the safety of the victim (as in kidnappings), location and appre- 
hension of “desperate” criminals, and other cases considered to be of major 
IaK enforcement imnortance. such as esnionaee and sabotage. 

In December 193’5, however, in the -first sardone case the United States Su- 
nreme Court reversed the Court of Sppeals for the Second Circuit, and ap- 
i>lied Section 605 of the Federal Communications Act of 1934 to law enforce- 
ment officers, thus rejecting the Department’s argument that it did not SO 
apply. Although the Court read the Act to cover only wire interceptions where 
there had also been disclosure in court or to the public, the decision un- 
doubtedly had its impact upon the Department’s estimation of the value of 
telephone wiretapping as an investigative technique. In the second Nurdo?le 
case in December 1939, the Act was read to bar the use in court not only of 
the overheard evidence, but also of the fruits of that evidence. Possibly for this 
reason, and also because of public concern over telephone wiretapping, on 
JIarch 15, 13+0, Attorney General Robert Jackson imposed a total ban on its 
U-K! by the Department. This ban lasted about two months. 

On Mac 31, 1940, President Franklin Roosevelt issued a memorandum to the 
Attornev-General statina his view that electronic surveillance would be uroner 
under the Constitution &here “grave matters involving defense of the nation” 
were involved. The President authorized and directed the Attorney General 
“to secure information by listening devices [directed at] the conveksation or 
other communications of persons suspected of subversive activities against the 
Government of the United States, including suspected spies.” The Attorney 
General was requested “to limit these investigations so conducted to a minimum 
and to limit them insofar as possible as to aliens.” Although the President’s 
memorandum did not use the term “trespassory microphone surveillance,” the 
language was sufficiently broad to include that practice, and the Department 
construed it as an authorization to conduct trespassory microphone surveil- 
lances as well as telephone wiret.apping in national security cases. The authoritv 
for the President’s action TT&S later confirmed by an opinion bv A&&a&. 
Solicitor General Charles Fahy who advised the Attorney Gene& that elec- 
tronic surveillance could be conducted where matters affected the security 
of ihe nation. 

0n .Tnly 17. 1946. Attorney General Tom C. Clark sent President Truman 
a letter reminding him that President Rooserelt had authorized and directed 
A\ttorncy General Jackson to approve “listening devires [directed at] the con- 
rcr,s+ation of other communications of persons sispwted of subvprsive activities 
nzainst the Government of the TYnited States, inc1udin.g sncp,ected spie?” and 
that l-he tlirwtire had been follon7ed by Sttorneps General Robert Jaclrson and 
Francis Rirlrl!e. Attorne,v General Clark recommended that the dirertire “he con- 
tinued in force” in riew of the “increase in subversive activities” and “a very 
~uhstnntinl increase in crime.” He stated that it wns imperative to use such 
fWlinirlnes “in cases vitally affecting the rlomf%tic security. or n-here human life 
ic in jcor)nrdr” and thRt Dcpnrtment filet: indicated that his two most reront 
r,reclecrssors as L1lttorney General w-onld Concur in this view. President Truman 
+~nofl hit cnn~urrence on the Attorner Gennml’s lf+tw 

.\ccorrlinc to the Department’s rr&rds, the annual tntnl of trlephnnc mire- 
trips rind microphones installed by the Bureau between 1940 through 1931 was 
3s folloTvs : 
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Telephone wiretaps : Jlicrophones : 
1940 ---------------------- G 1940 __-------------------- G 
1941 ---------------------- 67 1941 ______ -- ____ ---------- 2.5 
I942 __--___________-----__ 304 
1943 --_-___-_-___-_-____-- 475 
1944 -_-____---_____-____-- 517 
1045 --------- ------------- 519 
1946 _---_____-_------_---- 364 
194i__-__----__~~~-~~~~~-- 374 
194s _-_-_______----__----- 416 
1949 _____________--__-_--- 471 

1942 _---_~~____---__--_--- 
1943 _______-_----____----- 
1944 _-_--~__-_____-------~ 198 
1945 ---------__-_--------- lS6 
1946 ---------------------- 
1947---------------------- E 
EMS---------------------- 67 
1949 _-______-__-_-__-~---- 75 

1950 ----___---__-__--___~~ 270 1950 ---__________---___-__ 61 
1931 - ---__----____~-_____~ 2S5 1951---------------------- 75 

It should be understood that these figures, as is the case for the figures I have 
given before. are cumulative for each year and also duplicative to some extent, 
since a telephone wiretap or microphone which was installed. then discontinued, 
but later reinstated would be counted as a new action upon reinstatement. 

In 1952, there were 285 telephone wiretaps, 300 in 1953, and 322 in 1954. Be- 
tween February 1952 and May 1954, the Department’s position was not to au- 
thorize trespassory microphone surveillance. This n*as the position taken by 
Attorney General AkGrath, who informed the FBI that he would not approve 
the installation of trespassory microphone surveillance because of his concern 
over a possible violation of the Fourth Amendment. FBI records indicate there 
were 63 microphones installed in 1952, there were 52 installed in 1953, and there 
xvere 99 installed in 1954. The policy against Attorney General approval, at least 
in zeneral. of kesnassorv micronhone surveillance n-as reversed by Attorney 
Gegeral Herbert Brownell”on May20, 1954, in a memorandum to Director Hoover 
instructing him that the Bureau was authorized to conduct trespassory micm- 
yhonc surveillances. The Attorney General stated that “considerations of internal 
securitv and the national safety are paramount and, therefore, may compel the 
unrestricted use of this technique in the national interest.” 

A memorandum from Director Hoover to the Deputy Attorney General on 
May 4, 1961, described the Bureau’s practice since 1954 as follows: “[Iln the 
internal security field, we are utilizing microphone surveillances on a restricted 
basis even though trespass is necessary to assist in uncovering the activities of 
Soviet intelligence agents and Communist Party leaders. In the interests of 
national safety, microphone surveillances are also utilized on a restricted basis, 
even though trespass is necessary, in uncovering major criminal activities. We are 
using such coverage in connection with our investigations of the clandestine 
activities of top hoodlums and organized crime. From an intelligence standpoint, 
this investigative technique has produced results unobtainable through other 
means. The information so obtained is treated in the same manner as information 
obtained from wiretaps, that is, not from the standpoint of eridentiary value 
but for intelligence purposes.” 

The number of telephone wiretaps and microphones from 1955 through 1964 
was as follows : 
Telephone wiretaps : Microphones : 

1955-----v----w---------- 214 1955-------------------__---- 102 
19x----------------------- 164 1966----------------------- 71 
1957----------------------- 173 19~7----------------------- 73 
19SS----------------------- 166 19.xX---------------------- 70 
1959----------------------- 120 1959----------------------- 75 
19M----------------------- 115 1960----------------------- 74 
196L---------------------- 140 l%l----------------------- s5 
1962----------------------- 19s 1962~---------------w-v- 100 
1963-----------------m----d 244 1963----------------------- SR 
1964----------------------- 260 1964------------------w-v-- 106 

It appears that there was a change in the authorization procedure for micro- 
phone surveillance in 1965. A memorandum of March 30, 1965, from Director 
Hoover to the attornes General states that “kiln line with vour stxgestion this 
morning, I have alreadv set up the procedure-similar to requesting if authority 
for phone taps to be utilized in requesting authority for the placement of micro- 
phones.” 

President Johnson announced a policy for federal agencies in June 19F5 which 
required that the interception of telephone conversations without the consent of 
one of the parties be limited to investigations relating to national security and 
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that the consent of the Attorney General be obtained in each instance. The 
memorandum went on to state that use of mechanical or electronic devices to orer- 
hear conversations not communicated by wire is an even more difficult problem 
“which raises substantial and unresolved questions of Constitutional interpre- 
tation.” The memorandum instructed each agency conducting such an investiga- 
tion to consult with the Attorney General to ascertain whether the a,geucyv’s 
practices were fully in accord with the law. Subsequently, in September 1965, 
the Director of the FBI wrote the Attorney General and referred to the “present 
atmosphere, brought about by the unrestrained and injudicious use of special 
investigative techniques by other agencies and departments, resulting in Con- 
gressional and pubiic alarm and opposition to any activity which could in any 
way be termed an invasion of privacy.” “As a consequence,” the Director wrote, 
“n-e have discontinued completely the use of microphones.” The Attorney General 
responded in part as follows: “The use of wiretaps and microphones involving 
trespass present more difficult problems because of the inadmissibility of any 
evidence obtained in court cases and because of current judicial and public 
attitude regarding their use. It is my understanding that such devices will not be 
used without my authorization, although in emergency circumstances they may 
be used subiect to mv later ratification. At this time I believe it desirable 
that all sucl; techniques be confined to the gathering of intelligence in national 
security matters, and I will continue to approve all such requests in the future 
as I have in the past. I see no need to curtail any such activities in the national 
security field.” - 

The policy of the Department was stated publicly by the Solicitor General in 
a supplemental brief in the Supreme Court in Black v. United State8 in I%%. 
Speaking of the general delegation of authority by Attorneys General to the 
Director of the Bureau, the Solicitor General stated in his brief : 

“-111 exceution to the general deleeatron of authoritv has been nrescribed, since 
1940. for the intercepti& of wire communications, Which (in addition to’ being 
limited to matters involrin g national security or danger to human life) has 
required the specific authorization of the Attorney General in each instance. 
So similar procedure existed until 19G5 with respect to the use of devices such 
as ihose involved in the instant case, although records of oral and written 
comlnuuications within the Department of Justice reflect concern by Attorneys 
General and the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that the use of 
listeninrr devices br agents of the aorernment should be confined to a strictly 
limited category of-situations. Under Departmental practice in effect for a period 
of years prior to 1963, and continuing until 1965, the Director of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation was given authorits to annrove the installation of 
devices such as that in question-for intelligence (and-not evidentiary) purposes 
when required in the interests of internal security or national safety, including 
organized crime, kidnappings and matters wherein human life might be at 
stake. . . . 

Present Denartmental nractice. adonted in Julv 1965 in conformitv with the 
policies declaied by the President on June 30, 1963, for the entire federal estab- 
lishment, prohibits the use of such listening devices (as well as the interception 
of telephone and other n-ire communications) in all instances other than those 
involving the collection of intelligence affecting the national security. The specific 
authorization of the Attorney General must be obtained in each instance when 
this exception is invoked.“ 

The Solicitor General made a similar statement in another brief filed that 
same term (Scltipuni v. U.S.) again emphasizing that the data would not be 
made available for prosecutor%1 purposes, and that the specific authorization 
of the Attorney General must be obtained in each instance when the national 
security is sought to bc invoked. The number of telephone wiretaps and micro- 
phones installed since 1965 are as follons : 
Telephone n-iretaps : Microphones : 

1965----------------------- 233 196.5---------------------- 67 
~966~--~~~~~--~~~-_~--~~~~- 174 1966----------------------- 10 
1967----------------------- 113 lRF7_-_~~_~~____~-_~_------~ 
19@3------------------~~~-~ 52 19chs_-_-__-__-_---_-____-__ ii 
1969m-------e-----------m 123 1969~-_~_-~~~_~~~__~~-~~~~~ 14 
1970----------------------- 102 1970----------------__------- 19 
1971--_---_--___--______-__ 101 1971----------------__---__ 16 
1972-------------------e--e 108 1972~_~~_~-~_~___-__-----_- 32 
197x----------------------- 123 1973----------------------- 40 
197-1~_-~~_-_~_-_~_-__-__-__ 190 1974-------------_--------- 42 



Comparable figures for the year 1975 up to October 29 are : 
Telephone wiretaps : 121 
Microphones : 24 

In 19% Congress passed the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. 
Title III of the Act set up a detailed procedure for the interception of wire or 
oral cc~mmunications. The procedure requires the issuance of a judicial warrant, 
prescribes the information to be set forth in the petition to the judge so that, 
among other things. he map find probable cause that a crime has been or is ah~ui 
to be committed. It requires uotillcation to the parties subject to the intended 
surveillance within a period not more than ninety days after the application 
for an order of approval has been denied or after the termination of the period 
of the order or the neriod of the extension of the order. UDOXI a showing of good 
cause the judge ma; postpone the notification. The Act contains a saving clause 
to the effect that it does not limit the constitutional power of the President 
to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect the nation against 
actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power. to obtain 
foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security of the United 
States, or to protect national security information against foreign intelligence 
activities. Then in a separate sentence the proviso goes on to say, “Nor shall 
anything contained in this chapter be deemed to limit the constitutional power 
of the President to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect the 
United States against the overthroa of the government by force or other un- 
lawful means, or against any other clear aud present danger to the structure or 
existence of the government.” 

The Act snecifies the conditions under which information obtained through a 
presidentially authorized interception might be received into evidence. In speak- 
ing of this saving clause, Justice Powell in the Keith case in 1972 wrote: “Con- 
gr~‘ss simp1.v left presidential powers where it found them.” In the Keith case 
the Supreme Court held that in the field of internal security, if there was no 
foreign involvement, a judicial warrant vvas required for the Fourth Amendment. 
Fifteen months after the Keith case Attorney General Richardson. in a letter to 
Senator Fulbright which was publicly released by the Department, stated: “In 
general, before I approve any new application for surveillance without a n-nr- 
rant, I must be convinced that it is necessary (1) to protect the nation against 
actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power ; (2) to obtain 
foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security of the United 
States; or (3) to protect national security information against foreign intelli- 
gence activities.” 

I have read the debates and the reports of the Senate Judiciary Committee 
mith resue& to Title III and narticularlv the uroviso. It mav be relevant to noint 
out that Senator Philip Hart questioned and opposed the form of the proviso 
reserving presidential power. But I believe it is fair to say that his concern vrns 
primarily,-perhaps exclusively, with the language which dealt with presidential 
power to take such measures as the President deemed necessary to protect the 
United States “against any other clear and present danger to the structure or 
existence of the Government.” 

I now come to the Department of Justice’s present position on electronic sur- 
veillance conducted without a warrant. Under the standards and procedures 
established by the President, the personal approval of the Attorney General is 
required before any non-consensual electronic surveillance may be instituted 
within the United States without a judicial warrant. All reauests for surveil- 
lance must be made in writing by the Director of the Federal~Rureau of Inves- 
tigation and must set forth the relevant circumstances that justify the proposed 
surreillance. Both the agency and the Presidential appointee initiating the 
rraurrst must be identified. These reauests come to the Attornev General after 
they have gone through review procedures within the Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation. At mp request, they are then reviewed in the Criminal Division of the 
Department. Refore they come to the Attorney General, thep are then examined 
by a special review group which I have established within the Office of the 
Attorney General. Each request. before authorization or denial. receives my per- 
sonal attention. Requests are only authorized when the requested electronic sur- 
veillance is necessary to protect the nation against nctnal or potential attack or 
other hostile acts of a foreign power; to obtain fnreizn intelligrucc deemed 
essential to the security of the natinn; to protect national scrnritv infnrmnticn 
against foreign intelligence activities ; or to obtain information certified as 
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npcescnry for the conduct of foreign affairs matters important to the nationa’C 
securit- of the United States. In addition the subject of the electronic survvil- 
lance must be consciously assisting a foreign power or foreign-based poiitical 
group, and there must be assurance that the minimum physical intrusion IWCCS- 
sary to obtain the information sought will be used. As these criteria n-ill shorn 
and as I will indicate at greater length later in discussing current guidelinP~ the 
Department of Justice follows, our concern is with respect to foreign pen-ers or 

their agents. In a public statement made last July Sth, speaking of the n-arrant- 
less surveillances then authorized by the Department, I said “it can be said that 
there are no outstanding instances of marrautless n-irctaps or electronic surreil- 
ante directed against American citizens and none vill be authorized b)- me 
c’xcrpt in cases There the target of surveillance is an agent or collaborator of a 
foreign power.” This statement accurately reflects the situation today as well. 

Rariug described in this fashion something of the history and conduct of the 
Del?:lrtment of Justice with respect to telephone wiretaps and microphone instal- 
latious. I should like to remind the Comnlittee of a point with which I began, 
namely, that the factual situations to be imagined for a discussion such as this 
are not only of a sensitive but a changing nature. I do not hare much to say about 

this excelit to recall some of the language used by General ,411e:i in his testimony 
before this Committee. The techniaues of the NSA. he said. are of the most sensi- 
tire and fragile character. He d&cribed as the responsibilit>- of the KS.4 the 
interception of international communication signals srnt through the air. He 
said there had heen a watch list, wvhich among many otl1er names, contained the 
names of U.S. citizens. Senator Tower snake of an awesome technolo.W-a huge 

Y~CYIIIIII clenner of communications-whiih had the potential for abuses. Generil 
Allen gtrinted out that “ The United States, as part of its effort to produce 
foreign intelligence, has intercepted foreign communications, analyzed. and in 
some cases decoded, these communications to produce such foreign intelligence 
since the Rerolutionary War.” He said the mission of SSA is directed to foreign 
intelligence obtnined from foreign electrical communications and also from other 
foreign signals such as radar. Signals are intercepted by many techniques and 
processed, sorted and analyzed by procedures which reject inappropriate or 

unnecessary signals. He mentioned that the interception of communications. 
1loweTer it may occur, is conducted in such a manner as to minimize the unwanted 
mcssnges. SerWheless, according to his statement, many unwanted communica- 
tions are ljotentially selected for further processing. He testified that subsequent 
processing, sorting and selection for analysis are conducted in accordance with 
strict procedures to insure immediate and, wherever possible, automatic rejoc+ion 
of innpproprinte messages. The analysis and reporting is accomplished only for 
those messages which meet specific conditions and requirements for foreign 
intelligence. The use of lists of Fords, inrludir .g individual names, subjects, loca- 
tions, et cetera, has long been one of the methods used to sort out information of 
fore@ intelligence value from that which is not of interest. 

General Sllen mentioned a verv interesting statute. 18 USC 962. to which I 
should like to call your particul& attention.-The st&& makes it’ n crimr fnr 
any one who by virtue of his employment by the United States obtains any 
official diplomatic code and willfully publishes or furnishes to another without 
authorization any such code or any -other matter which was obtained whi!e 
in the nrocess of transmission between anv foreirrn eovernment and its dinlomatic 
mission in the United States. I call this to your attention because a certain in- 
direction is characteristic of the development of law, whether by statute or 
not, in this area. 

The Committee will at once recognize that I have not attempted to summarize 
General Allen’s testimony, but rather to recall it so that this extended dimen- 
sion of the variety of fact situations Khich we hare to think about as we explore 
the coverage and direction of the Fourth Amendment is at least suggestrtl. 

Having attempted to Droride somethin: of a factual base for our discussion. 
I turn n6w to the Fourth Ame.ndment. Let me say at once, however, that while’ 
the Fourth Amendment can be a most important guide to values and procedures, 
it does not mandate automatic solutions. 

The history of the Fourth Smendment is very much the history of the Amer- 
ican ReTolution and this nation’s quest for independence. The Amendment is 
the legacy of our early years and reflects values most cherished by the Founders. 
In a direct sense, it was a reaction to the general warrants and writs of asaist- 
ante employed by the ofecers of the British Crown to rummage and ran+lclc 
colonists’ homes as a means to enforce antismuggling and customs laws. Genrr:ll 
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search warrants had been used for centuries in England against those accnsed 
of seditious libel and other offenses. These warrants, sometimes judicial, some- 
times not, often general as to persons to be arrested, l,laces to iw searched, and 
things to be seized, were finally condemned by Lord Camden in 1’iK in Elliirl; v. 
Carringtoq a decision later celebrated by the Supreme Court in Ilo~tZ v. U)ritcl 
Str/fc.~ as a “landmark of English liberty . . . c:ne ,lf the lxwnnnent monuments of 
the British Constitution.” The case involved a general warrant. is:<ued 11~ 1,ord 
Halifax as Secretary of State, authorizing mrswqers to search for John Entirk 
and to seize his private papers and books. Entick hat1 written publications 
criticizing the Crown and -ivas a supporter of John Wilkes, the famous author 
and editor of the SotYh Bl‘iton n-hose own publications had prompted wholesale 
arre.sts, searches, and seizures. Entick sued for tresllass and obtained a jury 
verdict in his favor. In upholding the verdict, Lord Camden observed that if the 
government’s power to break into and search homes were accepted, “the secret 
cabinets and bureaus of every subject iu this kingdom would be thrown open 
to the search and inspection of a messenger, whenever the secretary of state 
shall see fit to charge, or even to suspect, a person to be the author, printer, 
or nublislier of a seditious libel.“ 

The practice of the general rvarrants, however, continued to be known in 
the colonies. The writ of assistance, an even more arbitrary and oppressire 
instrument than the general warrant, n-as also widely used by revenue officers 
to detect smuggled goods. Unlike a general warrant, the writ of assistance 
was virtually unlimited in dnrntion and (lit1 not hare to 1:e returned to the court 
upon its execution. It broadly authorized indiscriminate searches and seizures 
against any person suspected by a customs officer of possessing prohibited or 
nncustomed goods. The n-rita, sometimes judicial, sometimes not, Tvere USUallY 
isued by colonial judges and vested Crown officers with unreviewed and un- 
bounded discretion to break into homes, rifle drawers, and seize private papers. 
Ali ollicers and subjects of the Crown were further commanded to assist in the 
writ’s execution. In 1761 James Otis eloquently denounced the writs as “the 
worst instrument of arlntrary polver. the most destructive of English liberty, 
and the fundamental principles of law, that ever was found in an English lam 
book,” since they put “the liberty of every man in the hands of every petty 
officer.” Otis’ fiery oration later prompted John Adams to reflect that “then 
and there was the first scene of the first act of opposition to the arbitrary 
claims of Great Britain. Then and there the child Independence Teas born.” 

The words of the Fourth ,4mendment are mostly the product of James Madison. 
His original version appeared to be directed solely at the issuance of improper 
warrants ’ L. Revisions accomplished under circumstances that are still unclear 
transformed the Amendment into two separate clauses The change has influ- 
enced our understanding of the nature of the rights it protects. As embodied in 
our Constitution, the Amendment reads : “The right of the people to be secure 
in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and 
seizures, shall not be violatrd, and no Warrants shall issue. but npnn probable 
ease, supported 11.r oath or affhnmtion, and particularly describing the place 
to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.” 

Our understanding of the purposes underlying t!ie Fourth Amendment has 
been an evolving one. It has been shaped by subsequent historical events. h.v 
the changing conditions of our modern technological society, and by the derelop- 
mrnt of our own traditions, customs. and ralues. From the beginning. of course, 
there has been agreement that the Bmendment protects against practices such 
as those of the Crown officers undrr the notorious general warrants and writs 
of assistance. Above all, the Smendment safeguards the people from unlimitti, 
undue infringement by the government on the security of persons and their 
property. 

But our perceptions of the language and spirit of the Amendment hare gone 
beyond the historical wrongs the amendment n-as intended to prevent. The 
Supreme Court has served as the primary explicator of these evolving percep- 
tinns and has sought to articulate the values the Amendment incorporates. 
I believe it is useful in our present endeavor to identify some of these perceived 
values. 

13laclison’s proposal rend 3s follo-xs: “The rights of the propIe to he serured in their 
persons. their houa~n. their ~arwr.. q nncl their other propertg. from all unrensonnb!e wnrches 
and wiznres. shall not he violated by rmrrants issued without probable muse, supported by 
oath or affirmation. or not particular1.r describing the places to be searched, or the persons 
or things to he seized.” 
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First. broadly considered. the Amendment slinks to the autonomy of the 
individual against sMety. It seeks to accord to each individual, ali~eit imyerfec!ly, 
a lWilSl2r~ Of the coiifidentia!it~ essential to the nttainnlt?rlt of Illl~ll~lil (1iy:iit.r. 
It is :x shirld agaixst indiscrimln:~tc eslWsure of au indiridnnl’a priv;lte affairs 
to tire world--an exposure which ran destroy, since it places in jeolx~rtly tl:e 
spontaneity of tlioa:llt and nc:iori on \x-hic,li so much dcl~nde. ;\s Justice 
J3r;rntieis oi)scrr-ed in his dissent i!i ll~ Ol//:stcrrd CRW. in the Iq‘ourth -1mer!di:;ent 
the E’~ntlrrs “conferred. ::s n,q;li:lqt the Goycrlunrnt, the right to 11e let alo~~t!- 
tllc most c!rml)rehrilsire of rjgh:s and the right most valued by civilized meII.” 
Jntlgr .Jeromc Frank matic the same point in :I tlissent in a case in which a ll:dd 
inl’ormrr with 2 concm!ed Inic~ropllnnP bro:~dcnst an jnterccl)tcd conrcrsntim ts 
a narcotics agent. *Judge Frank wrote in U/rited Sfafes T-. Oa Ace that “[al 
sane, decent, civilized society must provide some such oasis, some shelter from 
pul,lic scrutiny, some insulated enclosure some enclave. some inviolate place 
which is a man’s castle.“ The Amendment does not protect absolutely the 
privacay of au individual. The need fcr privacy. and the law’s response to that 
need, go beyond the Amendment. But the recoguition of the value of individual 
autonom,v remains close to the Amendment’s core. 

A ljarallel value has been the Amendment’s special concern with intrusions 
when the purpose is to obtain evidence to incriminate the victim of the search, 
As t11e Supreme Court observed in Baud. which involved an attempt to compel 
the 1)roduction of an individual’s private papers. at some point the Fourth Amend- 
ment’s prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures and the k‘ifth 
Amendment’s prohibition against compulsory self-incrimination “run almost 
into each other.” The intrusion on an individual’s privacy has long been thought 
to be especially grave when the search is based on a desire to discover in- 
criminating evidence.’ The desire to incriminate may be seen as only an aggrarat- 
ing circumstance of the search, but it has at times proven to be a decisive factor 
in determining its legality. Indeecl. in Bol~d the Court declared broadly that “com- 
pellillg the production of [a person’s] private books and papers, to convict him 
of crime, or to forfeit his property, is contrary to the principles of a free gov- 
ernineilt.” 

The incriminating evidence point goes to the integrity of the criminal justice 
system. It does not necessarily settle the issue whether the overhearing can 
properly take place. It goes to the use and purpose of the information overheard. 

An additional concern of the Amendment has been the protection of freedom 
of thought, speech, and religion. The general Tarrants were used in England as 
a powerful instrument to suppress what eras regarded as seditious libel or non- 
conformity. Wilkes was imprisoned in the Tower and all his private papers seized 
under such a warrant for his criticism of the King. .4s Justice Frankfurter in- 
quired, dissenting in Harris v. United States, a case that concerned the per- 
missible scope of searches incident to arrest. “How can there be freedom of 
thought or freedom of speech or freedom of religion, if the police can, without 
warrant, search your house and mine from garret to cellar . . .?‘I So Justice 
Powell stated in Keith that “Fourth Amendment protections become the more 
necessary when the targets of official surveillance may be those suspected of 
unorthodoxy in their political beliefs.” 

Another concern embodied in the Amendment mar be found in its second 
clause dealing with the warrant requirement, even though the Fourth Amend- 
ment does not always require a warrant. The fear is that the law enforcement 
ofiicer, if unchecked, may misuse his powers to harass those who hold unpopular 
or simply different views and to intrude capriciously upon the privacy of in- 
dividuals. It is the recognition of the possibility for abuse, inherent whenerer 
executive discretion is uncontrolled, that gives rise to the requirement of a war- 
raut. That requirement constitutes an assurance that the jud,qent of a neutral 
and defached magistrate will come to bear before the intrusion is made and that 
the decision whether the privacy of the individual must yield to a greater need 
of society will not be left to the executive alone. 

~‘l’lw concern with self-incrimination is reflected In the test of standing to lnvokr the 
ex(.IIlsiollilrY rule. As the Court stated in CniteA Gtntrs v. Cnlo~~d~rz: “Thus. standine to 
invoke the &rlusionnry rule [under the Fourth Amendment] has heen conlIned to sltuniions 
w110re thv Government seeks to use such evidence to incrimiuate tllP rictinl of the unl~mfnl 
s~~:lrl~lr. This stnndlng rule is premised on a recognition that the need for deterrence, 
nm1 hvrlce the rxtionnle for rscludin n” t!w rridenre are stronzect where the Government’s 
u11lawf111 coudwt would result in imposition of a criminal sanction on the victim of the 
Nwrcb.” 
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A final value reflected in the Fourth Amendment is revealed in its opening 
rroy.~l.; : “The right of the people.” Who are “the people” to whom the Amendment 
refcjrs? The Constitution begins with the phrase, “We the People of the United 
States.” That phrase has the character of words of art, denoting the power from 
wl1ic.h the Constitution comes. It does suggest a special concern for the American 
citizen and for those who share the responsibilities of citizens. The Fourth 
Bmentlment guards the right of “the people” and it can be urged that it was 
not meant to apply to foreign nations; their agents and collaborators. Its ap- 
uliralinn mav at least take account of that diffprencn. 

The value; outlined above have been embodied in the Amendment from the 
beginning. But the importance accorded a particular value has varied durina 
the course of our history. Some have been thought more important or more 
thrtntcned than others at times. When several of the vaiues coalesce, the need 
for Jlrotection has been regarded as greatest. When onlp one is involved, that 
need has been regarded as lessened. Moreover, the scope of the Amendment 
itself has been altered over time, expanding or contracting in the fact of chang- 
ing circumstances and needs. As with the evolution of other constitutional nro- 
rikns, this development has been case in definitional terms. Words have 6een 
r‘cad 11~ different Justices and different Courts to mean different things. The 
vordw of the Amendment have not changed ; we, as a people, and the world which 
envelops us, have changed. 

An important example is what the Bmendment seeks to guard as “secure.” 
‘The wording of the Fourth Amendment suggests a concern with tangible prop- 
erty. Bg its terms, the Amendment protects the right of the people to be secure 
in their “persons, houses, papers and effects.” The emphasis appears to be on the 
material possessions of a person, rather than on his privacy generally. The 
,Court came to that cenclusion in 1928 in the Ohstead case, holding that the 
interception of telephone messages, if accomplished without a physical trespass, 
\vas outside the scone of the Fourth Bmendment. Chief Justice Taft, writing 
for the Court. reasoned that wiretannine did not involve a search or seizure: 
111r Amendment protected only tanskle-material “effects” and not intangibes 
sucvh as oral conversations. &4 thread of the same idea can be found iu Entick, 
where Lord Camden said : “The great end for which men entered into society was 
tl, secure their property.” But, while the removal and carrying off of papers 
was a trespass of the most aggravated sort, inspection alone was not: “the 
ere,” Lord Camden said, “cannot by the law of England be guilty of a trespass.” 

The movement of the law since Olmstead has been steadily from protection of 
property to protection of privacy. In the Goldman case in 1942 the Court held 
that. the use of a detectaphone placed against the walI of a room to overhear 
oral conversations in an adjoining office was not unlawful because no physical 
trrrpnss was involved. The opinion’s unstated assumption, however. appeared to 
1,~ that a private oral conversation could be among the protected “effects” 
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. The Sil2jer~?zn?~ case later eroded 
Olmslpncl. snbstantiallv bv holdine that the Amendment was violated l)v the in- 
terception-if & or& conrersation-through the use of n spike mike dr<ven into 
a party wall, penetrating the heating duct of the adjacent home. The Court 
stntrd-that the question whether a trespass had occurred as a technical matter 
of property law was not controlling; the existence of an actual intrusion was 
sufficient. 

.Thp Court finaNy reached the opposite emphasis from its previous stress on 
peopprt.r in 1967 in Rafz v. United States. The Court declared that the Fourth 
Amendment “protects people. not places.” against unreasonable searches and 
srizures : that oral conversations. although intangible, were entitled to be qecure 
against the uninvited ear of a government oflicer, and that the interception of a 
trlephone conversation. even if accomplished wi!hnut a trespass, violated the 
prirncr on which petitioner justifiably relied while using a telephone booth. 
.Tuctice Harlan, in a concurring opinion. erplained that to hare a constitution- 
nll,~ prntectpd right of privacy under Katz it was necessary that a person. first, 
“lrlr~ exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privncy and. second, that 
thn (Jsprrtation be one that society is prepared to recognized as ‘reasonable.’ ” 

dt first glance. K-n.tz might be taken as a statement that the Fonrth Amend- 
rn~~:It now protects all reasonable espectations of privacy--that the boundaries 
trf tllp right of prirac.v are coterminous with those of the Fourth Amendment. But 
th:lt as.Gumption vinuld he misleading. To b&n with th? -1mcndment <ii11 
prijf~:c Q!?me interests that have very little if any thing to do with privacy. Thus. 
the p’llice mar not, without warrant, seize an automobile parked on the owner‘s 



driveway even though they have reason to believe that. the automobile was used 
in committing a crime. The interest protected by the Fourth Amendment in such 
n case is probably better defined in terms of property than privacy. Moreover, the 
liat# opinion itself cautioned that “the Fourth Amendment cannot be translated 
into a general constitutional ‘right to privacy.’ ” Some privacy interests are pro- 
tected by remaining Constitutional guarantees, Others are protected by federal 
statute, by the states, or not at all. 

The uoint is twofold. First, under the Court’s decisions, the Fourth Amendment 
does not protect every expectation of privacy, uo matter how reasonable or 
actual that expectation may be. It does mot protect, for example, against false 
friends’ betrayals lo the police of even the most private confidences. Second. the 
‘.reasouable expectation of privacy” standard, often said to be the test of Katz, 
is itself a conclusion. It represents a judgment that certain behavior should as a 
matter of law be protected against unrestrained governmental intrusion. That 
judgment, to be sure, rests in part on an assessment of the reasonableness of the 
expectation, that is, on an objective, factual estimation of a risk of intrusion 
under given circumstances, joined with an actual expectation of privacy by the 
l,?rson involved in a particular case. But it is plainly more than that, since 
it is also intermingled with a judgment as to how important it is to society that 
an expectation should be confirmed-a judgment based on a perception of our 
customs traditions, and values as a free people. 

The ftatz decision itself illustrates the point. Was it really a “reasonable ex- 
1,ectation” at the time of Kcct, 9 for a person to believe that his telephone conver- 
hiltion in a public phone booth was private and uot susceptible to interception by 
a microphone on the booth’s outer wall:’ Almost forty years earlier in Olntstead 
the Court held that such nontrespassory iuterceytions were permissible. GoZdmar~ 
rt~affirmed that holding. So how could Iiut.3 reasonably expect the contrary? The 
cuslver, I think. is that the Court’s dc:ision in Kutx turned ultimately on an 
:I%sessment of the effect of permitting such uurestraiued intrusions on the in- 
tlividual in his private and social life. The judgment was that a license for un- 
limited governmental intrusions upon every telephone would pose too great 
a danger to the spontaneity of human thought and behavior. *Justice Harlan 
l,ut the point this say in U?Lited States v. White : 

“The analysis must, in my view, transcend the search for subjective expectations 
or legal attribution of assumptions of risk. Our expectations, and the risks we 
assume, are in large part reflections of laws that translate into rules the customs 
and values of the past and present.” 

A weighing of values is an inescapable part in the interpretation and growth 
of the Fourth Amendment. Expectations, and their reasonableness, vary accord- 
iug to circumstances. So will the need for an intrusion and its likely effect. 
These elements will define the boundaries of the interests which the Amend- 
ment holds as “secure ” 

To identify the interests which are to be “secure,” of course, only begins the 
inquiry. It is equally essential to identify the dangers from which those in. 
terests are to be secure. What constitutes an intrusion will depend on the scope 
of the protected interest. The early view that the Fourth Amendment urotected 
only tangible property resulted in the rule that a physical trespass or taking was 
rile measure of an intrusion Gl?n.steccd rested on the fact that there had been no 
i~hpsical trespass into the defendant’s home or office. It also held that the use 
of the sense of hearing to intercept a conversation did not constitute a search or 
seizure. Katz, by expanding the scope of the protected interests, necessarily al- 
trrad our misunderstanding of what constitutes nn intrusion. Since intanribles 
such as oral conversations are now re,oarded as protected “effects.” the-over- 
hearing of a conversation may constitute an intrusion apart from whether a 
lmysical tresuass is involved. 

The nature of the search and seizure can be very important. An entry into 
a house to search its interior may be viewed as more serious than the over- 
hearing of a certain type of conversation. The risk of abuse may loom larger 
in one case than the other. The factors that have come to be viewed as most 
important, however, are the purpose and effect of the intrusion. The Supreme 
Court has tended to focus not so much on what was physically done, but on why 
it was done and what the consrqucnce is likely to be. What is seized, why it 
\v:?s seized, and n-hat is done with what is seized are critical questions, 

I stated earlier that a central concern of the Fourth Amendmeut was with 
intrusious to obtain evidence to incriminate the victim of the search. This 
concern has been reflected in Supreme Court decisions which have traditionally 
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treated intrusions to gather incriminatory evidence differentIF from intrusions 
for neutral or benign purposes. In Frank v. .lfawra?M, the appellant n-as lined 
for refusing to all&v a housin g inspector to enter his residence to determine 
Fhethcr it was maintained in compliawe n-ith the municipal housing code. 
Violation of the code would hare led or!l~ to a direction to remove the violation. 
Onlr failure to comply with l-he direction would lead to a criminal sanction. 
The Court held that such ndmiuistratire searches could be conducted without 
warrant. Justice Frankfurter, writing for the Court, noted that the E’ourth 
Amendment was a renctiox to “ransacking b.v Crown officers of the homes of 
citizens in search of evidence of crime or of illegall? imported goods.” IIe ob- 
served that both En.ticl; and Eoyd n-we concerned wth attempts to compel in- 
dividuals to incriminatf~ themselves in criminal cases and that “it was on the 
issue of the rieht to be secure from searches for evidence to be used in crimiunl 
prosecutions 0; for forfeitures that the great battle for fundamental liberty was 
fought” There n-ns thus a great difference, the Justice said, between searches 
to seize evidence for criminal prosecutions and searches to detect the existence 
of municipal health code violations. Searches in this latter category, conducted 
“as an adjuuct to a rcpu!ntory scheme for the genera1 welfare of the commnnitg 
aud not as a means of enforcing the criminal law: [have] antecedents deep in 
our hisrory.” aud should not be snl~jectetl to the warrant requirement. 

1’wn/; was later overruled in 1967 in Canzara v. Uunin’pal Courf, and a com- 
panion case, $cc v. City/ of Scuffle. In L’flnlcoo. nppcllant n-as, like Fra?17;, chargc’d 
with a wimiunl violation as a rfsult of his refusal to uermit a municipal inspector 
to enter his apartment to investigate possible violRtions of the cfty’s liking 
code. The Supreme Court rejected the Frnnk rationale that municipal fire, health, 
and housing inspections could be couducted without a warrant because the 
olljwt or the intrusion was not to search for the fruits or instrumentalities of 
crime. Jlnreorer, t!le Court noted that most regulator1 laws such as fire, health, 
and housin:: codes were enforced by criminal processes, that refusal to permit 
entry to an inspector was often a criminal offense, and that the “self-protection” 
nr “ilon-ilicriniiliatioii” objective of the Fourth Amendment was therefore in- 
drrrl inrolrrtl. 

But the doctrine of Ca~zo,-n proved to be limited. In 1971 in Wunla?t v. James 
the Court held that a “home visit” by a lvelfare caseworker, which entailed ter- 
millation of benefits if the nMfare recipient refused entry, was lawful despite 
the albsence 0r a nnrrnut. The Court relied on the importance of the public’s 
interest in ol)tnining informatinn about the recipient, the reasonableness of the 
measures taken to ensure that the intrusion was limited to the extent practicable, 
aIld most impnrtnntlg, the fact that the primary objective of the search was not 
to obtain evidence for a criminal investigation or prosecution. Camwa and 
I;‘w~k n-we distinguished as involving crimina1 proceedings. 

I’erllal)s what these cases mainIT say is that the purpose of the intrusion. and 
the use to which what is seized is put, are more important from a constitutional 
standpoint thau the physical act of intrusion itself. Where the purpose or effect 
is noncriminal, the warrh and seizure is perceived as less troublesome and there 
is a readiness to find reasonableness even in the absence of a judicial warraut. 
l3.v rontmst, where the purpose of the intrusion is to gather incriminatory evi- 
d~we. and hence hostile, or when the consequence of the intrusion is the sanction 
of the crimitlal lan-, greater protections may be given. 

The Fourth Amendment then, as it has alma.vs been interpreted, does not give 
nlmc)Illte protwtinn against Government. intrusion. In the words of the Amend- 
n!ent, tile right ,gnarnnteed is security against ~cnreasonnble searches and seizures. 
.\< Jnatic~e White said in the Cnmnrn case, “there can be no ready test for deter- 
mining rensnuableness other than by halancing the need to search against, the 
inw4ori ~rl~icli the searrh cntnils.” Whether there has been a constitutionally 
lwohii~itc~tl illrnsion at all has crime to depend less on an absolute dividing liue 
lIrt\vcV‘!l l)rotectwl and unprotected areas, and more on an estimation of the 
i~~tlir~iclunl swnrit.v interests affected 1,~ the Gw-ernment’s actions. Those effects, 
in turn. may depend on the purpose for which the search is made, whether it 
is l~rxtile. neutral. or beiii~gn in rclatinu to the person whose interests are in- 
vatled. 2nd al80 on the manner of the srnrch. 

Ily the same tnkm. the Government’s uwd to search. to invade individual 
l~rir:lc~.v illttrwts. is no lnn,ger men~urwl rsrlusiwly-it indeed it ever \va--l~y 
I he f!;ltlitionn 1 prohnl~lc cause ~tnndartl. Thr second clnusc of the Snlen(lnlent 

Ft:ltPS. in {X I r t .  tllilt wn vxrrants shall iswe but upon l~rnl!nble cause.” The 
rnwc~pt of l~rnbnble cause has often beeu wad to Iwnr upon aud in mauy case:‘. 
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to control the question of the reasonableness of searches, whether with or with- 
out warrant. The traditional formulation of the standard, as “reasonable grounds 
for believing that the law was being yiolnted on the premises to be searched” 
relates to the Governmental interest in the ljrevention of criminal offenses, and 
to seizure of their instruments and fruits (Bri?regclr v. U?rited Stales). This 
formulation in Coaled r. United States once took content from the long-standing 
“mere evidence rule”-that searches could not be undertaken “solely for the 
purpose of. . . [securing] evidence to be used . . in a criminal or penal proceed- 
ing, but that they may be resorted to only when a primary right to such search 
and seizure may be found in the interest which the public . . . may have in the 
property to be seized.” The Government’s interest in the intrusion, like the indi- 
vidual’s interest in privacy, thus was defined in terms of property, and the right 
to search as well as to seize n-as limited to items-contraband and the fruits and 
instrumentalities of crime-in which t,he Government’s interest was thought 
superior to the indiridunl’s. This notion, lon g eroded in practice, was expressly 
abandoned by the Court in lS(iS in TFal-de/L v. Ha:f/den. Thus, the detection of 
crime-the need to discover and use “mere evidence”-may presently justify 
intrusion. 

hloreorer, as I hare indicated, the Court has held that, in certain situations, 
something less than probable cause-in the traditional sense--may be sufficient 
ground for intrusion, if the degree of intrusion is limited strictly to the purposes 
for which it is made. In Terry v. Ohio the Court held that a policeman, in order 
to protect himself and others nearby, may conduct a limited “pat down” search 
for weapons when he has reasonable grounds for believing that criminal conduct 
is taking place and that the person searched is armed and dangerous. Last term, 
in United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, the Court held that, if an officer has a 
“founded suspicion” that a car in a border area contains illegal aliens, the 
ofiicer may stop the car and ask the occupants to explain suspicious circum- 
stances. The Court concluded that the important Governmental interest involved, 
and the absence of practical alternatives, justified the minimal intrusion of a 
brief stop. III both Terry and Ilrignowi, the Court emphasized that a more drastic 
intrusion-a thorough search of the suspect or automobile-would require the 
justification of traditional probable cause. This point is reflected in the Court’s 
decisions in Alnieida-Sanchez and Ortiq in which the Court held that, despite 
the interest in stemming illegal immigration, searches of automobiles either at 
fixed checkpoints or by roving patrols in places that are not the “functional 
equivalent” of borders could not be undertaken without probable cause. 

Rouetheless, it is clear that the traditional probable cause standard is not the 
exclnsire measure of the Government’s interest. The kind and degree of interest 
required depend on the severity of the intrusion the Government seeks to make. 
The requirement of the probable cause standard itself may vary, as the Court 
made clear in Cnntara. That case, as you recall, concerned the nature of the 
probable cause requirement in the context of searches to identify housing code 
violations. The Court was persuaded that the only workable method of enforce- 
ment was periodic inspection of all structures, and concluded that because the 
search was not “nersonal in nature.” and the invasion of urivacv involved was 
limited, probablecause could be based on “appraisal of conditions in the &a as 
A mbole.” rather than knowledge of the condition of particular buildings. “lf a 
valid lmblic interest justifies the intrusion contemplated,” the court stated, “then 
there is l~rob:~ble cause to issue a suitable restricted search warrant.” In the 
Keith, case, while holding that domestic national security surveillance-not in- 
volving the activities of foreign powers and their agents-was subject to the 
warrant requirement, the Court noted that the reasons for such domestic surveil- 
lauce may differ from those justifying surveillances for ordinary crimes, atid 
tlmt donlcstic security surveillances often have to be long range projects. For 
tlirsc reasons, a standard of prolrable cause to obtain a warrant different from 
tile tratlitiolml staudnrtl would be jristified : “Different standards may be com- 
])a tible with the P‘ourth Amendment if thev are reasonable both in relat,ion to 
the Icgitim;lle nred of Government for intelligence information and the protected 
rights of ottr cil izens. 

111 Ilrirf, altbougb at one time the “rcnsonal~leness” of a search may hare been 
tlrlin~tl :rccording to the traditional l~rob:~ble cause standard, the situation has 
now I~‘rll reversed. I’rol~i~blr cause has come to deoeud on reasonableness--on 
tbr le~itiinatc~ need of rbe Government and wIlethe; there is reason to believe 
tlmt tlm lrrccisc, intrustion sought, measuretl in terms of its effect on indiridnnl 
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This point is critical in evaluating the reasonableness of searches or SUP- 
veillances undertaken to protect national security. In some instances, the Gov- 
ernment’s interest may be, in part, to protect the nation against specific actions 
of foreign powers or their agents-actions that are criminal offenses. In other 
instances, the interest may be to protect against the possibility of actions by 
foreign powers and their agents dangerous to national security-actions that 
mny or may not be criminal. Or the interest may be solely to gather intelligence. 
in a variety of forms, in the hands of foreign agents and foreign powers-intel- 
ligence that may be essential to informed conduct of our nation’s foreign affairs. 
This last interest indeed mav often be far more critical for the nrotection of the 
nation than the detection 0; a particular criminal offense. The- Fourth Amend- 
Illent’s standard of reasonableness as it has developed in the Court’s decisions 
is sufficiently flexible to recognize this. 

Just as the reasonableness standard of the Amendment’s first clallse has 
taken content from the probable clause standard, so it has also come to incor- 
ijorate the narticulnritv renuirement of the warrant clausethat warrants nar- 
iicularly describe “the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be 
s;cLized.” As one Circuit Court has written, in i%ited Statc.s v. Poller, although 
ljointing out the remedy might not be very extensive, “[L]imitations on the 
fruit to be gathered tend to limit the quest itself.” 

The Government’s interest and purpose in undertaking the search defines 
its scnpe, and the societal importance of that purpose can be weighed against 
the effects of the intrusion on the individual. By precise definition of the objects 
of the search, the degree of intrusion can be minimized to that reasonably neces- 
sary to achieve the legitimate purpose. In this sense, the particularity require; 
merit of the warrant clause is analogous to the minimization requirement of 
Title III, that intrrceptinns “be eseruted in such a way to minimize the inter- 
ception of communications not otherwise subject to interception” under the Title. 

But there is a distinct aspect to the particularity requirements-one that is 
often overlooked. An officer who has obtained a warrant based upon probable 
cause to search for narticular items may in conducting the search necessarilv 
have to examine other items, some of which may constitute evidence of ai 
entirely distinct crime. The normal rule under the plain view doctrine is that the 
officer may seize the latter incriminating items as well as those specifically iden. 
tified in the warrant so long as the scope of the authorized search is not es- 
ceeded. The minimization rule responds to the concern about overly broad 
srarches, and it requires an effort to limit what can be seized. It also may be 
an attempt to limit how it can be used. Indeed, this minimization concern may 
have been the oritinal uurnose of the “mere evidence” rule. 

The concern agout the <se of what is seized may be most important for future 
actions. Until very rerently-in fact, until the Court’s 1971 decision in B&en v. 
Pir Unknozr*n. Fad~aZ Snrcotic Agents-the only sanction against an illegal 
search was that its fruits were inadmissible at any criminal trial of the person 
whose interest was invaded. So long as this was the only sanction, the courts, 
in jud-ging reasonableness, did not really have to weigh any governmental inter- 
est other than that of detecting crimes. In practical effect, a search could only 
1~ “unreasonable” as a matter of law if an attempt was made to use its fruits for 
prooecution of a criminal offense. So long as the Government did not attempt such 
uoc, the search could continue and the Government’s interests, other than 
enforcing criminal laws, could be satisfied. 

It mav be said that this confuses rights and remedies: searches rould he 
wnreasonable even though no sanction &lowed. But I am’not clear that this 
is theoretically so, and realistically it was not so. As I have noted earlier. the 
reasonableness of a search has depended, in major part, on the purpose for 
which it is undertaken and on whether that nurnose. in relation to the nerson 
whom it affects, is hostile or benign. The sea-rch-mokt hostile to an individual 
is one in preparation for his criminal prosecution. Exclusion of evidence from 
criminal trials may help assure that searches undertaken for ostensibly benign 
motives are not used as blinds for attempts to find criminal evidence, while per- 
mitting searches that are genuinely benign to continue. But there is a more gen- 
eral point. The effect of a Government intrusion on individual security is a func- 
tion, not only of the intrusion’s nature and circumstances, but also of disclosure 
and of the use to which its product is put. Its effects are perhaps greatest when 
it is employed or can be employed to impose criminal sanctions or to deter, hp 
disclosure. the exprcise of individual freedoms. In short, the use of the product 
srized bears upon the reasonableness of the search. 



These observations have particular bearing On electronic surveillance. By the 
nature of the technology the “search” may necessarily be far broader than its 
legitimate objects. For example, a surveillance justified as the only means of 
obtaining value foreign intelligence may require the temporary overhearing of 
conversations containing no foreign intelligence whatever in order eventually to 
locate its object. To the extent that we can, by purely mechanical means, select 
tlut only that, information that fits the purpose of the search, the intrusion is 
radically reduced. Indeed, in terms of effects on individual security, there would 
be no intrusion at all. But other steps may be appropriate. In this respect, I think 
vie should recall the language and the practice for many years under former 5 GO5 
af the Communications Act. The Act was violated, not be surveillance alone, but 
only by surveillance and disclosure in court or to the public. It may be that if a 
rriticnl Governmental purpose justifies a surveillance, but because of technological 
limitations it is not possible to limit surveillnnce strictly to those persons as to 
whom alone surveillance is justified, one way of reducing the intrusion’s effects 
is to limit strictly the revelation or disclosure or the use of its product. Minimiza- 
tion procedures can be very important. 

Iu discussing the standard of reasonableness, I hare necessarily described the 
Pvolving standards for issuing warrants and the standards governing their scope. 
I:ot I have not yet discussed the warrant requirement itself-how it relates to 
the reasonableness standard and what purposes it was intended to serve. The 
relationship of the warrant requirement to the reasonableness standard was de- 
scribed in Johnson v. United States by Justice Robert Jackson : “Any assumption 
that evidence sufficient to support a magistrate’s disinterested determination 
to issue n search warrant will justify the officers in making a search without a 
;varrant would reduce the Amendment to a nullity and leave the people’s homes 
*cure only in the discretion of police officers. . . . When the rights of privacy 
must reasonably yield to the right of search is, as a rule, to be decided by a judicial 
officer, not by a policeman or government enforcement agent. This view has not 
a)~,:)-s been accepted br n majority of the Court ; the Court’s view of the relation- 
ship between the general reasonableness standard and the warrant requirement 
bns shifted often and dramatically. But the view expressed by Justice Jackson 
is now quite clearly the prevailing position. The Court said in Katz that “searches 
conducted outside the judicial process, without prior approval by judge or magis- 
trate, are per se unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment-subject only to a few 
specifically established and well-delineated exceptions.” Such exceptions include 
those grounded in necessity-where exigencies of time and circumstance make 
resort to a magistrate practically impossible. These include, of course, the Terry 
stop and frisk and, to some degree, searches incident to arrest. But there are other 
esceptions, not always grounded in exigency-for example, some automobile 
searches--and at least some kinds of searches not conducted for purposes of en- 
forcing criminal laws-such as the welfare visits of Wyman v. James. In short, 
the Farrant requirement itself depends an the purpose and degree of intrusion. 
A footnote to the majority opinion in Katz, as well as Justice White’s concurring 
opinion, left open the possibility that wnrrants may not be required for searches 
nndertnken for national security purposes. And, of course, Justice Powell’s opinion 
in Keith, while requiring warrnnts for domestic security surveillances, suggests 
that a different balance may be struck when the surveilinnce is undertaken against 
foreign powers and their agents to gather intelligence information or to protect 
against foreign thrents. 

The purpose of the warrant requirement is to guard against over-zealousness 
of Govornnlent oficinle. who may tend to overestimate the basis and necessity of 
intrusion nnd to uuderestimate the impact of their efforts on individuals. It 
was said in Tivit~~rl Afntes v. U?Iited States District Court: “The historical judg- 
mcnt, which the Fourth Amendment accepts, is that unreviewed executive dis- 
cretion mny yie!d too readily to pressures to obtain incriminating evidence and 
orrrlook potential invasio!ls of privacy and protected speech.” These purposes 
raf thr wnrrnnt requirement must be kept firmly in mind in analyzing the appro- 
priateness of applying il to the forrign intelligence rind security area. 

There is n real possibility that application of the n-arrant requirement, at least 
411 the form of the normal criminal search warrant, tltr form adopted in Title 
HI. will endanger Iegitimat\ 0 Government interests. -1s I have indicated, Title 
111 sets up a detailed procedure for interception of n-ire or oral communications. 
It reauires the procurement of a judicial warrant and prescribes the information 
to 1fe yet fortb in tbr petition to the judge so tbnt. among other things, he may 
find probable cause that a crime has been or is about to be committed. It re- 
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quires notification to the partics subject to the snrx~eillance lrithin a period after 
it has taken 1)lnce. The statute is clearly nwuited to protection of the Ctnl na- 
tional interests in continnin g detfMion of 111~~ nrtil-ities of forclgn 1)oners and 
the ir nxents. :i notice rcquirellit‘ilt--ahi(lC from other possible repercwsions- 
could destror the usefulness of intelligrncc sources and methods. The most 
critical surv;illance in this area may hare nothing mhaterer to do with detection 
of crime. 

.4part from the problems presented by particular provisions of Title 111. the 
argument against application of the warrant requirement, eren with an cx- 
pandrd probable cause standard, is that judges and magistrates may underesti- 
mate the importance of the Government’s need, or that the information necessary 
to make that determination cannot be disclosed to a judge or magistrate with- 
out risk of its accidental rcrelation-a revelation that could work great harm 
to the nation’s security. Fhat is often less likely to be noted is that a magistrate 
may be as prone to orercstimate as to underestimate the force of the Govem- 
nient’s need. Warrants necessarily are issued ca parte; often decision must 
come quickly on the basis of information that must remain confidential. Appli- 
cations to nng one judge or magistrate would be only sporadic : no opinion could 
be published: this would limit the growth of judicially developed, reasonably 
uniform standards based, in part, on t-he qualit? of the information sought and 
the knowledge of possible alternatives. Equally important, responsibility for the 
intrusion would hare bepn diffused. It is possible that the actual number of 
searches or surveillances would increase if esecutirc officials. rather than Lwar- 
ing responsibility themselves, can find shield behind n ma&rate’s judgment 
of reasonableness. On the other hand, whatever the practical effect of a warrant 
requirement may be, it would still serve thp importnnt purpose of assuring the 
pnblic that searches are not conducted without the approval of a neutral 
magistrate who could prevent abuses of the technique. 

In discussing the advisability of a warrant requirement, it may nlso be useful 
to distinguish among possible situations that arise in the national security 
area. Three situations-greatly simplified-come to mind. They differ from 
one another in the extent to which they are limited in time or in target. First, 
the search may be directed at a particular foreign agent to detect a specific 
anticipated nctiritg-such as the purchase of a secret document. The activity 
which is to be detected ordinarily would constitute a crime. Second, the search 
mav he more extended in time-even virtually continuous-but still would be 
dir&ted at an identified foreign agent. The-purpose of such a surveillance 
would be to monitor the agent’s act’ioities, determine the identities of perxons 
whose nrcess to rlassified information he might be exploiting, and determine 
the identity of other foreign ngents with whom he mar be in contact. Swlr a 
surveillance might also gather foreign intelligence ‘information about the 
ngent,‘s own country, information that would be of positire intelligence vnlue 
to the United States. Third, there may be rirtually continuous surveillance 
which bg its nature does not hare specifically predetermined targets. Such a 
snrveillance could be designed to gather foreign intelligence information eaaen- 
tial to the securitv of the nation. 

The more limited in time and target a surveillance is, the more nearly 
analogous it appears to be with a traditional criminal search xvhich involves 
a particulnr target location or individunl at a specific time. Thus. the first 
situation I just described xould in that reswct be most amenable to some 
sort of mar&t requirement the second less so. The efficiencv of a warrant re- 
quirement in the third situa;ion would be minimal. I f  the t&d type of snrreil- 
lance I described were submitted to nrior judicial awroral. that iudicinl decision __ 
would take the form of an ex parfe-declaration that the program of surveillance 
designed hy the Government strikes a reasonable balance between the govern- 
ment’s need for the information and the protection of indiriduals’ rights. Serer- 
theless, it may be that different kinds of warrants could be developed to corer 
the t.hird situation. In his opinion in AIrneidn-Snncher. Justice Powell suggested 
t,lie possibility of area warrants-issued on the basis of the conditions in 
the area to be surreilled--to allow nutomnbile searches in areas near America’s 
borders. The lam has not lost its inventiveness. and it might be possible to 
fashion new judicinl approaches to the novel situations that mine up in the 
area of foreign intelligence. I think it must be pointed out that for the drr-el- 
opmcfit of sues11 an extended. new kind of warrant. a statutory hnse mig!lt be 
required or at least appropriate. At the same time, in dealing with this area, 
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it may 1~ mistaken to focus on the warmnt requirement alone to the exclu- 
siun of other, possib!y more realistic, l)rotectionq. 

Kl:nt, then, is the shape of the present law? To begin with, several stat- 
utes appear to recognize that the Gorcrnmcnt does intercept certain mes- 
sages for foreign inteiligence purpose and that this activity must be, and can 
be, carried out. Section 953 of Title lS, which I mentioned earlier is one 
examp!e; section ZX of the same title is another. In addition, Title III’s pro- 
viso, :rhich I hare quoted earlier. explicitly disclaimed an.v intent to limit 
the nnthoritr of the Executive to conduct electronic surveillance for national 
security ani foreign intelligence purposes. In an apparent recognition that 
the l,on-er would be exercizetl, Title III specifies the conditions under which 
information obtained through Presidentially authorized surveillance may be 
receivccl into evidence. It seems clear, therefore, that in 1%X Congress was 
not prepared to come to a judgment that the Executive should discontinue its 
activities in this area, nor was it preljared to regulate how those activities 
were to be comlucted. Pet it cannot be said that Congress has been entirely 
silent on this matter. Its express statutory references to the existence of the 
activity must be taken into account. 

The case lam, although unsatisfactory in some respects, has supported or left 
untouched the policy of the Executive in the foreign intelligence area whenever 
the issue has been squarely confronted. The Supreme Court’s decision in the 
ZZeit7b case in lW2 concerned the legality of warrantless surveillance directed 
against a domestic organization with no connection to a foreign power and the 
.Gorernment.‘s attempt to introduce the product of the surveillance as evidence 
in the criminal trial of a person charged with bombing a C.I.A. office in Ann Arbor, 
Michiean. In uart because of the danger that uncontrolled cliscretion might result 
in use of electronic surveillance to d&er domestic organizations from exercising 
First Amendment rights, the Supreme Court held that in cases of internal security, 
when there is no foreign involvement, a judicial warrant is required. Speaking 
for the Court. Justice Powell emphasized that “this case involves only the domes- 
tic aspects of national security. Ve have expressed no opinion as to the issues 
which mng he involved with respect to activities of foreign powers or their agents. 

As I observed in my remarks at the ABA convention, the Supreme Court surely 
realized. “in viem of the imnortance the Government has placed on the need 
for warrantless electronic surkeillance that, after the holding in Keith, the GOV- 
ernment -ivould proceed with the procedures it had developed to conduct those 
snrreillances not prohibited-that is, in the foreign intelligence area or, as 
Justice Powell said, ‘with respect to activities of foreign powers and their 
agents.’ ” ’ 

The two federal circuit court decisions after Keith that have expressly ad- 
dressed the nroblem have both held that the Fourth Amendment does not require 
a warrant for electronic surveillance instituted to obtain foreign intelligence. 
In the first, United State.? v. Broz.!?n the defendant, an American citizen: was 
incidentally overheard as the result of a warrantless wiretap authorized by the 
Attorney General for foreign intelligence purposes. In upholding the legality of 
the surveillanrr. the Court of ,4nneals for the Fifth Circuit declared that on the 
basis of “the President’s consti&qtional duty to act for the United States in the 
firld of foreign affairs, and his inherent power to protect national security h 
the conduct 6f foreign affairs . . . the President may constitutionally authorize 
Farrantless wiretaps for the purpose of gathering foreign intelligence.” The 
court added that “(r)estrictions on the PrePident’s power which are appropriate 
in cases of domestic security become inappropriate in the context of the inter- 
national sphere.” 

In United States v. Buten7co the Third Circuit reached the same conclusion- 
that the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment does not apply to 
electronic surveillance undertaken for foreign intellizence purposes. Although 
the surveillance in that case was directed & a foreign agent,- the court held 
broadly that the warrantless surveillance ~onld be lawful so long as the primary 
purpose was to obtain foreign intelligence informatinn. The court stated that 
such surveillance wonld be reasonable without a warrant eren though it might 
involve the overhearing of ccnrersntions of “n!ipn officials and agents, and perhans 
of Am&ran citizens.” I should note tbnt althnngh the United States prevailed in 
the R!/tenko case. the Department acquiesced in the petitioner’s application for 
ccrtiornri in order to obtain the Snpremp Court’s ruling on the question. The 
,Suprane Court denied review, horrerer. and thus left the Third Circuit’s decision 
andistnrbcd as the prevailing law. 



Most recently, iu Zceibon v. Mitchell, decided in June of this pear, the District 
Of Columbia Circuit dealt with WWrantless electronic surreillance directed 
against a domestic organization allegedly engaged in activities affecting this 
countrg’s relations with a foreign power. Judge Skelly Wright’s opinion for four 
of the nine judges makes many statements questioning any national security 
exception to the warrant requirement. The court’s actual holding made clear in 
Judge Wright’s opinion n-as far narrower and, in fact, is consistent with holdings 
in Brown and ButenLo. The court held only that “a R-arrant must be obtained 
before a wiretap is installed on a domestic organization that is neither the agent 
of nor acting in collaboration with a foreigu power.” This holding, I should add, 
was fully consistent with the Department of Justice’s policy prior to the time 
of the Cxeibon decision. 

With these cases in mind, it is fair to say electronic surreillance conducted for 
foreign intelligence purposes. essential to the national security, is lawful under 
the Fourth Amendment. ereu in the absence of a warrant, at least where the 
subject of the surveillance is a foreign power or an agent or collaborator of a 
for&n power. Moreover. the opinious of two rircuit courts stress the purpose for 
Khich the surveillance is undertaken. rather than the identity of the subject. This 
suggests that in their view such surveillance without a n-arrant is lawful 60 
long as its purpose is to obtain foreign intelligence. 

But the legality of the activity does not remove from the Executive or from 
Conrrress the resuonsibilitr to take stcns. within their m’iver. to seek an nccom- 
modation betn-eei the vital public ant! private interesfs inl-olred. In our effort 
to seek such an accommodation. the Department has adopted standards and 
procedures designed to ensure the reasonableness under the Fourth Amendment of 
electronic surveillance and to minimize to the extent practical the intrusiou on 
individual interests. As I have stated. it is the Department’s po!icy to authorize 
electronic surveillance for forei.a1 intelligence purposes only when the subject 
is a foreign power or an ageut of a foreign power. By the term “agent” I mean 
a conscious agent; the agency must be of a special kind and must relate to 
activities of great concern to the United States for foreign intelligence or counter- 
intellirrence reasons. In addition. at oresent. there is no warrantless electronic ._ 
surveillance directed against any A&erican ‘citizen, and although it is couccir- 
able that circumstances justifying such surveillance may arise in the future, I 
n-ill not authorize the surrpillance unless it is clear that the American citireu is 
an active. conscious agent or collaborator of a foreign Dower. In no erect. of 
course, wbuld I author&e any narrantless surveillance aiainst domestic person+ 
or organizations surh as those involved in the Keith case. Surveillance without 
a warrant will not 1:e conducted for purposes of security against domestic or 
internal threats. It is our policy. moreorer, to use the Title III procedure when- 
ever it is possible and appropriate to do so, although the statutory provisions re 
narding urobable cause. notification. and nrosecutive nuruose make it unworkable 
in all foieign intelligelice and man6 co&terintcllige&e cases. 

The standards and procedures that the Department has estabIished within the 
United States seek to ensure that every request for surveillance receives thorough 
and impartial consideration before a decision is made whether to institute it. 
The process is elaborate nud tin+consuming. but it is necessary if the public 
interest is to be served and individual rights safeguarded. 

I have just been speaking about telephone Firetapping and microphone sur- 
veillances which are reviewed by the Attorne.v General. In the course of its in- 
vestigation. the committee has become familiar wit.h the more terhnolocicnllv 
sophisticated and complex electrouic surveillance activities of other agencie.;l. 
These surveillance actiritirs present somewhat different legal qnestions. The 
commuuicstions conceivably mieht take place entirely outside the United 
States. That fact alone. of course. would not antomaticallv remove the aeencies’ 
activities from scrutiny under tile Fourth Amendment since at times ev& cnm- 
munications abroad may involve a legitimate privacy interest of American citi- 
zens. Other communications conceivably might be exclusively between foreign 
pan-ers and their agents and involve no American terminal. In such a case. even 
though American citizens map be discussed. this mnr raise less significant. or 
perhaps no significant, qu&ioIis under the Fourth Amendment. Bn!- the primnrr 
concern, I suppose, is whether reasonable minimization procedures are employed 
with respect to use and dissemination. 

With respect to all electronic surveillance. whether conducted mithin the 
United Stntca or abroad. it is essential that efforts be made to minimize a~, 
much as ponniblc the e:Ltent of the intrusion. Much in this regard cau be done 
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by modern technolo,y. Standard and procedures can be developed and effectively 
deployed to limit the scope of the intrusion and the use to which its nroduct is uut. 
yarious mechanisms can provide a needed assurance to the Americ& people that 
the activity is undertaken for legitimate foreign intelligence purposes. and not for 
political or other improper purposes. The procedures used should not be ones 
which by indirection in fact target American citizens and resident aliens where 
these indiriduals would not themselves be appropriate targets. The proper mini- 
mization criteria can limit the activity to its justifiable and necessary scope. 

Another factor must be recognized. It is the importance or potential importance 
of the information to be secured. The activity may be undertaken to obtain 
information deemed necessary to protect the nation against actual or potential 
attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power, to obtain intelligence information 
deemed essestial to the security of the United States, or to protect national 
security information against foreign intelligence activities, 

Seed is itself a matter of degree. It may be that the importance of some 
information is slight, but that may be impossible to gauge in advance; the sig- 
nificance of a single bit of informatiion may become apparent only when joined 
to intelligence from other sources. In short, it is necessary to deal in probabilities. 
The importance of information gathered from foreign establishments and agents 
may be regarded generally as high-although even here there may be wide 
rariations. 9t the same time, the effect on individual liberty and security-at 
least of American citizens--caused by methods directed exclusively to foreign 
agents, particularly with minimization procedures, would be very slight. 

There may be regulatory and institutional devices other than the warrant 
requirant that would better assure that intrusions for national security and 
foreign intelligence purposes reasonably balance the important needs of Govern- 
ment and of individual interests. In assessing possible approaches to this 
problem it may be useful to examine the practices of other Western democracies. 
For example, England, Canada, and West Germany each share our concern 
about the confidentiality of communications within their borders. Yet each 
recognizes the right of the Executive to intercept communications without a 
judicial warrant in cases involving suspected espionage, subversion or other 
national security intelligence matters. 

In Canada and West Germany, which have statutes analogous to Title III, 
the Executive in national security cases is exempt by statute from the require- 
ment that judicial warrants be obtained to authorize surveillance of communi- 
cations. In England, where judicial warrants are not required to authorize 
surveillance of communications in criminal investigations. the relevant statutes 
recognize an inherent authority in the Executive ti authorize such surveillance 
in national security cases.’ In each country, this authority is deemed to cover 
interception of mail and telegrams, as well as telephone conversations. 

In all three countries, requests for national security surveillance may be made 
by the nation’s intelligence agencies. In each, a Cabinet member is authorized 
to grant the request. 

In England and West Germany, however, interception of communications is 
intended to be a last resort, used only when the information being sought is 
likely to be unobtainable by any other means. It is interesting to note, however, 
that both Canada and West Germany do require the Executive to report periodi- 
cally to the Legislature on its national security surveillance activities. In 
Canada, the Solicitor General files an annual report with the Parliament setting 
forth the number of national security surveillances initiated, their average 
length, a general description of the methods of interception or seizure used, and 
assessment of their utility. 

It may be that we can draw on these practices of other Western democracies. 
with appropriate adjustments to fit our system of separation of powers. The 
procedures and standards that should govern the use of electronic methods of 
obtainine foreign intelligence and of auardina against foreian threats are matters - I - . . 
of public policy and values. They are of critical concern to the Executive Branc!l 
and to Congress, as well as to the courts. The Fourth Amendment itself is a re- 
flection of public policy and values-an evolving accommodation betwr-en gov- 
ernmental needs and the necessity of protecting individual security and right<. 
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General public understanding of these problems is of paramount importance, to 
assure that neither the Esecutire, nor the Congress, nor the courts risli dis- 
counting the rital interests on both sides. 

The woblems are not simnle. Erolrine solutions nrobabls vi11 and should 
COAL-as thry hare in the past-from a Eombination‘of legislatiou, court deci- 
sions, am1 esecutire actions. The law in this area, as Lord Devlin once described 
the lam of search in England, “is haphazard and ill defined.” It recognized the ex- 
istence and the necessity of the Executire’s power. Rut the Esecutire and the 
Legislature are, as Lord Derlin also said, “expected to act reasonably.” The 
future course of the law n-ill depend on n-hether we can meet that obligation. 

TEZZIPIIONY OF HON. EDWARD R. LEVI, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 
THE UNITED STATES 

-2ttorney General IJFVI. I must earn that even the truncated vcr- 
sion. ~mfortnnately, is long. 

I am here today, Mr. Chairman, in response to a request from the 
committee to discuss the relationship hetwL., -n electronic surveillance 
and the fourth amendment of the Constitution. If I remember cor- 
rectly, the original request was that I place before the committee the 
phi!osophIcal or jurispruclentixl framework relevant to this relntion- 
ship Khich laTvT;vers, vievkg this coml?les field, ought to keep in mind. 
If this sounds vague and general and perhaps useless, I can Only ask 
for indulgence. My first concern when I received the request was that 
anv remarks I might be able to make v~onlcl be so general as not to be 
helpful to the committee. But I want to be as helpful to the committee 
as I can he. 

The area vvith which the committee is concerned is a most’ important 
enc. In my view, the development of the la\\- in this area has not bcerl 
satisfactory, aIthongh there are reasons why the law has developed 
as it has. Improvement of the law7 which in part means its clarifica- 
tion, 7vill not be easy. Pet it is a most important venture. In a tall; 
before the American Bar Association last August, I discussed some 
of the aspects of the legal framework. Speaking for the Department of 
,Just,ice, I concluded this portion of the talk with the observation and 
comniitment that “we have very much in mind the necessity to de- 
termine what procedures through legislation, corn-t action or executive 
processes vAl1 best serve the national interest, including, of course? 
t,he protection of constitutional rights.” 

I befin then vvitli an apology for the general nature of mv remarks. 
This 41 be clue in part to the nature of the law itself in this area. But 
I should state at the outset there are other reasons as well. In any area, 
and possibly in this one more than most, legal principles gain mcan- 
ing through an interaction with the facts. Thus, the factual situations 
to be imagined are of enormous significance. 

Ils this committee well knows, some of the factual situations to bc 
imagined in this area are not only of a sensitive nature but also of a 
changing nature. Therefore, I am limited in IT-hat I can say about 
them, not only because they are sensitive, but also because a lawyer7s 
imagination about future scientific developments carriers its ovm 

warnings of ignorance. This is a point worth making vvhcn one tries 
to develop appropriate safeguards for the future. 

There is an additional professional rest,riction upon me which I am 
sure the committee x-ill appreciate. The Department of ,Tnstice has 
nndcr active criminal invest igaticn various activities which may or 
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may not have been illegal. In addition, the Department through its 
own attorneys, or private attorneys specially hired, is representing 
present or former Government employees in civil suits which have 
been brought against them for activit.ics in the course of official con- 
duct. These circumstances naturally impose some limitation upon 
what it is appropriate for me to sap in this forum. I oL!$rht not give 
specific conclnsory opinions as to matters under criminal inrostigation 
or in litigation. I can only hope that what I have to say may never- 
t,heless be of some value to the committee in its search for constructive 
solutions. 

I do realize there has to bc some factual base, however unfocused 
it may at times hare to be, to give this discussion meaning. Therefore, 
as a beginning! I propose to recount something of the hAor!; of the 
Department’s position and practice with respect to the use of C~CC- 

tronic surreillance, both for telephone wiretapping 2nd for trespnssory 
placement of n~icrophones. 

As I read the history, b wing back to 1931 and undoubtedly prior to 
that time, except for an interlude bekeen 1028 and 1931 and for 2 
months in 1940, the policy of the Department of Justice has been that 
electronic surrcillance could be employed without a warrant, in wr- 
tnin circumstances. During the rest of the thirties it appenrs that the 
Del~nrtmcnt’s policy concerning telephone wiretapping generally coil- 
formed to the guidelines adopted by Attorney General William Mit- 
chell. Telephone wirctnpping was hmited to cases involving the safety 
of the Tictin?, as in liidnnpings, location and apprehension of “tles- 
perate” crimm:As, and other caws considered to be of major lalv cn- 
forcemcnt importance, such as espionage and sabotage.. 

In December 1Wi’, ho\~ever~ in the first Pardons case, the United 
States Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit, and applied section GO.5 of the Fccleral Communications Act 
of 103-L to law enforcement ofiicers; thus rejecting the Department’s 
argument that it did not so appiy. Although the Court read the act 
to corer only wire interceptions where there had also been disclosure 
in court or to the public, the decision uncloubtedly had its impact upon 
the Department? estimation of the ralue of telephone Firetapping as 
an investigative technique. In the second fl~r&xw case in December 
1939, the act v;as read to bar the LISC in court not only of the overhead 
evidence, but, also the fruits of that e\-idcnce. Possibly for this reason, 
and also because of public concern over telephone TTiretap;;ing, on 
March 15, 1%10: Attorney Geliernl Robert Jackson imposeci a total 
ban 011 its use for the Department.. This ban lasted about 2 months. 

011 May 21, 1940, President Franklin Eooserelt issued a memoran- 
dum to the Attorney General stating his view that electronic sur- 
veillance \TOU~C~ be proper under the Constitut.ion where “grave mat- 
ters involving defense of the nation:’ yerc involved. The President 
authorized and directed the, attorne,y General “to secure information 
by listening devices [directed at] the conversation or other com- 
munications of persons suspected of subversive activities against the 
Government of the United St,ntes, including suspected spies.” The L4t- 
tornep General n-as requested “to limit these investigations so con- 
ducted to a minimum and to limit them insofar as po&ble to aliens.” 
Altho~@ the President’s memorandum did not use the term “trcs- 
passory microphone surreillance,” the language n-as suficiently broad 
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to inc’lude that practice, and the Department construed it as an author- 
ization to conduct trespass07 microphone surveillances as well as 
telephone Tviretapping in natlonal security cases. The authority for 
the President’s action was later confirmed by an opinion by Assist- 
ant Solicitor General Charles Fahy who advlsed the Attorney Gen- 
eral that elect,ronic surveillance could be conducted where matters 
a ff toted the security of the Nation. 

On July 17, 1946, Attorney General Tom C. Clark sent President 
Truman a letter reminding him that President Roosevelt had au- 
thorized and directed Attorney General Jackson to approve “listen- 
ing devices [directed at] the conversation of other communications 
of persons suspected of subversive activities against the Government 
of the United States, including suspected spies.” 

The CIIAIRXAX. %fr. Attorney General, you’re referring by that term 
‘?respassory microphone surveillance” to bugs, are you not 1 

-1ttorney General LEVI. Well- 
The CHAIRXAX. Bugs and wiretaps? 
Attorney General LEVI. That is one way they are commonly re- 

ferred to. 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, thank you. 
%torneg General LEVI. And that the directive had been follo~cd bp 

,tttorneys General Robert Jackson and Francis Biddlc. Attorney Gen- 
eral Clark recommended that the directive “be continued in force” 
in vier of the “increase in subversive activities” and “a very substantial 
increase in crime.” He stated that it was imperative to use such tech- 
niques “in cases vitally affecting the domestic security, or where hu- 
man life is in jeopardy” and that Department files indicated that his 
-tn-0 most recent predecessors as Attorney General wouid concur in 
this view. President Truman signed his concurrence on the Attorney 
General’s letter. 

In 1952, there were 285 telephone wiretaps. 300 in 1953, and 322 
in 1994. Between February 1952 and Ma,y 1954, the Attorney Gen- 
eral’s position was not to authorize trespassory microphone surveil- 
lance. This vxs the position taken by Attorney General McGrath, who 
informed the FBI that he would not approve the installation of tres- 
passory microphone surveillance because of his concern over a pos- 
sible violation of the fourth amendment. 

l\‘everthclees, FBI records indicate there were 63 microphones in- 
stalled in 1952, there were 52 installed in 1953, and there were 99 in- 
.str.lled in 19M. 

The CIIAIBJCAS. Was that during Attorney General McGrath’s 
period in office? 

Attornev General LEVI. Yes. 
The CI~:\IPM.IS . -4re you saying then that his orders were dis- 

regarded by the FBI? 
.\ttorncT Genxxl ~YI. I may not be saying that because, as I 

think the statement’ mill show. there may well hare been a view that 
the 2 pprornl of the iittorney General x--as not required. It ma-q be t,hat 
-?ttorney Ge~:~rnl JXcGrath was simply sazing that he vouId”not give 
his npprornl, but he may not have been prohibiting the use. 

I cannnt. nnsFer the quest,ion better than that. 
SPilFlCOr M.~TTTT.w. JIr. Chairman. the Attorney CrenPral has relied 

U~OI~ the vie-.v-s of his predecessors in stating the posjtion of the De- 
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partment. Perhaps it is not inappropriate to comment that some of 
his predecessors, as advocates, did have the view that he is purporting. 
But later when they went to the Supreme Court, in a more neutral 
;~nd object,ive position, t.hey changed their views and Attorney General 
,Tackson and Attowey General Clark had that experience. The eleva- 
tion of defense seemed to give them a diffe.rent perspective. 

Attorney General LEVI. This committee, of cows<, has an enormous 
number of documents from the Department of Justice. You may have 
swn more than I have seen, although I doubt it on this point. 

Senator MATHIM. I do not dispute your reflection of their views 
zs Attorneys General. I am just saying that not only this committee 
Lilt the Justice Depnrtn:ent has topics of Supreme Court opinions 
where they rcgistcred difierent views. 

-kt~orney General LE:w. I think that the responsibility often deter- 
I:~ES action. It is also true that when one speaks of Attorney General 
.Iackson, I think he w-as unique in that his attitude was that he only 
lwcame a free man when he went on the Supreme Court. That is not 
:1 position rrhich I think other people should t,alte, and I always thought 
it ~1s rstl~er &onishing that he took it. 

To continne, the policy agninst ,ktornep Gweral a.pproval, at least 
in general, of trespassory microphone snrreillance was reversed by 
-1ttorney Gweral Herbert Broc-nell on Nay 20, 1954, in a memo- 
j.:lndllnl to i>ircctor Hoover instructing him that the Bureau was au- 
tilorizc(l to conduct trespassory microphone surveillances. The Attor- 
r:eo General stated that : 

Considerations of internal security and the national safety are paramount 
and, therefore, may compel the unrestricted use of this technique in the national 
interest. 

A memorandum from Director Hoorer to the Depxt.y Attorney Gen- 
eral 011 May 4, 1961F described the Bureau’s practice since 19,54 as 
f0110ws : 

In the internal security field. we are utilizing microphone surveillances on a 
restricted basis eren thongh trespass is necmsaq to assist in uncovering the 
activities of Soviet intelligence agents rind Communist Party leaders. In the 
intcbrests of national safety. micropho:de surveillances are also utilized on a re 
Hricted basis, even though trespass is necessayv, in uncovering major criminal 
artivities. We are using surh coverage in connection \vith our investigations of 
the clnndest.ine activities of top hoodlums and organized crime. From an intel- 
lirenw ?i-andlboint, this inratigative technique has produced results unol>tainable 
rhrrfugh other means. The information so obtained is treated in the same manner 
as information obtained from wiretaps. that is, not from the standpoint of ee- 
t1entiar.v value but for intelligence purposes. 

President dohnson announced a polin for Federal agencies in 
*Tune 196P, x-hich required that the interception of telephone conver- 
.?:tt ions wltho:it the col:rent, of o:le of the parties be limited to inpesti- 
,z;rt’inns relating to national sccnrity and that the consent of the At- 
ror~le~ General be obt.nincd i:l e~h~instnnce. The men~ora~~dl~m wellt 

%III to state that use of mechanical or electronic devices to overhear 
8,0nrersations not communicated bg mire is an even more difficult. prob- 
!em “which raised substantial and unresolved questions of Constitu- 
-atonal interpretations.” The memorandum instructed each agency con- 

~lwting sil& an inrestigation to consult with the Attorney General 
(0 n3?c?tniJl ~T-Ilctll~~r tix! 

T!lc Ian-. Subsequently. 
~~~INT’S practices were fully in accord with 

in Sepfember 1965. the Director of the FBI 
wrote the attorney General an-d referred to the- 
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l * * present atmosphere, brought about by the unrestrained and injudicious use 
of special investigative techniques by other agencies and departments, resulting 
in Congressional and public alarm and opposition to any activity which could 
in any way be termed an inrnsion of privacy. A4s a consequence, we hare diseon- 
tinued completely ‘the use of microphones. 

The Sttorney General responded in part as follows : 

The use of wiretaps and microphones inrolring trespass present more difficult 
problems because of the inadmissibility of an? evidence obtained in court cases 
and because of current judicial and public attitude regarding their use. It is my 
understanding that such devices mill not be used without my authorization, 
although in emergency circumstances they may be used subject to my later rati- 
fication. At this time I believe it desirable that all such techniques be confined to 
the gathering of intelligence in national security matters, and I will continue to 
approve all such requests in the future as I hare in the past. I see no need to 
curtail any such activities in the national security field. 

That was the Sttorncy General in 1965. 
The CIIAIRXAN. Is that still the policy ? 
Attorney General LEVI. That is not quite the policy ~vhich I will try 

t 0 explain. 
The CXURMAN, Fine. 
Attorney General L~vr. The policy of the Department was stated 

publicly by the Solicitor General in a supplemental brief in the 
Supreme Court in BZa.& v. Unitecl States in 19.X. Speaking of the gen- 
eral clelegation of authority by Sttornrrs General to the Director of 
the Bureau, the Solicitor General stated in his brief: 

Present Departmental practice, adopted in *July, 1065 in conformity with the 
policies declared by the President on June 30, lW5, for the entire Federal estab- 
lishment, prohibits the use of such listenin, u derices, as well as the interception 
of telephone and other wire communications. in all instances other than those 
involving the collection of intelligence affectin, u the national security. The spe- 
ciflc authorization of the Attorney General must be obtained in each instance 
when this exception is invoked. 

rlhc Solicitor General made a similar statement in another brief filed 
that same term again emphasizing that the data lvould not be made 
available for prosecutorial purposes, and that the specific nuthoriza- 
tion of the Attorney General must be obtained in each instance when 
the national security is sought to be invoked. 

In 1968, Congress passed the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 
Streets Act,. Title III of the act set up a detailed procedure for the 
interception of vZrc or oral communications. The procedure requires 
the issuance of a judicial warrant: prrscribes the information to be set 
forth in the petition to the judge so that, among other things, he may 
find probable cause that a crime has been or is about to be committed. 
It requires notification to the parties subject to the intended surveil- 
lance within a period not more than 90 days after the application for 
an order of approval has been denied or after the termination of the 
period of the order or the period of the cstcnsion of the order. Upon a 
showing of good cause the judge may postpone the notification. 

The act contains a saving clause to the effect that it does not limit the 
constitutional power of the President to take such measures x3 he 
deems necessary to protect the iYation against, actual or potential attack 
or other hostile acts of a foreign poxer, to obtain foreign intelligence 
information cleemcd essential to the security of t-he I~nitcd States, or to 
protect national security information against foreign intelligence 
activities. Then in a separate sentence the pro\-iso goes on to say : 
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Sor shall anything contained in this chapter be deemed to limit the constitu- 
tional power of the President to take such measures as he deems necessary to 
protect the United States against the overthrow of the government by force or 
other unlawful means, or against any other clear and present danger to the 
structure or existence of the government. 

Congress simply left presidential powers where it found them. Nom 
I think a very responsible thing for a Congress to have done, I may 
SSp-- 

The CHAIRMAS. May I ask SOLI what you meant by that? 
llttoiney General Lmr. I meant, in a matter of this importance, Con- 

gress should speak so that its intention is clear and if it meant to 
affirm this power, as I rather suspect that it did, there should be no 
ambiguity. But If it meant to pass an act, that left a matter of this 
kind dangling in the air, I do not, regard that as responsible. 

Senator MATHIAS. bir. Chairman, let me just say I support the At- 
torney General absolutely. When \ve asked about the overload in the 
courts, it would be much more effectire if the Congress, instead of 
creating new judgeships, would simpl;v write the laws more accurately 
and more precisely so that there n-ould not have to be as many law- 
suits or those we hare to be so protracted. And I think the Attorney 
General has chided us in a way that is entirely justified. To this indict- 
ment I think the Congress has to plead guilty. 

The CHAIRMAN. In principle I agree, although I think the effect of 
your proposal may greatly augment the rolls of the unemployed in 
this country. 

Senator Xawrras. Unemnloved lawyers. We have acted as a legal 

The CIIAIRJIA~. All right, Mr. Xttorncy General. 
Attorney General LEVI. In the Keith case the Supreme Court held 

thnt in the field of internal security, if there was no foreign involve- 
ment, a judicial warrant Teas required by the fourth amendment. 
Fifteen months after the Keith case Attorney General Richardson, in a 
letter to Senator Fulbright: \yhich TTXS publicly released by the De- 
partment, stated : 

In general, before I approve any nex application for surveillance xvithout a 
warrant, I must he convinced that it is ilPrCssnrF (1) to protect the nation 
:lq;iinst actual or potenti attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power; (2) to 
oi)tnin forei,qn inlelli,gc;lce information deemed essential to the security of the 
Fnitrd States; or (3) to protect national security information against foreign 
intelligence activities. 

I have read the debates and t,he reports of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee with respect to tit13 III and, particularly, the p.roviso. It 
may be relevant to point out that Senator Philip Hart ~urst~oiicd RJUI 

opposed the form 0 f the aroriso reserving presiclent~ial power. But I 
helieT-e it, is f-air to sax tfiat !Cs concerx Teas primarily, perhaps es- 
c:lusi\-el?, with the language xvhich dealt vith presidential power to 
take sxh measnars as the Pr&clent rlcemecl necessary to protect the 
U:litc:l States “ngxinst any other clear and present danger to t,he 
strut ture or existence of the Go\-crnmrnt .?: 

I !l(iT\T COI~IZ to tllc Department of ,Jastice’s present position on clec- 
tronic snrreillnnz condnctrd w!t!iollt n 3xrrnnt. Vnrier t!:e standa& 
and l1roceclllres cstablishecl 1~7 the Prrsident, the person21 approval of 
the -1ttorney GcxXYnl is W~llilYXl before ally nonconsensl~al electronic 
siwveillance may lx instituted within the ~!nitccl States without a ju- 
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dicial warrant. All requests for surveillance must be made in writin,a 
by the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and must sit. 
forth the relevant circumstances that justify the proposed surveillance. 
Both the agency and the Presidential appointee initiating the request 
must be identified. These requests come to the Attorney General aftet 
they have gone through review procedures within the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. At my request, they are then reviewed in t,he Crimin& 
Division of the Pepartment. Before they come to the Attorney Gen- 
eraI, they are then examined by a special review group which I have es- 
tablished within the Offke of the Attorney &m&al. Each request, b+ 
fore authorization or denial, receives my personal attention. Requests 
are only authorized when the requested electronic surveillance is nec- 
essary to protect the Nation against actual or potential &tack or other 
ho&e acts of a foreign power: to obtain foreign intelligence deemrcl 
essential to the securit;T of the Nation; to prote& national securi.ty io- 
formation against foGI*? intelligence activities; or to obta.in mfor- 
mation certified as necessary for the conduct. of foreign affairs mnt- 
ters im ortant to the national security of the United States. 

In a dition the subject of the electronic surveillance must be con-, f; 
sciously assisting a foreign power or foreign-based political group, 
and there must be assurance that the minimum ph;vsical intrusion net:- 
essary to obtain the information sought will be used. ,4s these criterin 
will &low and as I will indicate at greater length later in discussin.g 
current guidelines t,he Department, of Justice follows, our concern 13 
with respect to foreign powers or their agents. In a public statement 
made last July 9, speaking of the warrantless surveillances then au- 
thorized by t,he Department, I said : 

It can be said that there are no outst.anding instances of warrantless wiretaps 
or electronic surveillance directed against American citizens and none will IP 
authorized by me except in cases where the target of surveillance is an agent or 
colIaborator of a foreign power. 

This statement accnratelv reflects the situation todav as well. 
Having described in thid fashion something of the &tory and con- 

duct of the Department of ,Jnstice with respect to telephone wiretap< 
and microphone installations. I sl~oulcl like to remind the committee 
of a point with n-l&+ I began, namely, that the factual situations to 
be imagined for a discussion such as this are not only of a sensiti\-r 
but a cban,rring nntnre. I do not hare mnch to wy abont. tIlis except 
.to recall So:32 of the lan57ut,ge ustd by General Lmlllcn in his testimony 
before this committ~c. The techniques of the X3,%, he said. are of t!l<> 
most sensitive and fra,Tilr character. He described ns thr responsibility 
of the WA the inkrception of international communication signnls 
sent through the air. He said there had been a n-ztcll lisf, which among 
many other ~?RTWY:, contained the names of lT.8. rithw. 

Senator Tower spoke of an awesome tcchno!o~~-a hnce va~1111rn 
cleaner of comml?nicnticlls---hic~h had the potcnti;ll for abuses. G&n- 
era1 Allen pointetl out that “The Cnited ,Statcs. 23 pnrt of its eft’o1.t 
to produce foreign iVtell@ce. has intercepted forcipl commlmic:~- 
tions to prodnrr such foreign intelligrnce since tile RPT-o)utionarv 
War.” He said the mission of RSA is directed to for*ei,cn intelli~pnre 
obtained from forei-? electrical communications and 2150 from otl~pr 
foreign siflals, such as rack. Sip& are jntercent& bp Inany tech- 
niques and processed, sorted, and analyzed by procedures wh’ich re- 
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ject inappropriate or unnecessary signals. Ha mentioned that t,he in- 
terception of communicat.ions, however it may occur, is conducted in 
such a manner as to minimize the unwanted messages. Xevertheles:. 
according to his statement, many unwanted communiczt,ions are r,o- 
tcntially selected for further processing. He testified that subseclw:!t 
processing, sorting, and selection for analysis are conducted in accorcl- 
anca with strict procedures to insure immediate and, wherever pas- 
sible, automatic rejection of inappropriate message% The ansl@s 
and reporting is accomplished only for those messages which meet 
specific conditions and requirements for foreign intelligence. The use 
of lists of words, including individual names, subject.s, locations. .et 
cetera, has long been one of the methods used to sort out information 
of foreign intelligence value from that which is not of interest. 

General Allen mentioned a very interesting statute, 18 U.S.C. 952. 
to which I should like to call your particular attention. The statute 
makes it a crime for any one who by virtue of his emploJ:ment by tlic 
United St&s obtains any official diplomatic code and willfully pub- 
lishes or furnishes to another without authorization any such code 
or any other matter which was obtained while in the process of trsns- 
mission between any foreign. government and its diplomatic mission 
in the TJnited States. I call this to your attention, because a certain in- 
direction is characteristic of the development of laK, whether by stat- 
ute or not, in this area. 

The CHAIRNAN. Can you explain what you mean by that last sen- 
tence! Are y?u suggesting that the law you have cited upon its face 
makes the activities of the MA illegal? 

Attorney General LEVI. I think that the law on its face seems to be 
a law to protect the actions of the NSA from having any tranmission 
of messages intercepted go to unauthorized persons. The statute avoids 
by indirection saying that this is what the U.S. Government should 
do. It is assumed that it does it, and p.roceeds to find some way to give 
added potential. 

The CU~~IRMAN. That particular statute is specifica.lly limited to 
codes between forei.gn governments and its diploma& mission in 
the United States, is It not? 

-4ttorney General LEVI. That is right. 
As I say, it has a certain indirectidn. 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. 
A4ttorney General LEVI. The committee will at once recognize that 

I have not attempted to summarize General Allen’s testimony, but 
rat.her to recall it so that the extended dimensions of the variety of fact 
situations which we hare to think about as we explore the coverage and 
direction of the fourth amendment is at least suggested. 

Having attempted to provide something of a fkctual base for our 
discussion, I turn now to the fourth amendment. Let me sav at once, 
however, that while the fourth amendment c3.n be a most important 
guide to values and procedures, it does not mandate automatic 
rolnt,ions. 

The history of the fourth amendment is verv much the historv of 
the American Revolution and this KaTation+ qnest for independ&ce. 
The amendment is the legacy of our earlv gears and reflects ~a!llrx~ 
most cherished by the Founders. In a direct sense, it -was a reaction ;o 
the general warrants and writs of assistance employed by the officers of 
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to enforce antismuggling and customs la--s. General search warrants 
had been used for centuries in England against those accused of sedi- 
tious libel and other offenses. These warrants, sometimes judicial, 
somet,imes not, often general as to persons to be arrested, places to be 
searched, and things to be seized, x-ere finallv condemned by Lord 
Camden in 1’765 in Entick v. Cawingfon, a decision later celebrated by 
the Supreme Court as a landmark of English liberty one of the perma- 
nent monuments of the British Const,itution.” 

The case involved a general warrant, issned by Lord Halifax as Sec- 
retary of State, authorizing messengers to starch for ,John Entick and 
to seize his private papers and books. Enticl; had written publications 
criticizing the Crown and xas a supporter of John Wilkes, the famous 
author and editor of the “North Briton’: whose own publications had 
prompted ~vholesalo arrests, searches, and seizures. Entick sued for 
trespass and obtained a jury verdict in his favor. In upholding the ver- 
dict, Lord Camden observed that, if the Gorernment’s power t,o break 
into and search homes were accepted, “the secret cabinets and bureaus 
of ererp subject in this kingdom would be thrown open to the search 
and inspection of a messenger, n-henever the secretary of state shall 
see fit to charge, or even to suspect, a person to be the author, printer, 
or publisher of a seditious libel.” 

The practice of the general warrants, however, continued to be 
lmovn in the colonies. The writ of assistance, an even mow arbitrary 
and oppressive instrument than the general warrant, was also widely 
used by revenue officers to detect smuggled goods. TJnlike a general 
warra.nt, the writ of assistance vas virtually unlimited in duration and 
did not have to be returned to the court upon its execution. It, broadly 
authorized indiscriminate searches and seizures against any person 
suspected by a customs officer of possessing prohibited or uncustomed 
goods. 

The writs, sometimes judicial! sometimes not, were usually issued by 
colonial judges and vested Cro-wl officers vi& unreviewed and un- 
bounded discret.ion to break into homes, rifle drawers, and seize pri- 
vate papers. All officers and subjects of ihe Crown were further corn- 
man&d to assist in the writ,% execution. In 1761, *James Otis eloquently 
denounced the writs as “the worst instrument of arbitrary power, the 
most destructive of English libcrt,;v, and the fundamental principles of 
law, that ever was rfouucl in an English lalv book,” since they put “the 
liber;ty of every man in the hands of every petty officer.” Otis’ fiery 
oration later prompted ,John ,\rlams to reflect that “then and there was 
the first scene of the first act of opposition to the arbitrary claims of 
Great Britain. Then and there the child Independence was born.:’ 

The words of tlw fourth nmendnwnt RTC mostly the product of *James 
Madison. His original version appenrcd to be directed solely at the 
issuance of improper warrants. I:erisions accomplished under circum- 
stances that nrr still unclear transformed the amendment into two sepn- 
rate clnnws-:. The change has influcnwtl our unr!crxtm~ding of the 
natnrc of the lights it protects. 
amendment reads : 

As embodied in our Constitution, the 

The right of the people to be secure in their pxwm~. honnrs. papers, and 
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizuxs, shall not \I@ violated, and no 
Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, mgported hp oath or nfirnmtion, 
and particularly describing the place to be wnrched, and the persons or things 
to be seized. 
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Onr understanding of the purposes underlying the fourth amend- 
nlrnt, has been an evolving One. It has been shaped by subsequent his- 
torical events, by the changing conditions of our modern technological 
Joc.iety7 and by the tlevelopment of our own traditions, customs: and 
values. Fro111 the beginning. of course. there has been agreement that 
1 hc amendment protec.ts against. practices such as those of the Crown 
ot:iccrs under the notorious general warrants and writs of assistance. 
-\l!ox;e all, the amendment safeguards the people from unlimited, 
liii(!ue infringenlelit by the (+o\-crnment on the security of persons 
;1!1(1 their property. 

But, our l~rrceptions of tlir language and spirit of the amenclment 
have gone beTom the historical wrongs the anlcndment was intencled 
to prevent. The Snprenw Court has serrcd as the primary explicator 
of these evolving perceptions and has soi#it, to articulate the values 
the amendment incorporates. I believe it is useful in our present 
c11g Icavor to identify- sonic of tliesc perceived values. 

First, broatlly considered. the an:enclnlent speaks to the autonomy 
ol the indivitlual against society. It seeks to accord to each individual, 
allwit imperfectly. a measure of the confidentialitv essential to the 
attainment of human dig&v. It is a shield agai&t indiscriminate 
exposure of an incliviclual5 pGrate affairs to t,lie world-an exposure 
which can drstroy. since it places in jeopardy the spontaneity of 

t I:o::&t ant1 ar*tion on which so nlwh depends. As ,Justice Brandeis 
ol)-(Jr\-erl in his dissent in tl!ch Olwxtentl case, in the fourth amend- 
nwnt the Founders ~*conferred. as artlinst, the Government, the right 
t3 1~ let alo~w--!h:l iliost cc~;lil~i~~~llei!~i\-c of rigllts and the right most 
valued by civilized Illen. ” The aniendment cloes not protect absolutely 
the privacy of an individual. The need for privacy, and the lam’s 
response to that need. go beyond the amendment. But the recognition 
of the value of individual autonon?- remains close. to the aniencl- 
iiiciit’s core. 

A1 parallel value has been the amendment’s special concern with 
intrusions when the purpose is to olkain evidence to incriminate the 
\-i&n of the search. As the Snprenle Court observed in Boycl. which 
involrcd an attenil)t to conipel the production of an indiGclual’s pri- 
vate papers. at sonle point the fourth amendment.% prohibition against 
nilre:~sonahle searches and seizures and the fifth alurntlment’s prohibi- 
tion against co~npnlsor~ self-irlcrinlination “run almost into each 
otiler.” The intrusion on an individual’s privacy has long been thought 
to be especially grave n-hen the search is based on a desire to discover 
iiic.rirninating evidence. The desire to incriminate may be seen as 
on!?- an aggravating circunlstance of the search, but it has at times 
pro\-en to be a decisive factor in determining its legality. Indeed. in 
/:o;//? the court declared brondl!- that “compelling the production of 
(2 1)erson’s) private. books ant1 papers. to convict him of crime, or to 
forfeit his propert.?: is contrary to the principles of a free govcrn- 
!!wnt.” The incrinlmntin,g evidence point goes to the intcgrit-g of the 
c~riminal justice systcln. It does not necessarily settle the issue whether 
1 fle overhearing can properly take place. It ;:oes to the use and pur- 
i)ow of the infornlntion overhcartl. 

-h additional concern of the amendment has hccn the protwtion 
of freedom of thoqht, speech. and rrligion. Thr ~~e~vxnl w::rran:s v,-(‘re 

ll,-(.(l in En~l:~lld as a po7;-erful instrument to Slil)l?lY?ss wliat ~~3.5 

6i-522-76-i 
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regarded as seditious libel or nonconformity. So .Tustice Pov~ll stated 
in E&h that “fourth amendment protectilons become t,he more nec- 
essary when the targets of official surveillance may be tllose suspwted 
of unorthodox~ in their political beliefs.” 

Another COIKCI-II cmbodird in the amcndmrnt may be found in its 
second clause dealing with the Farrant requirement, ewn though the 
fourth wnendment does not sl~aps require a warrant. The fear is that 
the law enforcement officer, if unchecked, may misnse his powers to 
ha,rnss those who hold unpopular or simpl): cliffwent, 7-ices and to 
intrude wpriciously upon the privac.)- of individuals. It, is the recog- 
nition of the posslbllity for abnse. inherent whenever executive discre- 
tion is uncontrolled, that gives rise to the requirement of a warrant. 
That requirement constitutes an assurance that, the judgment of a 
neutral and detached magistrate will come to bear before the intm- 
sion is made and t,hat the decision whether the privacy of the indi- 
vidual must vield to a greater nezd of society mill not be Jeft to the 
executive alo;le. 

A final value reflected in the fourth amendment is reveaIed in it,s 
opening r:ords : “The right of the people.” 
whom the amendment refers 

TVho are “the people” to 
? The Constitution begins with the 

phrase, “We the People of the Cnit.ed States.” That phrase has the 
character of words of art, denoting the poKer from which the Consti- 
tution comes. It does snggest a special concern for the American citi- 
zen and for those \vho share the responsibilities of citizens. The fourth 
a,mendment gliards the right of “the people” and it can be urged tha.t 
it was not meant to apply to foreign nations, their nfrcnts and collabo- 
rators. Its application may at least take acconnt of that difference. 

The values outlined above have been embodied in the amendment 
from the br,Tinning. But the importance accorded a particular vslne 
has varied dnrin<g the course of our history. Some have been thought 
more important or more threatened than others at t.ime. When several 
of the valnes coalesce, the need for protection has been regarded as 
greatest. When on!y one is involved, that need has been regarded as 
lessenecl. Moreover, the scope of the amendment itself has been altered 
owr time. Vords have been read b? different. justices and different 
courts to mean different things. The words of the amendment have not 
chansged; n-e, as a people, and the world which envelops us, ha.ve 
changed. 

An important example is That the amendment seeks to ,guard as 
“secure.” The wording of the fourth amenclment suggests a concern 
with tangible property. By its terms, the amendment protects the 
right of the people to be secure in their “persons, houses, papers and 
ef!&&s.” The emphasis appears to be on the material possesslons of a 
person, rather than on his privacy generally. 

The ~HAIXXAS. >Vhy do you say that when the word “persons” 
comes first; “houses, papers and effects” comes after “persons?” It 
seems to mc that the emphasis was on persons in the first instance, 
and material holdings afterward. 

Attorney General Lm-r. I suspect one reason you think so, Mr. 
Chairman, is the fact that you arr living today, bnt the emphasis on 
property and property rights, I thin1 C, was the wap the amendment 
was previously looked at. There is an interesting exchange between Sir 



Fredcrick Pollacl~ and Justice Holmes on that very subject at the time 
of the Ohstead case. 

In any event, this emphasis on property was the conclusion the 
court came to on the Ohstead case in 1928, holding t.hat the intercept 
of telephone messages, if accomplished without a physical trespass, 
was outside the scope of the fourth amendment. Chief Jnst.ice Taft, 
writing for the court, reasoned that wiretapping did not involve. a 
search or seizure; the amendment protected only tangible ma.terial 
“effects” and not intangibles such as oral conversations. 

But, while the removal and carrying off of papers was a trespass of 
the most aggravated sort, inspection alone was not : “The eye,” Lord 
Camden said, “cannot by the lam of England be guilty of a trcspacs.” 

The C~amxa~. Did he really say that ? 
llttorney General LEVI. Yes : he did. 
The movement of the lam since Ohsfcnd has been steadily from 

protection of property to the protection of privacy. In the Go7clman 
case in 1943 the Court. held that the use of a detectaphone placed 
against the wall of a room to overhear oral conversations in an atljoin- 
mg o&o was not unlawful because no physical trespass \vas involved. 
The opinion’s unstated assumption. horvever, appeared to be that a 
private oral conversation could be among the protected “effects” with- 
in the meaning of the fourth amendment. The Bi7zwvnwn case Inter 
eroded Ohstead substantially by holding that the amendment, was 
violated by the interception of an oral conversation through the use 
of a s1)ik-R mike driven into a party wall, penetrating the heating duct 
of the adjacent home. The Court stated that the question whether a 
trespass had occurred as a technical matter of property law x-as not 
controlling; the esistence of an actual inkusion was sufficient. 

The Court finally reached the opposite emphasis from its previous 
stress on property in 1967 in Xnfz v. Gnited States. The Court de- 
clared that the fourth amendment, “protects people, not places.” 
against unreasonnblc searches and seizures; that oral conversations, 
although intangible, were entitled to be secure against the uninvited 
ear of a government officer, and that the interception of a telephone 
conversation, even if acconiplished without a trespass7 violated the 
privacy on which petitioner jlistifiably relied while using a telephone 
booth. ;Tusticc Harlan. in a concurring opinion. explained t,hat to have 
a. constitutionally protected r&ht of privacy under Katz it was nc(es- 
sm-y that, a person, first. “have exhibited an actunl-subjcctire-es- 
peetation of privacy and. second. that the expectation be one that, so- 
ciety is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’ ” 

At, first glance. 1Knf.z might be taken as a st.atrmcnt tllat the fourth 
amendment noJv protects all reasonable expectations of privacy-that 
the boundaries of the right of privacy are coterminons with thosr of 
the fonrtll amendment. nut that assumption n-ould be misleading. To 
beFin rith, the amendment still protects some interests that have I-erp 
little. if anything, to do with privacy. Thus, the police may not. with- 
out warrant, seize an automobile parked on the o~vnrr’s driveway 
even tho~~@ they have reason to believe that the automobile vas used 
in committing a crime. The interest protected by the fourth amend- 
ment in such a case is probably better defined in terms of property than 
privacy. Moreover, the Katz opinion itself cautioned that “the fourth 
amendment cannot be translated into a general constitutional ‘right 



to. ;‘i’iT-;!cy.’ -* ~SOlllP p:i\-ac\- illfcre4s ilye I,rotecatrd 1)~ re])Jai])jl)g Coil- 
~1 ltlltional ,guar;rntt~~3. ()tllcl.s ::i’e l~lwtcctr(l 1,). FfYltx11 statute. 1,) 
tllv states, or not at all. 

The CIl.~llUI.\S. Jf:ty I intcrriij)t at this ijoint to suggest that thely 
is a mte in the Senate! a roll-call, which accounts for the fact that the 
S~~:~:ttors h:l:.(x 1Gld to Il?.H\.C. It l(M,kj as tllo,,gll t]lc h:ll:,,lcT of yo,,, 
statement n-ill require the remainder of flke session t.llis mornin& ~0 
that 1 would suggest. if it is jwssible for \-011 to (10 ~0, t]j:it lye, &&,, 
1lj)on the completion of plr testimony. that, we return tllis afternoon 
In mder that Xembers then nlay have an opportunity, ]laving beard 
parts of YOUR st.atement and read the rest. to ask questions. 

*tt 2 O’ClOCk this afternoon. we will contin,ie the questioning. 1 am 
Jmt ~OiW t0 $3) to t11(’ Vote. 1 ant very ~nuch interested in the paper. 
J 7w>lllrl like you t 0 continue. please. 

-lttorney GeneraI hu. The point that I was making about, r&t2 
is twOfOld. First. under tile Coilrt’s derisions. the fourth amejldment 
~OCS Ilot protect c\-F~?- exp&;ttion of pri\-acy. no matter how reasonable 
01‘ RPtll%l tl!at expectation ma!- be. It flof.3 not protect, for example. 
a,q;ninst false. friends’ betrayals to the police of even the most, private 

c~t~fidenrcs. ,?eco?\d, the “IP~SOIM~~~~ cxpwtation of privacy” standard; 
oftell snid to he the test of Kc/f-;. is itself a conclusion. It represents 
a judgment that certain behavior sllould as a matter of law be protected 
against unrestrained governmental intrusion. That judgment, to be 
sure, rests in part, on an assessment of the reasonableness of the expecta- 
ticw, that is. on an objective. factual estimation of a risk of intrusion 
~mtler given circn~lstilnces, joimd n-i?il an actual expectation of 
priracv by the person involved in a particular case. But it is plainly 
more than that, since it is also intermingled with a judgment as to how 
in~nort;~nt it is to society that, iIll expectation sl~ould hc confirmed-a 
judgment based on a perception of our customs. traditions. and ralucs 
as 9 free people. 

The Kntz decision itself illustrates the point. Was it really a “reason- 
able expectation” at the time of Katz for a person to behevr that his 
telephone conversation in a public phone booth was private and not, 
s,,sccptihle to interc&ion by a microphone on the booth’s outer wall ? 
Almost 40 years earlier in Olmstend. the Court bcld such nontres- 
p:lSSOtT intrrcei,t ions Tv(Jrp pcrmissiblr. co7/7rl~ iI?7 reaffirmed 
th!jt lloldinn. 80 hog could Iin72 reasonably expect the contrarv? 
The nnsn-er, 1 tllink. is that the Court’s decision in Katz turned ul‘ti- 
matC!JT on an assessment of the effect of permitting such unrestrained 
intl,llsions on the intliridual in his private and social life. The judg- 
merit 1~9s that a license for unlimitecl gorernnwntal intrusions upon 
e17ery telephone would pose too great a danger to the spontaneit,y of 
hunian thou$~t and hehal-ior. Snstice Harlan put) the point this lv”)’ : 
‘.Tbe analysis must. in mr view. transcencl the search for subjectwe 
eg,ect?tio;ls or Iera attribution of assumptions of risk. Our expecta- 
tigIlsS and the risks we assiimf. are in large part reflections of laws 
that tra:;slate into rules the customs and values of the past and 
l,I.cS:cnt.” -1 n-eigllingr of values is an inescapable part in the interpre- 
tation and wro\vth of the fourth amendment. Expectations. and their 
regFonaj,len&s, yarv according. to circumstances. SO will the need for 
nn i~~tr~tsion and itslikely efle’ct. Theye clemcnts will define the bo,,,ld- 
aries of the inte,rests whiyh the amenclment holds as “secure.” 
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To identify the interests n-hich are to be ;‘secure,Y’ of CoIIrse. only 
lq+s the inquiry. It is ec~ually essential to identifv the dangers from 
~-hi~ll those interests are to he secure. What constitutes an intrllsion 
will depend on the scope of the protected interest. The earlv viem* 
that the fonrth amendment protected only tangible property r&ulted 
in the nlle tllat a phrGc31 trcaspass or taking u-:ls tilt> ilj(qs,11’(1 (Ii 
intrusion. 071usfe/rc? ;*estcd on the fact that tllere had been no ph!-sic:ll 

;111 

trcspaw into the defc:ltlr,nt ‘S 1lOlnC or Offiw. It also held that the use 
of the sense of hraring to i!lterccpt :I con\-ersatinp did tlot co:!stitlltr 
:I. W;llTll 01’ winire. h7vta. i,- cspnnding the scop12 of the p&d,ecl 

interests, ncressarily altel~rtl 0111’ nnderstanding of what constitutes an 
intrnsion. Since intangibles such as oral conversations are now re- 
gnidt~d as protected “Gfifects.” the orcrhraring of a conversation may 
constitute an intrusion apart from mhethc~r a physical trespass i’s 
involved. The nature of the search and seizure can be very important. 
-!II entrr into a house to search its interior may be viewed as more 
serious than the orerhenring of a certain type of conversation. The 
risk of ahnsc may loom larger in one case than the other. The factors 
that ha\-e come ‘to be ITie-\\-ed as most important, however, are the 
1)~1rpose and effect of the intrnsion. The Supreme Court has tended to 
focns not SO m~h on what vxs phvsically done. but, on w.hy it was’ 
dolle and n-hat the consequewe is iikely to be. What is seized. IThy 
it lvas r;ei&. and what is done with wj-;1at is wized are caritknl qlie.-+ioll~. 

1 stated earlier that a central concern of the fourth amcndlllent 
was with intrusions to obtain evidence to incriminate the victim of 
the s~~J-c!J. Tl& concern has been reflectrtl in Pnprwle Court derisions 
~y]lich ha)-e ttraditionally treated intrusions to gather incriminatory 
evidence differently from intrusions for neutral or benign purposes. 
In Frank v. Mnrylu~d. 359 V.S. 3.X (19.59). tllr appellant w-a!: lined 
for r&Gig to jllow a honxin,: 0 inspector to enter his 1WitleI~W to 
deternline whether it was maintained in compliant wit11 tlW innxic~iw11 
hojlsing code. J7iolation of the csodr woiild have let1 only to a diwtion 
‘to re1~1ove the violation. Onlr failure to comply \I-itl: the diiwtion 
would lead to a crirlGnn1 Sal&ion. Thr Court. held that such a~lnlinis- 
trative searches conld he conducted v,-itlront warrant. .Jnst ice F:xn!~- 
furter, writing for the Conrt. noted that the fourth nmenclmrnt IvaS 
a, reaction to “rnn~ackiw~ b\- Crown oficers of the !!onrci: of citizens 
in search of evidence of crime or of ille,gally impnrtcr! wad=.” TTr 
observed that, bot!l Entick and Boy/Z vxw concerned with attcml~~ts 
to compel incliridilals to incriminate thcn~selres in criminal cawF ant1 
that “it was on the iwiie of the ri@it to he seciire frolri searches for 
evidence to he 1isec1 in criminal prosecutiow or for forfri~tuiw that 
the ,great, kttle for fiindamrntn. 1 librrtr was fon,~ht.” Thrrr MY>‘: thus 

<Treat difference. t,he .Jnstiw said. betken senrclws to wize evidence 
f”n;: criminal prosecutions :lJld scn1Y+es to detect the cxistenre of 
municipal health code violations. Searches in this latter cntrgory, 
collcllu?td “as an adjunct to a regidntorr schwie for the xl:~rnl 
VX'lfi?l? of tll? COllllllll~~it~ :lll(l llnt nS :I 111C:~lk of PJJfCJWilJ~‘~ t!?P C!‘iiJliJl%? 

12w. llnw antecrrlcllti; tlcep in 0111’ history.” antI ~llolllcl lld 1x2 Sill,- 

jetted to the warrant rrqlliretllent. 
Frwnk was later overrule(l in 1967 in Cn177n,w I-. .lf ,/nicipnf Cmid. 

and a companion case. S’w v. Pity of iCwff7c~. In Cnmnw~. anpellzxnt 
was. like Fmnk: charged with a criniinal violation as :I rewlt of his 
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.reflls,zl t0 permit a municipal inspector to enter his apartment t0 

in\-estig:::lte possible riol:Lt,ions of the city’s housing code. The Supreme 
Court rejected the Frank rationale that municipal fire, health. and 
housi:g inspections could be conducted wit,hout a warrant because 
the olqect of the intrusion was not to search for the fruits or instrumen- 
talities of crime. Moreover, the Court noted that most regulatory laws 
suc.h as fire, health, and housin, cp codes were enforced by criminal 
processes, that refusal to permit entry to an inspector was often a 
crirnina.1 offense. and that the “self-protection” or “noncriminntion” 
objective of the fourth amendment was therefore indeed involved. 

&ut at,lle doctrine of Carnara proved to be limited. In 1971 in V’?~n?crn 
y. c/-c/lnes t,he Court held that, a “home visit” by a welfare caseworker, 
~cllich entailed termination of benefits if the welfare recipient refused 
entry, was lawful despite the absence of a v:arrant. The Court relied 
on the importance of the public’s ilytercst, in obtainin? information 
about the recipient, the reasonableness of the measures taken to insure 
that the intrusion was limited to the extent practicable, and most 
importantly~ the fact that the primary objec,tire of the search was 
not ,to obtain evidence for a criminal investigation or prosecution. 
C!cs?llnya and F/qan7c were distinguished as involving criminal pro- 
ceetlings. 

I‘erhaps what these cases mainly say is that the purpose of the 
intrusion, and the use to which m-hat is seized is put, are more import- 
ant from a constitutional standpoint #than the ph~sicnl ac,t of intrusion 
itself. TVhere the purpose or effect is noncrimmal, the search a.nd 
seizure is perceived as less troublesome and there is a readiness to find 
rea.~onableness even in the absence of a judicial w-arrant. By contrast, 
nhere the purpose of the intrusion is ‘to gather incriminatorv evidence, 
and hence hostile, or when the consequence of the intr&on is the 
sanction of the criminal law, greater protections may be given. 

The fourth amendment then. as it has always been interpreted, does 
not give absolute protection against Government intrusion. In the 
words of the amenclment, the right pnarant,eed is security against 
unreasonable searches and seizures. -1s Justice White sa.&l & the 
Camcrra case, “ there can be no ready test for determining reasonable- 
ness other than by balancin,g the neetl to search against ‘the invasion 
which the search entails.” 7TThether there has been a constitutionally 
prohibited invasion at all has come to dcpentl less on an absolute 
dividing line between protec.tecl and unprotected areas, and more 
OII an estimation of the individual security interests affectetl by the 
Government’s actions. Those effects, in turn. may depend on the pur- 
pose for which the search is made. &ether it is hostile, neutral, or 
beni,Lql in relation to the person whose interests are invaded, and also 
on the manner of the search. 

By the same token, the Government’s need to search, to invade in- 
dividual privacy interests, is no longer measured exclusively, if in- 
deed it ever was, by the traditional probable cause standard. ‘I’he 
second clause of the amendment states, in part, that “no warrants 
shall issue but upon probable cause.” The concept of probable cause has 
often been read to bear upon and in many cases to control the 
question of the reasonableness of searches, whether with or without 
warrant. The traditional formulation of the standard, as “reasonable 
grounds for believing that the law was being violated on the premises 



to be searched” relates to the government,al interest in the prevention 
of criminal offenses, and to seizure of their instruments and fruits. 
This formulation once took content from the long-standing “mere evi- 
dence rule” that searches could not be undertaken “solely for the 
purpose of securing evidence to be used in a criminal or penal proceed- 
ing, but that they may be resorted to only when a primary right to 
such search and seizure may be found in the interest which t,he public 
may have in the property to be seized.‘: The Government’s interest 
in the intrusion, like the individual’s interest in privacy, thus was 
defined in terms of property, and the right to search as well as to seize 
was limited to items, contraband and the fruits and instrumentalities 
of crime,.in which the Government’s interest was thought superior to 
the individual’s. This notion, long eroded in practice, TTXS expressly 
abandoned by the Court in 1067 in Warclen v. Hmyden. Thus, the de- 
tection of crime, the need to discover and use ‘Lmere evidence” may 
presently justify intrusion. 

Moreover, as I have indicated, the Court has held that, in certain 
situations, something less than probable cause, in the traditional sense, 
may be sufficient ground for intrusion, if the degree of intrusion is 
limited strictly to t,he purposes for which it is made. In Terry v. Ohio 
the Court held that a policeman, in order to protect himself and others 
nearby, may conduct a limited “pat down” search for weapons when 
he has reasonable grounds for believing that criminal conduct is taking 
place and that the person searched is armed and dangerous. Last term, 
in United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, the Court held that, if an otlicer 
has n “founded suspicion” that a car in a border areas contains illegal 
aliens, the officer may stop the car and ask the occupants to explain 
suspicious circumstances. The Court concluded that the important gov- 
ernmental interest involved, and the absence of practical alternatives, 
justified the minimal intrusion of a brief stop. In both Terry and 
Etig?2oni, the Court emphasized that a more drastic intrusion, a 
thorough search of the suspect or automobile, would require the 
justification of traditional probable cause. This point is reflected in 
the Court’s decisions in Alnzeida-Sanchez and Ortia? in which the 
Court held that, despite the interest in stemming illegal immigration, 
searches of automobiles either at fixed checkpoints or by roving Datrols 
in places that are not the “functional equivalent” of borders could not 
be undertaken without probable cause. 

Nonetheless. it is clear that the traditional probable cause standard 
is not the exclusive measure of the Government’s interest. The kind 
and degree of interest required depend on the severity of the intrusion 
the Government seeks to make. The requirement of the probable cause 
standard itself may vary, as the Court made clear in Camara. That 
case, as you recall, concerned the nature of the probable cause re- 
quirement in the context of searches to identify housing code viola- 
tions. The Court eras persuaded that the only workable method of en- 
forccment was periodic inspection of all structures, and concluded 
that because the search was not “persona1 in nature,” and the invasion 
of privacy involved was limited, probable cause could be based on “ap- 
praisal of condit,ions in the area as a whole,” rather than knowledge of 
the condition of particular buildings. <‘If a valid public interest jnsti- 
fles the intrusion contemplated,” the Court stated, “then there is prob- 
able cause to issue a suitable restricted search warrant.” In the Keith 
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case, while hold+g that domestic national security surveillance, not, 
involving the actor-Itics of foreign powers and their agents, was subject 
to the lvurrant requirement, the Court noted that the reasons for such 
domestic surveillance may differ from those justifying surveillances 
for ordinary crimes, and that domestic security surveillances often 
have to be long-range projects. For these reasons. a standard of prob- 
able cause to obtain a warrant different from the traditional sta,ndard 
would be justified: “Different standards may be compatible with the 
fourth amendment if they are reasonable both in relation to the legiti- 
mate need of Government for intelligence information and the pro- 
tected ri&ts of our citizens.” 

In bri:f, although at one time the “re~LsollublellesS” of a search mn~ 
have been defined according to the traditional probable cause qtand:lrd. 
the situation has now been rerersed. Probable wl:se has come to do- 
pend on rcasonablene~. on the legitinlatr need of the Govermnent ant1 
whether there is reason to believe that, the precise intrusion sought, 
measured in terms of its effect on individual security, is necesszry to 
satisfy it. 

This point is critical in rraluatiny the reasonlrbleness of ~archcs or 
surveillances undertaken to protect national sccnriQr. In some in- 
stances, the Government’s interest may be? in part, to protect the Sa- 
tion against specifc actions of for&n powers or their agents. uc- 
tions that) are criminal offenses. In other instances. the interest may bc 
to protect against t.he possibility of a&ions br foreign poxers a.nd 
their agents dangerous to national security, actions that, may or m:!> 
not be criminal. Or the interest mar he solcl;v to gzthrr intellpnw. 111 
a variety of forms, in the hands of’forrign agent,s ant1 foreign powrs. 
intelligence that mav be essential to informed conduct of our Nation’s 
foreign affairs. This last, interest indccrl may often be far more criti- 
cal for the protection of the X&ion tllat the detection of a particular 
criminal offense. The fourth amcndnicnt’s standard of reasonablewss 
as it has developed in the Court’s decisions is sufficiently flexible to 
recognize t,his. 

.Tust as the reasonableness standard of the nilleJ~ch~l~t’S first clause 
has taken content from the nrobable cause standa.rd. so it has also come 
to incorporate the particularity requirement of the warrant clnusr. 
that, warrants particnlnrlv dew&be. “the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized.” Ils one circuit court has written. al- 
though pointiw out the remedy might not, he T-er;v extensive “limitn- 
tions on the fruit I-o br gathercrl tend to linrit the c(lmt itself.” Thr Go\-- 
ernment.‘s interest ant1 plumpose in unrlwtakinp the search defines its 
scope, and the societal irnportnncc of that ~~~qmsr cm be weightccl 
against. the effects of thr intrusion on the intliridnnl. Tzv precise dcfi- 
nition of the objects of the SPRW~. the degree of intrusio;l can be mini- 
mized to that reasonably necessary to achieve the le,citimate purpose. 
In this sense. the pnrti&llnrity requiwnwut of thp warrant. rlau~c is 
a11~10gous to the minimization req”iremcl!t of title 111, that intpr- 
ce@ions “be executed in such a wav ps to minimize the interception 
of communications not othetwise s;lbject, to interception” under the 
title. 

R17t tllPlP is a distinct, aspect to the INwticularitp requirement. ow 
that. is often overlnolrcd. ;\.n nficrr who has obtained a warrant based 

npon probable cause tn Crarch for l’articlllar items map jn condllctinz 
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the search necessarily hare to examine other items, some of which may 
const,itute evidence of an entirely distinct crime. The normal rule un- 
der the plain view doctrine is tllat the officer may seize the latter in- 
criminating items as well as those specifically identified in the war- 
rant. so long as the scope of the authorized search is not exceeded. The 
minimization rule responds to the concern about overly broad searches, 
and it requires an e#ort to limit what can be seized. It also may be an 
attempt to limit how it can be used. Indeed, this minimization concern 
may have been the original purpose of the “mere evidence” rule. 

The concern about, the use of what is seized may be most imnortant 
for future actions. Until very recently. in fact, until the Comi’s 1971 
tlecision in BiTens: the only sanction a,gainst an illegal search \yas that 
its fruits were inadmissible at anv criminal trial of the person whose 
interest was invaded. So long as this was the only sanct.ion, the courts, 
in judging reasonableness, did not really have to weigh any govern- 
mental interest ot,her than that of detecting crimes. In practical effect, 
a ical& coultl Olll~ he ~~llll~rnsol~a:,le” as it matt.rr of law if an at- 
ttlmljt was made to use its fruits for prosecution of a criminal offense. 
So lon,rr as the Gorernment did not attempt such use the search could 
continue and the Govermnent’s interests, other than enforcing crimi- 
llal IXKS, c0111d be satisfictl. 

It may be said that this confuses rigllts and remedies; searches 
col!ltl be unreasonable even tllough no sanction followed. But I am not 
clear that this is theoretically so, and realistically it was not so. As I 
ha\-r noted earlier, the rc>asonableness of a search has depended. in 
mnjnr part. on the l)u~‘l)ose for which it is wtdwtalxw a~ltl on \yhether 
that purpose, in relation to the person whom it affects. is hostile or 
bcnicn. The search most hostile to an indiridual is one in preparation 
for his criminal prosec~ition. Exclusion of evidence from criminal 
trials may help assure that searches unclertaltcn for ostensibly benign 
motives are not used as blinds for attempts to find criminal evidence, 
while permitting searches that are genuinely benign to continue. But 
there is a more general point. The effect of a go1-ernment, intrusion 
on individual security is :I function. not only of the intrusion’s nature 
an(l circumstances, but also of clisclosure and of the use to which its 
product is put. Its effects are. perhaps greatest when it is employed 
or can be emploved to impose criminal sanctions or to deter, by dis- 
closure. the exercise of indi\-idual freedoms. In short, the use of the 
product seized bears upon the reasonableness of the search. 

These observations have particular bearing on electronic surveil- 
lnncc. By the nature of the technolop the “search” may necessarily 
be far broader than its legitimate objects. For example. a snrveil- 
lance justified as the only means of obtain+ valuable fore&n intel- 
li,ccnce may require the temporary overhearing of conversations con- 
taininc no foreign intelligence whaterer in order eventually to locate 
its object. To the extent that we can, bv purely mechanical means, 
sc‘!r>cxt out only that information that fits the purpose of the search, the 
intrusion is radically redncecl. Indeed, in terms of effects on indwid- 
nal security, there would be no intrusion at all. Rut other steps may 
be appropriate. In this respect, I think we should recall the language 
and the practice for many years under former section 605 of the Com- 
munications ,4ct. The act &*as violated. not bv surveillance alone. but 
only by surveillance and disclosure in court oi to the public. It may be 
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that if a critical government purpose justifies a surveillance, but be- 
cause of technological limitations it is not possible to limit surveil- 
lance strictly to those persons as to Thorn alone surveillance is .jus- 
tified, one way of reducing the intrusion’s effects is to limit strletly 
the revelat,ion or disclosure or the use of its product. Minimization 
procedures can be very important. 

In discussin 
7 

the standard of reasonableness, I have necessarily de- 
scribed the es-0 ving standards for issuing warrants and the standards 
governing their scope. But I hare not yet discussed the warrant re- 
quirement itself, how it relates to the reasonableness standard and 
what purposes it xvas intended to serve. The relationship of the war- 
rant requirement to the reasonableness standard x-as described by JUS- 
tice Robert Jackson : 

Any assumption that evidence sufficient to support a magistrate’s disinterested 
determination to issue a search warrant will justify the officers in making a 
search without a warrant would reduce the amendment to a nullity and leave 
the people’s homes secure only in the discretion of police officers. 

The CEIAIEMAN. That is Senator Mathias’ previous point, that once 
Attorney General Jackson became Mr. Justice Jackson, he took a dif- 
ferent view. 

Attorney General LEVI. That may be, although I had not realized 
he had been a police officer. That is Justice Jackson. 

The CHAIRMAN. He had been Attorney General. 
Attorney General LEVI. I make a substantial distinct.ion. 
The CHAIRMAN. I recognize the distinction. 
Attorney General LEVI. When the right of privacy must reasonably 

yield to the right of search is, as a rule, to be decided by a judicial of- 
ficer, not by a policeman or government. enforcement agent. That makes 
his point better. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. 
nttornep General LWI. This view has not alwags been accepted by a 

majority of the Court; t.he Court, ‘s view of t.he relationship between 
the general. reasonableness standard and the warrant requirement has 
shifted often and dramatically. But the view espressed by Justice 
Jackson is now quite clearly the prevailing position. The Court said in 
Kntz t,hat “sealxhes conducted outside the judicial process, without 
prior approval by judge or magistrate, are per se unre‘asonable under 
the fourth amendment, subject only to a few specifically established and 
well-delineated exceptions.” Such exceptions include those grounded 
in necessity, where exigencies of time and circumstances make resort to 
a magistrate practically impossible. These include. of course, the TeTary 
stop and fri& and, to some degree, searches incident to arrest. But 
there are other exceptions, not always grounded in exigency, for euam- 
ple, some automobile searches, and at least some kinds of searches not 
conducted for purposes of enforc.ing criminal laws. such as the welfare 
visits of Wyman v. James. In short, the warrant requirement itself 
depends on the purpose and degree of intrusion. a footnote to the 
1nxjorit.y opinion in Rate. as well as Justice White’s concurri?p opin- 
ion, left open t,he possibility that warrants map not he required for 
searches undertaken for natlonal security purposes. And? of course, 
Justice Poxvell’s opinion in Keifh. while requiring warrants for domes- 
tic security surveillances, sl?ggests that, a different balance ma)- be 
struck when the surveillance IS undertaken again& foreign powers and 
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their agents to gather intelligence information or to protect against 
foreign threats. 

The purpose of t.he Karrant requirement is to guard against over- 
zealousness of government officials, who may tend to overestimate the 
basis and necessity of intrusion and to underestimate the impact of 
their efforts on individuals. 

The historical jud,gment, which the fourth amendment accepts, is that nnre- 
viewed executive discretion may yield too readily to pressures to obtain incrimi- 
nating evidence and overlook potential invasions of privacy and protected speech. 

These purposes of the warrant requirement must be kept firmly in 
mind in analyzing the appropriateness of applying it to the foreign 
intelligence and security area. 

The CIIAIRNAS. Xr. Attorney General, we are now on final passage 
of a bill. Since you have been testifying for some time, I think YOU 
coultl probably take a break, take a S-minute recess, take a drink of 
Tvater. and I think it would be inappropriate as we examine the vaga- 
ries of the fourth amendment for me to miss final vote on the Sunshine 
bill permitting congressional committees to hold open hearings. 

-2t,torner General 12x1. Wilhout a warrant,. 
The C&R~L~S. Without a warrant, right. 
1-1 brief recess was taken.] 
The CK~TRNAS. The hearing will please come back to order. 
Xr. Attorney General, would you take up where you left of?, please f 
Attorney General LEVI. There is a real possibility that application 

of the. warrant requirement,. at least in the form of the normal criminal 
scnrch warrant, the form adopted in title III, will endanger legitimate 
gorernnlent interests. As I hare indicated, title III sets up a detailed 
procedure for interception of \Cre or oral communications. It requires 
the procurement of a judicial warrant and prescribes the information 
to be set forth in the petition to the judge so that, among other things, 
he may find probable cause that a crime has been or is about to be com- 
mit,tecl. It requires notification to the parties subject to the surveillance 
within a period after it has taken place. The statute is clearly unsuit.ed 
t,o protection of the vital national int,erests in continuing detect,ion of 
the activities of foreign powers and Ceir agents. A notice requirement, 
aside from other possible repercussions, could destroy the usefulness of 
intelligence sources and methods. The most critical surveillance in this 
area. may hare nothing Tvhaterer to do with detection of crime. 

Apart from the problems presented by particular provisions of title 
III? the argument against application of the warrant requirement, 
even wit,h an expanded probable cause standard, is that judges and 
magistrates may underestimate the importance of the Government’s 
need, or that the information necessary to make the determination 
cannot be disclosed to a judge or magistrate without risk of its acci- 
dental revelation. a revelation that could work great harm to the Ka- 
tion’s security. Khat is often less likely to be noted is that a magistrate 
may ‘be as prone to over&mate as to underestimate the force of the 
Government’s need. Warrants necessarily are used Ed pa&e; often 
decision must come quickly on the basis of information that must 
remain confidential. Applications to any one judge or magistrate would 
be only sporadic : no opinion could be published ; this would limit the 
growth of judicially del-eloped, reasonably uniform standards based, 
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in part. on the quality of the information sought and the knowlec@e 
of l)o>sible altcrnatirrs. E.qually important. responsibility for the m- 
trnAon ~onltl have been diffused. It is possible that t.he actual number 
of searches or snrl-eillances would increase if executive officials, rat,her 
than bcnrinp responsibility themselves, can find shield behind a magis- 
trate’s judgment of reasondblrncss. On the other hand, whatever the 
practical effect, of a warrant requirement may be, it would still serve 
the important. purpose of assnrine the public that searches are not con- 
ducted vSthout, the. approval of ‘a ncut.ral magistrate who could pre- 
l-cant abnses of the technique. 

In discussing the ad\-isability of a warrant. requirement,. it. ma.y also 
l)c 11SYfnl to diStill{:iliXll an-toll:? lKSsil)lr~ situations that il&P in tlIP 
national sccnritv area. Three sitilations. greatly simplifed~ come to 
min(l. The\- dif&r from one another in the ext,ent to which they are 
limitetl in iime or in target. First. the search may be direcked at a par- 
tic*lll;rr foreign agent to detect a specific anticipated activity, such as 
thr nurchase of a secret docnnlent. The activitv xvhich is to be detected 
ortli;lnrilr woultl constitute a crirnch. Src*ond, ‘the search may be more 
cste:ltled’in time. cr-en virtnallr cn~!tinuous, but still would be directed 
at ::n itlcntifirtl forci::n ageni. T11e p!lrpose of such a surveillance 
~)u!d bc to monitor the agent’s activities. determine the identities of 
~WIXY~S whose ac(~ss to classified information he might be exploiting, 
:111(1 cieternline tile identitr of other foreign a%cents with ~vhom he mav 
1~ in contact. Such a sukeillance might also gather forei_gn intelli- 
gent information a’bout the agent’s own country. information that 
~oul11 be of l)ositil-(> intellipenc,cx I-nlnc to the I-ktctl States. Third, 
tllrre may be virtually continuous surveillance which by its nature does 
not li::~c spr~~ificnll~ l~~~ecletcf~miilt~ti targets. Siich a sure-cillancr could 
1x2 tlcsipned to :- crather foreign intelligence information essential to 
flit security of the Sation. 

T!lc more limited in time and target a snrreillance is, the more nearly 
nnnlog~~s it appcnrs to be with a traditional criminal search which 
iiivol\-es a particular target location or individual at a specific time. 
Thii3. the first situation 1 just described would in that respect be most 
amcnablc to some sort of warrant requirement. the second less so. The 
rflicncr of a warrant requirement, in the third situation would be mini- 
mal. If the third type of surveillance I clescribed were submitted t,o 
prior judicial approval. that judicial decision would take t,he form of 
an es parte declaration that the program of surveillance designed by 
the Government strikes a reasonable balance ‘between the Govern- 
ment’s need for the information ant1 the protection of individuals’ 
Cplrts. Xcvcrthrlrss. it may br that tliffercnt kinds of warrants could 
be developed to corer the third situation. In his opinion in A7mei& 
Purrcher. .Justice, Powell suggested the possibility of area warrants, 
&led on the basis of the conditions in the area to be surveilled, to 
allow :~ntomobil(~ scarchrs in areas near America’s borders. The law 
has not lost. its inventiveness. and it might be possible to fashion new 
jucli6nl approaches to the norpI situations that come up in t,he area of 
foreign jnt.elligence. I think it must be pointed out that for the devel- 
opment, of such xn r:itellCld, new kind of warrant. a st,atutory base 
mi&t be required or at least appropriate. At, the same time, in dealing 
~-if11 this area. it mnv Ine mistaken to focus on the warrant require- 
ment alone to the exclkion of other. possibly more realistic, protections. 



1171at. then. is the sl~apc of the present law? To begin with, sc~ernl 
statutes appear to recqgnize that the Government does intercept. cer- 
tain Ilif?SS:lgC5 for fO?Xip intelligence purposes and that this activity 
lllust be, and can be. carried out. Section 952 of title 18. which I nwn- 
tionetl earlier is one example : section 798 of the same title is another. 
In addition, title III’s proviso, which I have quoted earlier, csplicitly 
tlisclaimed nnv intent to limit the authority of the Executive to con- 
tlnct el~~ctroni~ snrreillance for national secwit,y and foreign intrlli- 
gwlc:r lnu’poses. In an apparent recognition that the powrr wonld be 
esei~cisctl. title III specifies the conditions illlde~ which inforiilation 
obtainctl through Presidcntiall~ authorized surveillance ma? be re- 
wi\-et1 into evitlcncc. It. seems clear, therefore, that in 1968 Congress 
~1s not. prepared to come to a jncIg:llent~ that the Executive shonld dis- 
c0ltinlle ,its activities in this area. nor wis it prepared to regulate how 
those acti\-ities n-cre to be coiitliicted. Yet. it cannot be said that Con- 

~grcss has bwn entirely silent. on this matter. Its express statntorv ref- 
(11wlcw to thcl existence of the activity must br taken into acconnt. 

The c::sc l:lK? :~lthough unsatisfactory in some respects, has snp- 
~m:-tccl or left, nntowhcd tllc policy of the Executi\-e in t>he foreign 
intcllipence :II*IX \vhencver the issw has been squarely confronted. The 
Supwine Colut’s tlecision in the Roifh case in 1972 concerned the legal- 
itv of wm~rnntle~s snrveillnnce directed against. a clome~tic organizn- 
ti6n lvitli 110 connection to a foreign power illld tile GOWrllltlf?llt’S 

attci!ll)t to iiitrotlticc the product of the snrwillance as evidence in the 
c,:,imilt;\l tri:tl of a pe~‘-on clini~g-cd vcith bombing :I CIA ofice it! AniL 
.\ri)(:~.. Jlil,!l. Iir l)ni*t lwnuw of tlw tlanpzr thst uncolitrolletl tliscrc- 
tioii might result in ii.32 of electronic sarveillancc to tlcter doni&ic 
organizations from exercising first :i.n~entlnient rights. the Snpwme 
(‘Olil’t held that in cases of internal security. when there is no foreign 
in\-ol\-cilicnt. a judicial warrant. is required. Speaking for the Court, 
.Jnsticc Powell ekpliasizcd that- 

Tlkis cnsc inl-olres Only the donwtic nsperts of Ililtiomll secwity. WP hare 
rxpreswd no opinion as to tile issuer;: whicll may iw inrolred with rmpect to 
ac*ti\-itirs of forrig powers or tllcir n,qents. 

,ls T obse~~cd in m- remarks at the ABA conr-cntion the Snprcme 
Court snrrly walized- 

in vim* of the ini]wrtanw the Gorernmrnt has 1,lnced on the need for warrant- 
lrss electronic snrreil!ance that. nfttxr the holding in Kic’itlt. the Gowrnmmt 
would proctwl with the prowdures it had developed to conduct those snrveillnnces 
not Itrollil)itetl-tlint is. in the foreign intelligence awn OP, as Justice PornelI 
said, “with respect to activities of foreign pfwers and their agents.” 

Thcx CII UIW.~S. JLay I interrupt to say that .Jllstice Powell’s lww~l~- 
tio;l of the latent threat of unn-arranted snrl-eillallce against dolnestic 
organizations in the name of nationnl security js of great concern to 
nlc and to the members of this committee because nothing conl(l be 
lilOl’0 illtirnitlat,,in.g on t.he right of individnals to express themscl\-es 
and protest pohc~cs of the Government with which they disagree. th‘qn 
the belief that thcby are being watched and their conversations are l~$lp 
monitored by the Federal Government. 

AttOl71(~~ GP?lcEll LEIT. -1s 1 believe y011 knom, Mr. Chairmall. it has 
also l~ccn i Pratt csoncern to me. 

The Crr.~Ii:x.\s. I alI1 silllpl~ expressing approval of tile po\~-cll 
0pi:lion ant1 its importance. nntl I am certai:l it is being obserl-e(l. 
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Attorney General Lrsvr. The two Federal court decisions after 
K&t&-I am not sure3 Mr. Chairman, if that is a question. If it were a 
qucsfion, the a.nswer IS yes. 

The t\ro Federal court dec.isions after Keith that have expressly 
acltlressec! the problem have both held that the fourth amendment 
does not require a n-arrant for electronic surveillance instituted to 
obtain foreign intelligence. In the first. Unitccl 8fnte.s v. Brown, the 
defendant, an Amcrlcan citizen, was incidentally overheard as the 
result. of a ~-arrantlcss wiretap authorized by the Xttornev General 
for foreign intelligence purposes. In upholdmg the legahty of the 
surveillance, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. declared that 
on the, basis of “the President’s constitutional duty to act for the United 
States in the field of foreign affairs, and his inherent power to protect 
national securit,y in the conduct, of foreign affairs, the President may 
constitutionallv authorize warrantless wiretaps for the purpose of 
gat!lering fordign intelligence.” The court. added that “restrictions 
on t,he Prxsiclent’s power which are appropriate in Cases of domestic 
eecuritv become inappropriate in the contest of the international 
sphere:” 

In the United Xtntes P. Butenko, the Third Circuit reached the 
,same conclusion-that the warrant requirement of the fourth amend- 
-merit does not apply to electronic surveillance undertaken for foreign 
-inte,lligence purposes. Although the surveillance in that case Kas 
,directed at R foreign agent, the court held broadly that the Tarrant- 
Bess surveillance would be lalrful so lo?p as the prumary purpose was 

to obtain foreign intelligence informatlon. The court stated that such 
surkllnnce would be reasonable without a warrant even though it 
might involve the overhearil?g of conversations of “alien officials and 
acents, and perhaps of American citizens.” I should note that although 
the United States prevailed in the Zi’utenko case, the Department 
acquiesced in the petitioner’s application for certiorari in order to 
obtain the Supreme Court’s ruling on the question. The Supreme Court 
denied review-, however, and thus le-ft the third c.ircuit’s decision undis- 
turbed as the prevailing law. 

The CHIAIR~fAN. Do vou know anywhere in the prevailing law that 
the term “foreign inteliigence” is definecl ? 

,Morney General Levi. I am not sure I can answer that qnest.ion. 
I think that the constant emphasis on foreign powers and their agents 
helps define. .I? a .discussion of the diplomatic powers of the Presi- 
Eee;ti& his posltlon m terms of the Armed Forces and so on perhaps 

Th’c ~HAIRJIAN. We find it. a, verv elusire term because it can be 
applied as justification for most a&thing and hrondlv definecl can 
FO far beyond the crit,eria that, you j&t suggested. I lm&v no place in 
the law that undert.akes to define the term. 

Attorney. General LIWI. That. of course. is the problem with all t,he 
terms in this area. Also, a problem with the term “internal security,” 
“clomest,ic security,” or “national security.” because one might tend 
to billow those terms to the point that they cover foreign intelligence, 
FO that. we have a problem. 

>lost rccentll-. in Z~W;~W r. jl(ifchr7!. dcrirlprl jn ,Tllnp of t]ljs ;-par, 

the District of Columbia circuit dealt, with rarrantless electronic 
surveillance directed against a domestic organization degedly en- 
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gaged in acti&& affecting this countr+ relations with a foreign 
power. It dealt specifically with the .Jen-lsh Defense League and the 
allegation that it x-as involved with bombing of foreign diplomats of 
importance to the U.S. Judge Skelly Kright’s opinion for four of the 
nine judges makes many st&ements questioning any national security 
esce.ption to the ITarrant requirement,. The court’s actlu~l holdi!?g 
made clear in ,Juclgrc Wri$t’s opinion was far narrower and, m 
fact, is consistent with holdings in Brozon and Butenko. The court 
held onlv thnt “a warrant must be obtained before a wiretap is installed 
on a do~~estic organization that is neither the agent of nor act.@ in 
collaboration with a foreign power.” This holding, I should add, was 
fully consistent with the Department of dustice’s policy prior to the 
time of the Zzceibon clecision. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is it also prevailing !a~ ? 
Attorney General LETI. I regard it as prerailinp law. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is there an appeal pending ? Is it being taken to the 

Supreme Court? 
Attorney General LEVI. My understanding is that the Department is 

not taking an appeal. I am not, sure of the defendants. 
Since the Department.‘s policy is really in agrremrnt with the hold- 

ing, the only way for us to accept as lawyers rep z5ent.ing others to 
take an appeal, would have been to say that the broad language of 
the court was an attempt to make an illicit c>siension of its holding 
and to t,ry to appeal on that. I do not believe you would hare gotten 
anyplace. I would like to have done it partl) 7 as a wax- of telling judges 
that they should take care IThat t.hey say. 

With the.se cases in mind, it is f& to sap elect-ronic survci!lance 
conducted for foreign intelligence purposes, essential to thcl national 
securit.p, is lawful under the fourth amendment. even in the along of 
a warrant, at least where the subject of the surveillance is a foreign 
power or an agent or collaborator of a foreign power. 3loreo~r. the 
opinions of t.v:o circuit. courts stress the purpose for which thr> snrveil- 
lance is undertaken. rather than the identit,v of the subject. This sr~~g- 
ge.sts t.hat in their Vic~w such curreillance without a warrant i.q lawrf-nl 
so long as its purpose is to obtain foreign intelligrence. 

Rut the legality of the activitr tloes not. remore from thP Executive 
or from Congress the responsibility to take steps. within their power, 
to seek an accommodation between the vital public and prirate inter- 
csts involved. In our effort to seek such an accommoda,tion, the Depart- 
ment has adopted standards and procedures designed to insure the 
reasonableness under the fourth amendment, of Plectronic surrpillance 
and to minimize to the extent pract.ical the intrusion on individual 
interests. As I have stated, ‘it is the Department’s policy to authorize 
electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes only when 
the subject is a foreign power or an agent, of a foreign power. IQ- 
the term “agent” I mean a conscious agent; the agrncy must be of a 
special kind and must, relate to activities of qrrat concern to the 
United States for foreign intelligence or counterintelligence reasons. 
In addition at present there is no warrantlrcs electronic surveillance 
clircctcd against anv American citizen. and although it is conceivable 
t!lat’ circumstances Tustifring Filch surrcillancc 3113.~ arise in the future, 
I wjll not. author& the &r\-eillance unlcs~ it is (a!;lar that the ;\mcri- 
can citizen is an active, conscious nzrnt or collnbnr:~tor of a foreign 
power. In no event, of course, would I authorize any rarrantless sur- 



veillance against. doiiwstic 1wr~oJJs or oJ*~:JnizntioJJs such as t!!o+ 
involved in the X&l, case. Sur\-eillance without n warrant will not 
1)~ r.onduc.tetl fOJ* purposes of security n,minst donwtic or intern21 
tlJJwit5 It is ouJ* policy, mo~~eovci~. to use the title IT1 pJwcedure when- 
ever it is possible and :JplJropJ~iate to do so. :~lthonph the stntlltn:.\ 

plm+iioJis lqnl~tling ~~Jdx~l~lc cnusc. llotific~i\tiol2, and pJ*osecutire pJJJ’- 
1’OS’ Jll;lkC it IIJl~Orl;able in all foreign intcllipncc nntl ?nan~ coIlntcJ’- 

jiitcllipcncp mses. 

The standards a~Jt1 procedures tliat the ~clJaJ~ment has establislwd 
within tbc Fnitcd States seek to insure that, every. request for sur- 
veillance receives thoron& and impartial consideration before a deci- 
sion is made whetl!cJ. to iJJstitJJtr it. The JJrocess is elaborate and tiJne 
consuming, but, it, is necessary if the public interest is to be served and 
individual rights snfc:gJarded. 

1 have just 1Jeen speaking about teleiJlJoJw wiretapping and micro- 
phone surveillances which are reviewed by the Attorney General. In 

the mlw o-f its inrestig2tion. the coJnlnittec has become familiar with 
the moJ*e teclJnnlogically sophisticated ant1 complex electronic surwil- 
lance nctiritirs of ot!Jer agencies. These surveillance activities present 
somewhat, different le,gal questions. The communications conceirabl? 
might, take place eJJt,Jrelv outside tlJe T’nited States. That. fact alone, 
0-f course. would not anton~aticallp remove the agencies’ activities froJJJ 
scrutiny JmcleJ~ the fourth amendment since at t,imes w-en communicn- 
tions abroad may iJivolve a legitimate priracv interest of American 
cit.izew. Other commnnications conceivablv n&ht. be esclusivelr be- 
t\\W?ll fOl?i~JJ 1’OK’l’i 2JlC I thil~ npclh and iJiralve no -heJ*icaJ~ tc,J-- 

nJiua1. In such a case, even though ,2merican citizens may be discussecl. 
this may raise IeSS significant, or JJerliaps no significant, questions 
under the fourth amendment. But the primary concern, I suppose. is 
whether reasonable minimizat~ion procedures are employed v.it,h respect, 
to use and dissemination. 

With respect to all electronic surveillance. whether conducted within 
the ITJJited States or abroad. it is essential that e,tl’orts be made to min- 
imize, as much as possible the extent of that, intrusion. Xluch in this 
J~P~JY~ can be done bv JJJodern technology. Stnnclards and procedures 
can be dewlop~d and effectively deployed to limit the scope of tlJe 
iJJtJxsion ant1 the Jose to which Jts product is put. Various mechanisms 
caJi 1Jrovide a needed :wsi~mnce to the AImericaJi people that the activity 
is undertaken for legitimate foreign intelligence rnirposes, and not foJ* 
political or otheJ- impropeJ. purposes. The proce<lures used should not 
be ones which by the indirect,ion in fact tarnet. American citizens and 
resident aliens Jv1-lleJ.e these individuals would not themselves be appro- 
priate taJ*ccts. The proper minimization criteJ*ia can limit the actirit! 
to its justifiable and Jiecessarv scope. 

The CF~A~II;\I.AN. This is one of the subjects I’m sure the committee 
will want, to question van about. this afternoon because we had ,so mnch 
evidence of watch list and even random openings of the mail without 
nnv pa~*ticnlaJ~ criteria. and names of people that would appear to be 
U-holly impplwpJ%te for purposes of snrreillnnce. These are the real 
lift qrJcstioJJs that are presented to this committee in terms of v&t 
tl:e Go~crJJJJJrnt actually has been doing 

.\ttoJxJJcy GeJJeJ.al TZXL I assume. >lr. C?hairman, that the main 
:liriJst of the coJiiiiJittee is to see what, kind of legislation or better pro- 
cetlnres can be tlevelol”d and I’ve tried very hard speaking on those 
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subjects that I can speak on, and not speaking on tllose that I cannot. 
to try to lay that down before the committee as a base. 

,Ynother factor must, be recognized. It is the importance of potent ial 
importSame of the information to be srcurecl. The activity may l)e 
undertaken to obtain information deemed necessary. to protect the 
Sation against actual or potentia.1 attack or other hostile acts of a for- 
cjgn power, to obtain forejgn intelligence information deemed essen- 
tial to the security of the Lnitecl States, or to protect national security 
information against foreign intelligence activities. 

Xeed is itself a matter of degree-. It may be that the importance of 
some information is slight. but that may 1~5 impossil)le to gau,ce in atl- 
vancc : the significance of a single bit of information may become ap- 
parent only when joined to intelligence from other sources. In short. 
it is nec.essary to deal in probabilities. The importance of information 
,gathered from foreign establishments and agents may be regarded pen- 
crally as high-although even here may be wide variations. Xt. the 
same time, the effect on individual liberty and security-at, least of 
A1merican citizens-caused bv methods directed exclusively t,o foreign 
agents, particularlv with minimization procedures, would be \-er: Y 
slight. 

There may be regulatory Zli?d institutional devices other tlrar tlw 
v:arrant requirement that would better assure that intrusion3 foi 
national security and foreign intelligence plirposcs reasonably balan~ 
thr important needs of Government and of individual interests. In 
assessing possible approaches to this problem it, may be useful to 
c>unminr the practices of ol-?lcr ~T’rstrrn clcinocrac~ies. For example, 
England. Canada. and West Germanv each share our concern about the 
confidentiality of comii~niiications wi’tliin their borders. Yet each recox- 
nizes the right of the Executive to intercept conm~unicntions x-ithout 
:I judicial warrant in cases involving suspected espionage, subversion 
or other national security intelligence matters. 

In Canada and West Germanv, which haw statutes an:?ioqnus 
to title III, the Executirr in national security cases is exempt by 
statute from the reTuirrment that judicial warrants be obtained to 
authorize surveillance of communications. In l?ngland, where iuclic4al 
warrants are not required to authorize surveillance of communications 
in criminal inr-cstipations, the relevant statutes recofliise an inlierent 
authority in the Executive to authorize such surveillance in national 
security cases. In each case, this authority is deemed to cover intrr- 
c&ion of mail and telegrams, as well as telephone conversations. 

In all three countries, requests for national security surveillance 
mav be made bv the nation3 intelligence agencies. In each. a Cabinet. 
nicmbcr is authorized to grant the request. In England and West 
Germnnv. however. interception of communications is intended to be 
a last, resort, used only lvhen the information being soupht, is likely 
to bc unobtainable by any othrr means. It is interesting to note, how- 
ever. that, both Canada and West Germany do require the F,serutire 
to report periodically to t,he lepislature on its national security sur- 
veillance activities. In Canada, the Solicitor General files an annual 
report xith the Parliament setting forth the number of nat,ional se~~t- 
ritv snr\-eillnnces initintecl. their average lrng$h. a general description 
of the mc~thods of interception or seizure used, and an assrssment of 
their utility. 
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It may,- !E that Ke can draw on these practices of other Western 
dcmocracirs. with appropriate adjustments to fit our system of separa- 
tion of powers. The procedures and standards that should govern the 
use of electronic methods of obtaining foreign intelligence and of 
~li:\rclil~,~ a~gainst foreign threats are matters of public policy and 
\.a111cs. They are of critical concern to the executive branch and to the 
(‘o:~_rrrcss, as ~11 as to the courts. The fourth amendment itself is a 
raflrcl ion of public policy and values-an evolving accommodation 
hct~rccn gor-ernmental needs and the necessity of protecting individual 
sccurit:; and rights. General public understanding of these problems 
is of paramount importance, to assure that neither t.he Executive, 
nor the Congress, nor the courts risk discounting the vital interests 
on both sides. 

Thr prol~lems are not simple. Evolving solutions probably will and 
should come-as they have in the past-from a combination of legis- 
lation. court decisions. and execntire actions. The law in this area, as 
Lord Devlin once described the law of search in England, “is hap- 
hazard and ill-defined.” It recognizes the existence and the necessity 
of t.he Esecntive% power. But the executire and the legislative are, 
as I,ord Derlin also said, “expected to act reasonably.” The future 
course of t,he lam will depend on whether we can meet that obligation. 

The CFL~IRM.~. Tndced, it will, Mr. Attorney General, and I want 
to thank you for this very learned dissertation on the fourth amend- 
ment. I think that it &I prompt a number of questions from the 
committee this afternoon. It is 12 :30 now, and I had hoped that we 
mirrlit adjourn until 2 this afternoon. 

Senator Jlathias Z 
senator ~IATHIAS. >lr. Chairman. I comply with the instruction of 

the Chair to withhold questions for the moment, but I was one of 
those urging the inyitation of the Attorney General to the session 
because I anticipated a thorough and scholarly discussion of the sub- 
ject. I t,hink that the Attorney General has fully met all of our expec- 
tations, and this Kill be an important document on this whole subject, 
both among those who will cite it for support and t.hose who will 
wish to argue against it. But I think t,hat it is obviously an important 
document and I loo!< forward to the dialog this afternoon. 

The Cr~a~r.x.cc. I think it goes further on the subject than any other 
previous statement of the Government from any source. Therefore, the 
committee appreciates the time and effort that you have given to it 
and we look forwarcl to a chance to question t.his afternoon. 

If there are no further comments, the hearing stands adjourned 
until f! this afternoon. 

[Whereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the hearin 
S p.m. of the same day.] 

g adjourned, to reconvene at 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

The CA.URJLW. The hearing -\rill please come to order. 
Mr. ,1ttornry General, in your +atemcnt this morning, you testified : 
I now come to the Department of Justice’s present position on electronic sur- 

veillance contluctcd without a nnrr:!nt. ITntler the stnndards xnd procedures 
ekilrlished 1~ thr President, the 1)eraonnl al)prov:ll of the dttorney Genera1 is 
required brfr)re any nonconsensual elwtronic snrreillnnce may be instituted 
within the United States without a judicial warrant. 
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Do you mean by that statement that your approval is required before 
any one may be bu gged or wiretapped without a warrant as long as 
the target is xithin t.he rnitecl States ? Is that. correct. ? 

21ttorney General LEVI. Well, I really cannot quite mean that, be- 
cause-I guess I can. I was going to say that title III, which of course 
has a warrant provision, permits States to do wiretapping, but I sup- 
pose that I do mean that without, a judicial warrant, that is- 

The C~.aor.m. The existing practice ? 
:Worncy General LEJY. The standard procedure established by the 

Prt5ident. 
Tile CHAIRMAX. Yes. Since it is a procedure established by the Presi- 

dent, it could be changed at any time by the President. 
At)tornev General LEVI. I assume so. 
The C&n~ras. What about electronic surveillance of messages that 

have one terminal outside t.he United States? Is your percussion re- 
quired before an unwarranted interception of such messages may take 
piace? 

htt,orney General L~vx. Well, mv belief is, if it is a surveillance 
which theie is a base in the United ‘&at-es and a communication from 
the TJnited States, which is what we would ordinarily think of as being 
covered, I think the Attorney General’s approval would be required. 

The CIIAIKXAS. What about the messages that KSA snatches out of 
the air ? They do not require your approval. do they ? 

At.torneg General LEVI. You are now asking me about the NSA pro- 
cet1i7res. 

The CEIA~XAX. Pm only asking you whether they require your 
approval. 

-4 t’tornry General LEVI. I have onIy started to answer. 
The CIrarmras. I see. 
r1t,torney General LEFT. The first part of the answer is, I want to 

nlake t,his clear that I do not really know what the NSS procedures 
are. And I think that is an important point. I do not think that a brief- 
i7!g in which an Attorney General or some other kind of a lawyer is 
plvrn n certain amount of information which adheres, means that the 
ycsult of that is that the Attorney General knows what the procedures 
are. And at this time I would have to say that I do not know what the 
procedures are. I do not know what t,he possibilities are. I do not know 
rno77gh about the minimization possibilities. The position on that is, 
Jye have asked that we be fully informed, that \ve be fully informed 
as to the Iceways, ihe possible procedures, the possible minimization 
proccdur~s~ and the President has directed the &‘Sd to provide that 
information to the Department of Justice, to the Attorney General, 
so that we cm nlake some kind of a determination on it. 

The CEI.~IRX~~. Until you have that information, you really do not 
have the fos$cst idea of n-hethcr what they are doing is legal or 
illegal, co7istrtntional or nrlconstitntional ? 

-1ttorney General LEE. I would be glad to accept the protective 
shape of that proposed answer. I suppose I hare a fog,gy idea. 

The CHAI~I~S. You do not- 
Attorney General LEVI. I do not think I should be in a position of 

making a determination about it until, for I-arious reasons possibly, 
11nt not until I really i;no\v XT-l-hat it is and I haT-e told vou many times 
that I do not knox what it is. We have requested that me be given a 
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full acc0Ullt. which is probably not too easy to give. We ha\-e req\wste(l 
that pY0CedureS be outlilled. JIow importmt, that the possible p~-o- 

twtivc l>roccdures be outlined wld the President has specifidly 

directed them to give them to us. 

The &AIRMwsX. These practices have been going on for a long time. 
Hundreds of thousands of American citizens have had their messages 
intercepted by the Government. awlyzed, disseminated to rari&s 
2iSCgencies of the i ;ovrrnment. Do you not think that it is awfully late 
f-or the ALttorney General to be inquirin g about the procedures in or&~ 
to tleternCne their coilstitlition:ilitv ? 1 commend you for doing it : 
this quest,ion is not meant. to be critical of you. but looking back ore1 
tlw yeal’s that these practices ha\c po~w 011. is it not :I very late date 
that w should now be srrionsly inquiring into their constitutionalitp 
at the .Justice Department ? 

*Qtorney General KIWI. One first has to remember that the law has 
chanqd. that some of those practices--I do not know which ones a.bont 
the SSA you are referring to-lqan a long time ago, so as a matter 
of fact, I cannot sn~ that other Attorneys General might. not haw. 
years ago, inquired’into it. So I do not know how to answer that. 
ea-cept, to say that I have not been around that long as Attorney 
General. 

If Lou po back to 1947, 1949, wu really had a dif?xent shape to it 
all. and one would have to look ai it in tho& terms. 

The (‘(HAIRMAN. If I iindwstood your testimony this morning cor- 
rectly. you said that tl?c P:*f?Si~l~ilt IlrS the po~cr to wiretap an 
-\i:wric:w citizen without a \\-arralit if he is an agent or a collal~oi~ntoi 
of a foxign power. This would 1x3 one of those caws where you, as the 
agent of tllr Prrsidcnt. n-oultl npprore of a wiretap without a judicial 
warrant. That is coriwt. is it not 1 

Alttor!:ey General LEVI. It js correct. although I never-1 hope, I 
do not thiLk that I said that that was all that. we would look for. 

The (‘r~.\mx.\s. Oh. no. I was just taking one example. You laid o!lt 
tbc criteria. I think there were two or three things you would loo!c for. 
But one was an agent or collaborator of a foreign power. I do not think 
that, any of us V-ould quarrel with a x?ret:ip on a foreign agent as 
falling within the connterintellipel~~e operations of the Government,. 
mid having to do xvith both forrqn intelligence and national secnritv. 

What I am interested in is how you would viex: a foreign agent or 
collaborator. For example, what is u collaborator? Suppose you have 
young people who were protesting the war, for example, as so many 
did. and some of them met with certain foreign government officials. 
Would they then be regarded as collaborators? How does this term 
apply ! 

Xttonicy General LET 71. I think-1 c-ill answer directly--I do not 
n-ant. one to think that I am erading the question. but, then I want to 
go on to say something more. 

I wollld not think tllnt t?lnt wn11d make a person a. collaborator. 
You linrc not given all the facts. You could turn it aroulld and Say. 

oile cannot say that one is a collaborator because one is. at the same 
time. tnkiii,~ part in nnpopulnr political causes. One has to look rer! 
carefully at n-hat the kind of el-fdcnce is. and that really points to the 
proccfii~rc, n-hicall it seems to iile in any constrnctire solution of this 
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I;inti of problenl. one has to look to SPP what procedures are followed 
nl!d what kind of evidence has to be weighed. 

I am sure that there is really no absolutely automatic way of doing 
that. One of the strong arguments that is so frequently made for 
w\-;~rrantless surreillance is that it is necessary to use it m order to 
drtrrmine whether someone is an agent or a conscious agent. That, 
of course. is certainly n-hat we have tried to do is make sure that the 
e\-icltwrr is better than tllat. 

Tile (‘II.\IRM.YS. Of course. the difficultv is that judgment in a case 
of this kind, and I woulcl suppose nectssa~ily so, is made by interested 
l,;lrtic*s. so to speak. The _\ttornep General 1s a member of the executive 
!!!,::n(nl1 :~s an :r~gent of the President. I-nlike the> orclinary law enforce- 
I;leilt cs:lse. there is newer a necessit); to present the reasons that give 
l)~,ol~able callse to believe that a crime has been performecl to some 

indcl)endent tribunal. 
Thel.cfore. the procedures and the criteria become rery important. 

,Jlist to press tllis. because I can think of other examples, I remember 
t11c case of .Joseph Rmft. a distinguished columnist, meeting with 
c(Jrtain foreign agents of a certain foreign gorermnent in Paris during 
tllc T-ietnam war. In your ricw. he was 1)resumablp looking for news, 
100liillg for their viewpoints. Would that. in any sense, in your view, 
111;1kc hini a collaborator and justify a wiretap? 

_\tt01wy Gc~lclxl LIXI. Certdinly not. I hope I have not said anp- 
tllin: that silggcsts that. 

Tile CIIMRX\S. I do llot believe you have. I am just trying to clari@ 
1 Iit% I:O::ilthVit5 b)- lllv qurstions. 

-1ttorney General 1m-1. Let rile make the point. since we arc talking 
al)out the ‘foreign legislation remedies you take. If one had a statute, 
one of the thin,rrs that I suppose that a iuclge might h:l\-e to make some 
kincl of finding on is whcthrr there is erldence sufCient to establish 
tllc c9nscious collaboration of agents. 

‘I’llr~~ is a problem there. because one would know that through the 
lrlost secret sources. and disclosure might expose someone to assassina- 
tion. It is the kind of thing which I suppose a judge could make a 
fincling on. As far as the ,Utorney General’s position is concerned, I 
think that the Attorney General probably feels that his position is one 

of protecting the laws of the I’nited States, protecting the President. 
Hc is probnblv nlore I-ipilant on that account. I assure you that, it 
is much easie; for me to sign the title III than it is to handle these 
cnsc‘c 

The ~IIAIRMAS. Ton have been, I think it is fair to sap, a vigilant 
,!ttorney General. but that has not always been the case. We have 
11acl some Attorneys General who have paid very little heed to the law, 
and did pretty much as the President wanted them to do. ,cO, unless 
we hare some statutory guidelines. I think that it, is very dangerous 
just, to leave it to the Sttorney General to decide, knowmg that the 
ofice changes, and Presidents change. Do ppu think that. there is 
an: way that we could write into law certain statutory guidelines 
which would determine when warrantless surveillance would be 
permissible, what test must, be met 1 

-\ttorney General IZVT. I would hope so. Other countries have been 
able to do it. and I would hope t.hat this one could. although I am 
not absoll~t~l~ confident. as I say, it would have to be the reason I 
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pointed out this morning. This is an area where people proceed frc- 
quently by statutes through indirection, in part, because of the nature 
of the problem. But I, myself, would hope that It would be possible to 
have a statute. 

The CHAIRNAS. If this committee should decide that among its 
recolmnendations we should include a recommended statute that would 
govern warrantless-surveillance in the general field of foreign intel- 
ligence and national security, would you be prepared, as httorne? 
General, to assist the colmnittee in designing such a statute ? 

-4ttorney General LEVI. Of course. The more interesting question 
is whether the committee, since it has more power, would be Filling 
to assist me. 

The CHAIRMAX. The poKer of the committee in this case is merel! 
that of recommending. The actual action upon any recommendations 
would have to go to the appropriate legislative committees of the 
Senate. But in any case, I sl~oulcl think that our collaboration may 
be fruitful, and I welcome it. 

The other aspect of this case-there are many aspects of the case. tllnt 
are troublillg me. Because other Senators are here now, I do not w-ant 
to monopohze the time: but I Kould like to ask you just a question or 
two on another term that is constantIS coming into use, the term 
“foreign intelligence.” Here we have an agency, the NSh, which 1~:~ 
no statutory base, by creat.ion of an Executive order. Its scope of an- 
thoritv rests on certain executive directives that give it a general mis- 
sion df obtaining foreign intelligence. 

SOW, as I suggested earlier, foreign intelligence has never ?MWI 
defined by statute, and I suppose that WC could all agree that c~rtai!l 
kinds of ‘information n-onld clearly be foreign intelligence. But n-e 
look at the E’s*4 and ‘\Te find that they are collecting all kinds of data 
on economic intelligence: that, now falls in what we now call foreign 
intelligence, having to do Kith transfer of funds, business invest- 
ments, the movement of capital. 

Suppose that an American company was makiqg a decision Fit11 
respect to an investment in some foreign land, was interested in kcep- 
ing that decision secret for business reasons, competitive reasons. Is 
that a case that would fall within the net of foreign intelligence, 
thus entitling the government to obtain that kind of information with- 
out a warrant, because it is generically a part of n-hat we have come to 
call foreign intelligence? How do we grapple with this? 

Btt0rne.y General LETI. I think the ray vou ha.ve to grapple with 
it, Mr. Chairman;, is not just to belabor the pbint of what t,he definition 
of foreign intelligence means. because, as you pointed out. it C>III in- 
clude an enormous variety. It can include, for example. all kind.; of 
economic information. And I am quite sure that professional intelli- 
gence people would think that a very wide net might be appropriate 
because small items of information all bv themselves mav not mean 
an>-thing, as I said in my statrment. but, a’dded to somethilig else. the>- 
mean something. So ~0,; mipllt have a verv broad definition of fo~ign 
intelligence within that a verv broad n&ion of important economic 
information, but certainly the’inquirv does not stop there. One has to 
sap. well, horn did they pet it 1 Vhat ‘is the t,arget, of the surveillance ? 
Is 16 being obtainPc1 tliron,rrh thp targetin? of an.official foreign unit. or 
is it targeted in such a n-ap as to pick up American firms or Americans 
who are discussing these problems ? 
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As I tried to say this morning, it seems to me that the fourth amend- 
ment coverage wfll depend to a considerable extent on the limitations 
one can impose. It is one thing, I think-although this is a very difficult 
field-for an American company to be discussing something with a 
fore@ official establishment,, and quite another thing when it is dis- 
cussing it with some kind of a foreign concern. So that it is one thiq 
where the information is picked up because the targeting is 0x1 the 
foreign goverllmental unit, or whatever it is, official unit, mhatercr it 
is, and quite another thing where the targeting, in fact! is on the Amer- 
ican firm. A great deal will depend on how one-maybe one can 
mechanically, to a considerable extent, minimize that. When one’ gets 
to that point, one has to find out how one can go any further. 

The CHAIRXAX. This committee knows that the NSA is one girnntic 
set of earphones and all kinds of requests are coming in as to what to 
listen to in the world, and the agencies themselves determine-I do not 
suppose that the President enters into it, clearly the Attorney General 
does not enter into it, no department of the.government that is sup- 
posed to look out for the laws and the Constitution enters into it. We 
know some of the things they have done ; some are laudible in terms 
of the ultimate objective, for example, drug traffic. That is a good 
t,hing to learn about. We are trying to enforce laws in this count’ry, 
and information that you can get by listening in on telephone con- 
versations- 

Attorney General LEVI. Of American citizens abroad? 
The CHAIRMAN. American citizens at one end of the terminal. and 

possibly an American citizen on the other, or a foreign cit,izen on the 
othey ; they listen to all the telephone conversations and extract ones 
relatmg to drugs. That is a laudable purpose, but is that foreign 
intelligence ? 

Attorney General LEVI. It may be foreign. 
The CKYIRJIAN. Or is that lam enforcement? 
Attorney General LEVI. It may be foreign intelligence, but as YOU 

stated quite broadly, and you stated quite broadly a number of possible 
situations. Some of them I would regard as unconstitutional. At that 
point t,he word-1 cannot, imagine the word intelligence is to be defined 
in such a way as to permit unconstitutional behavior. 

The CHAIRXAN. Right. That is terribly important to say beczluse 
very seldom can you get anybody, when you get into this field of 
national security, to say that it is subject to the Constitution. It is 
much more frequent for them to say in this area the Constitution is 
an archaic document of the 18th century, and we have to be practical 
about these things. I am not saying vou suggested that, but I am 
happy for you to say that even in que&ons refating to foreign intelli- 
gence and nationa. security, the Constitution and its guarantees 
remain applicable. 

Attorney General LEVI. Mr. Chairman, there are arguments-I nln:t 
say that I tried in the paper I gave t,his morning-in fact, Senator 
Mathias hurt my feelings bv complimenting me. I ITas reallv trvinq 
to be quite nent>ral. I was reillv not making an argument on’one’side 
or the other. One argument thit I did not include which is sometimes 
made is that if mut’ters are picked up out of the air, so to speak. as 
waves of some kind po across the ocean, that there is no reason for peo- 
ple to assume that the conversations are private and therefore the 
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fourth a.mendment does not apply. I do not make that argument because 
I do not like it, I guess, and because I think it goes too far. I 

F? 
ess 

I say that only to say again that this is a very difficult field, an the 
procedures which are devised and the protections that are devised 
are terribly complicated. 

Senator MATHIAS. If the chairman would yield, I do not think the 
Attorney General’s feelings should be hurt by what’ I said because I 
believe I did indicate that there were those that might take this docu- 
mcnt~ and raise it as their banner and march off in one direction. There 
U-ould be others who would take this document and raise it as their 
banner and march in the other. 

_\ttorney General I,EI-I. 1 hoped that is what you were going to say, 

and I am delighted that you said it. 
The C~IAIRNAN. There is another example that the committee spent 

a week looking into, which was 20 years of opening the mail, conducted 
by the CIA m this case, and it developed in the course of the inquiry 
th:tt some of this mail was opened because it was clearly foreign govern- 
ment mai1.l Other mail W:IS opened because various agencies h;ld fur- 
nished the CIA with names of American citizens that they wanted 
crotched. If a letter \vere coming to that citizen or were being sent by 
that citizen to a foreign address, that mail was opened. Other evidence 
sho~cd that letters rrere also opened just, at random, random selection 
to rend and photograph and then to distribute to various agencies. 
()?.(.I. the.yenrs, a quarter of a million lctLLL +q”S \TClT O~LWll(?d :tlltl ~)llOtO- 

giXl)i!c~l in this way. Do you think that that prartice, which T think is3 a 
fair statement of the ran& of evidence that WC received, conforms with 
the protections that are supposed to be conferred by the fourth amend- 
lllfnt ? 

-1ttorney General I,wI. In one statement you mentioned, as I am 
sure !-ou recognize, many clifferent examples. IYou might lla1.e a letter 
wllich for some reason or another you get a warrant to open. and of 
course. that can be done. You might, hare letters writt,en by or addressed 
to particular persons n-110 might, or might not be American citizens 
wljrre you would have good reason to think that they were conscious 
collaborators. in a meaningful sense: of a foreign government. Then 
you would have the problem of where does the authorizat,ion to pro- 
cced under Presidential power. if that is what we are discussing. come 
f ram. And I think that one would have to look for the authorization. 

SOK, you are in an area n-here there is a criminal investigation by 
the Department, am1 I really should not say very much. I do want to 
s;ly that if OIW goes back early enough in the forties Director Hoover 
11ad a particular position. I think, if I remember correctly, as censor 
of the mails. appointed by the President for that purpose. So that it 
dors become a matter of some question as to authorization. 

?‘lle CHAIRXAK. We have looked into the law and me cannot find any 
all+‘?ol i:<ntion for opening the mails. We find laws and court decisions 
against it. Certainly random opening of the mail could not possibly 
be reconciled lvith the fourth amendment. 

-1ttorney General LEVI. I did not sag t,hnt. 
The CHAIRJIAN. Could it ? 

’ Qe Senate select committee hearings, rol. 4, Mail Opening. 



Attornev General LEVI. I shol~ld not think the random opening could. 
Certainly “in circumstances, I cannot imagine what circumstances to 
imagine, I suppose random mail from a particular source would no 
longer be random. so I do not know horn to comment on that. 

But I would like to go back to the authorizat,ion point becalm I 
think that what, vou have said suggests that there cannot be I’rwi- 
dential authorizaiion for it. I have to say that I am not at all sure but 
I think tha,t there could be a Preside&al authorization under very 
limited circumstances. Then the question woulcl be. would it hare to be 
in writing. I do not know whether it. has to be in writing or not. Horn 
does one know whether the authorization was given, is it believ:ll)le, 
and so on and so on. 

The CHAIRMAN. None of these procedures seem to exist in this area. 
It is part of the work of this committee to try to get them developed 
and established. 

Attornev (+enrral LEVI. That is right. I hol)e the activities to wllic!l 
you are reierring do not exist either. c~ _ 

The CHAIRMAX. At the moment, the particular mail opening opera- 
tion has come to a halt, and since this investigation started, some of 
the NSA activities have come to a halt, but we would like to see some 
laws t.hat would keep it that way. 

Senator Huddleston. 
Senator H~DDLESTOS. Thank you, ?rIr. Chairman. 
Attorney General Levi, I appreciate the detail and scholarly dis- 

swtwtion &at you have given to this committee on this general sub- 
ject. I did not hear all of it, but I did hare an opportunity to read it. 
i ani 01ie of the few menibers of this committee that is not an attorne!,, 
which I am sure is apparent n-hen I pose questions relating to legal 
problems. I am wondering, though, after reading your statement 
n-h&her or not, I might be qualified at least to apply for a license to 
practice law. 

,\ttorney General LEVI. You mean the statement, is so inferior that 
anvbody else coulcl do it, too. 

Senaior HXTDDLESTOX. If I learned all the knowledge there, I might. 
have something to go along \vith my honorary cloctorate degree of law. 

Mr. Attorney General, there have been several court, cases. one 
going back as far as 1928 in 07st~nrr! v. Pnifecl States in whicl\ the 
majority held that, wire tapping did not constitute, a trespass over 
constitutional rights. ,Justiw Brandcis in a dissent that said, “the: prog- 
ress of science in furnishing Government with the means of espionage 
is not likelv to stop wiretapping. Ways nu~y sonle day be derelopecl 111 
which the Government, without removal of papers from secret dran-ers, 
can reproduce them in court, and by which it, will be enablecl to es- 
pose to the jury the most intimate occurrences of a home.” In a later 
case, 1963, Lope.2 v. C7nited Xtates. the effect of technology on the fourth 
amendment, guarantees was again alluded to by the Court through 
.Tnrtiw lirrnnan. Ile stlid that “this (‘onrt has bv and large sten(lf;rstl\ 
held the fonrt,h amendment, against the physical intrusion of a person’s 
home and property by law enforcement officers, but our course of de- 
cisions, it now seems, have been outflanked by the technological acl- 
vances of the recent past.?’ I am just wondermg whether you think 
that, the Court’s present, posture with regard to the fourth amendmcnt~ 
has been outflanked by the technology that is no~r available. 
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Attorney General LEVI. No; I do not. I think, in fact, what the Court 
is doing id a little bit. like what the Congress is doing, or has done, 
That 1s to say, that it knows that technological advances are occurring. 
It knows that many of these devices can be extremely important for 
good in t,he sense that they are essential to the security of the country, 
or for evil if they are misused. And it is difficult then for the Court, 
and I think for the Congress, to try to solve the whole problem at once. 

I do not believe that the legal q&cm, even though lawyers like some- 
times to think it does, I do not thmk the legal system would say all of 
the-p cflorts must be banned, period. I think that that is just much too 
silnple. Therefore it is a conlplicated problem that has to be a.p- 
pro:~ched. I 1:lysclf think it has been approached too piecemeal. I hare 
constantly said that one can put the pieces together. 

Shiator IIU~DLESTOS. Are vou sayin g that rather than attempt to 
lr$ate the kind of restrictio& that would cover all of these possible 
sltuniions, that n-e are going to have to rely on court interpretations 
t2f each case as x-c go along Z 

-1ttorney General LEVI. You will have court interpretations. And 
ihrre will hare to be procedures, because one cannot really be sure of 
n-hat new developments will occur. One can build in reporting proce- 
clurcs, one can build in a variety of kinds of procedures to try to handle 
that. 

&ix&or IIuDDLESTOS. In your st.atemcnt you list four purposes of 

electronic surveillance. The first three come from langu?ge of Congress 
in tilt l!XS act, so-called conceptions of national security. The fourth 
one ii new, TT*hich sa.ys ‘Yo obtain information certified as necessary 
for rhe conduct of foreign affairs matters important to the national 
security of the United States.” Who certifies this I! 

,ittorn!y General LEVI. As it says, it would have to be an appropriate 
Prcsidentlal appointee. 

Senator IIL~~STON. It may be somebody he may designate, Sec- 
retag of State. Director of Cent.ral Intelligence. 

,!tt.orneJ- General LEVI. It would have to be a Presidential appointee. 
Senator HKY~DLESTOS. In effect, on behalf of the President of tile 

rnited States. 
-1ttorne;v General LEVI. I am not sure it would just be that. I think 

that. also speaks to the level of the responsibility that that President 
has and the a8ppropriateness for him to give that kind of a certificate. 

Senator H~-DDIX~T~S. How does t.hat reason differ from the second 
l~~posc that, Lou hare listed, which xas to obtain foreign intelligence 
deemed esscnt’ial to tlrp sccnritv of the Nation? 

;1ttorney General LEVI. It.-is an excellent question coming from a 
nonla\v>~er. and I interpret the t,wo of them as the same. That has not 
alrrn;-s been a welcome interpretation. 

senator HCDDLESTON. It seems to me that t,he latter one would be a 
little broader. 

-?ttornry General LIST. I do not interpret it as broader. I int0rpre.t 
it, as an attempt to say JThat foreign intelligence deemed essential to the 
seclirity of the Sation might mean n-hen it comes to the conduct of 
f0rri.q affairs: but any flat ansrrer is that the way I hare interpreted 
that IS to require that It, be deemccl essential. 

Senator HTDDLESTON. In order for it to be important it has to be 
es5cntial. 
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Attorney General LEVI. This is an area where, if you are going to 
have legislation or procedures, you will find that words of that kind are 
always used. That is true in the Canadian legislat,ion. It is just gen- 
erdlv true. 

S&ator HUDDLESTOX. Another area that is almost foreign to me, as I 
understand the fourth amendment, it sets out very specifically that 
n-srrants should be obtained for instrusion, for search and seizure. It 
says, at least to me, that these Tarrants must be very specific, first of 
nli, in the place which is going to be searched; second, in things that 
are to be seized. How can that be applied to a situat,ion where, while 
the general purpose may be acceptable-that of security, that of maybe 
t&co\-ering a violation of law-the system is such that it is bound 
to luring in a lot of extraneous information. It is almost as though YOU 
had a warrant to search an apartment for drugs and you also walked 
oat with the dining room table, because a lot of information that is 
picked up in conversations necessarily does not have anything at all 
to do with the original purpose. 

Attorney General LEVI. If it were a notorious dining room table 
stolen from the White House and the person who went in for drugs 
could not help but notice it was there., I suppose it might be within 
the authority to take it. 

Senator HUDDLESTON. I understand if it is a clear observation that 
there is something illegal about the dining room table, I would take 
it: too, maybe. In the case of picking up conversations, this is not 
the case. That is the first part of my question : How in the world can 
\-ou prescribe the activitv to the extent that vou would eliminate in 
fhe first place get.ting thisinformation which iB a violation of privacy; 
I:lore importantly, thoygh, is the use of it! 

In some of our inquiry there have been at. least indications that 
some agencies hare used information for the purpose of either em- 
barrnssmg or discrediting individuals, although the specific informa- 
tion that they used, ga’thered from wiretaps, had no relationship at 
all to a crime or to the purpose that the wiretap was placed there. How 
do you keep that information from being used in such a way as to 
be detrimental to the citizen and when it is not related to the original 
purpose of the surveillance? 

:1t.tornep General Levr. Senator, I rea.lly do not know how to answer 
that one. Khat you can do is to try to legislatively ban all opera- 
tions. That, of course, would be an expression of the opinion of the 
Cm?grtss. It. would raise a question n-hether it was Presidmtial poFer 
to c~ontinue it anyway, that you could attempt to ban it. I suppose the 
I’rcsident could ban it. 

.~onlehom or another that does not, Feem to me to be a constructive 
~\-ny to approach that kincl of a problem because the fourth amend- 
ment WAS not originally conceived of as applying to these kinds of 
mechanisms anyway. The fourth amendment has shown, by so many 
othpr prorisions in the Constitution. which is one reason why the 
Constitution works, that it can both carry important values and have 
R flcrihility and-yet have a rea1 meaning of protection. The problem 
t!ln t x-011 are nsklng me is. of course, the central problem referring to 
thin,& likr. n,onin, the SSA operation which I think you are de- 
sc?,ii ping, but I am not sure. 
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it because the NSh is just a collector, and it supplies the inforina- 
tion to its so-called customers. Thrv do not know what the customers 
do with it,. The customers might use it in a way entirely clitl’erent from 
\\.hat had been anticipa,tecl. 

,ittornry General ~,EVI. It is possible to devise procedures n-hicli 
undoubtctllv are not perfect. designed to minimize it. What one 1~ 
to do is see how far one can go in that. and t)hen take a look at it 
and see whether the achievement is sufficient. That is one of the 
reasons that. the President asked that these procedures be shown to 
us. That is the reason that n-e asked for the description. to set what 
procedures would be possible. I think the procedures can \vork at 
both ends, procedures as to Jrhat is picked up: you have to have pro- 
cedures as to what use is made of it and where it goes. 

Senator HGDDLESTOS. ,inother elementarv statement : Today under 
t,he present interpretation of laws if an inciiviclual founcl out’that he 
had been malignecl, damaged, or slandered by use of information that 
had been gathered in what. started out as a legitimate surveillance. 
what recourse would he have 7 Could he sue anybody ‘? 

Attornev General LETI. -4pain. I really do not know how to answer 
that question. You are askmg nlc n-hat is the relationship between 
surveillance which may have been proper, or may have been im- 
proper and the law of slander-it may be libel in the kind of case vou 
describe. I just have to say I do not know the answer to that question. 
If I did know it, I would have to remind myself that the Department of 
.Justice IS defending a great many defendants in prrsent cases n-here 
there are all kinds of lalvsuits tiled around the country. I do not think 
I should be mnkinp proc~lamations. 

Senator HGDDLESTOS. ,Uso in your statement. you say there are 
appropriate and adequate standards for a person being wiretapped 
or bugged. The question is, these a,re your standards. Can they bind 
an!: successor of yours, or are they standards that are just consti- 
tutionally required by the fourth amendment ? 

-1ttorney General LEVI. Well. it is my view-two answers to that. In 
the first place, the only authority that, I have in this area comes from 
tlie President. so that a good deal of what, is decided is the authorixn- 
tion which is limited in that way bv the President. I cannot authorize 
anythin,rr that goes beyond that. &%y interpretation of it, is based on 
xvhat I regard as the constitutional requirements which I think in this 
area respond to and do reflect to a considerable decree public policv 
and concerns about individual rights. so that I think the onlv pov& 
the Attorncr General has in this area is. first the authorization ant1 
its restrictions. and second, his interpretation of what the Constitu 
co11 allons. 

Senator HI-DDIXSTOS. What n-ould prevent a future President or 
-\ttornep General from redrfinin~ a foreiF agent or collaborator to 
inclnde a political leader who mi&ht collaborate in a sense lvith a for- 
eign government br lobl:vil~e~ his co!lca;gies for support for that coun- 
try. end meets with its officials? 

-1ttorney General IAWI. I think the Constitution would prevent that. 
I am not sure that that is what your question is asking. I do not knor 
box to answer a question which says there is a ,great deal of variety in 
political leaders and there is :I ,areat deal of history. Of course there is. 
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I Suppose that is why we liave the form of government that we do 
ha\-e. 

Senator IITDDLEST~S. It just occurred to me that a political enemy 
of ;I President or Attorney General that map have had some foreign 
(*outact could be brought under this as a potential collaborator, and 
therefore be subject to surveillance. 

-1ttorneg General Im-I. I included in the statement that one of the 
procedures that has to be worked toward is to make sure that there is 
no pxtisan political purpose. I am sure, spea!<ing from what I know, 
there is none. I camlot obviously talk about these other areas. 

The CHAIRMAX. Senator Schweiker. 
Senator SC'IIWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Attorner General, one of the concerns of this committee as 

related to the \<arrant. requixments is that the more deeply we got into 
t!le various intelligence agencies, CL4, KS14, and FBI, there seems to 
be a failure in the system to go before an\- kind of neutral magistrate 
to make a determination about such requirements. And the result is, of 
(‘ourse, because that fail-safe sgstem is not in operation, t,hat) we have 
illegal activities such as mail opening, listening, and black bag jobs. 
I’d like to ask you, as Attorney General, what is currently being done 
in the Justice Department to give you some kind of a better check, bet- 
ter control, better feel of the situation in terms of ferreting out pos- 
sible illegal procedures and making certain that they are followed up 
;~s to what happens in the future ‘? 

Attorney General Lm. As far as the Federal Burea,u of Investiga- 
tiou is co&erned, there are memoranda from me and from the Direc- 
tor which have asked that all activities which might raise any ques- 
tion of impropriety be called to my attention. Insofar as you are talk- 
i!lg about what goes on in other agencies, what I think you are refer- 
rmg to are violations of law. We hare criminal prosecut,ions and we 
have investigations in process noK. 

Senator ~C.I-IWFXZER. The problem here in the case of both mail open- 
ing and KSh interceptions-1 believe the testimony shows that the 
-\ttorney General did not know about the mail openings mltil 1973 
and the X$4 interceptions until 1975. So we have seen a bre.akdown 
iii the svstcm in terms of your people bein, 
were gohg on for 20 or 30 years. 

v aware that these things 

--ittorney Geueral LEVI. Tivell- 
senator SCIIWEIKER. I’ll say your people. I am talking about the 

:ittoinev General LOT. It seems to me that t,he kind of items that 
you are d&cribing usually require presidential authorization of some 
I;i!!tl or nnotllrr and I would hol)e in the future that any such presi- 
c!cntinl authorization or intended authorization would be passed upon 
l),v the Attorney General. 

Senator SSCIIWEIEEFL The problem was that it, did not have presi- 
tl!littial authorization. In the case of mail opening I do not) believe we 
11:1(1 any testimony sl)ecificnlly linking it, to a President. This was one 
of the troubles. The system seemed to break down because it does not 
,go 111) the chain of command at present. Apparently. in most cases not. 
to tllc -2ttorncy General either. It seems to me it places a larger burden 
on the AttornSy General and the ,Justice Department to hare a way 
of c~hecking this, fincling it out, ferreting it, out. That is the point I’m 
trying to raise. 
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Attorney General LEVI.& 1 say, 1 do not understand unless tliere 

is Presidential authorizat.ion on the mail openings, for example, 01’ 
the kind of case where ;vou can get a warrant. I am not sure ho\v that 
differs from any other kind of violation if in fact they occur. There is 
always the problem about authorization. I would not be so sure about 
who, after a great man;v years have passed, has the burden. I really 
should not discuss that. the question of authorization. If you are 
saying do I knorl- some automatic way, no ; I do not. 

Senator SCI-IWEIICER. Let me put the question another way then. 
How would you feel about an Inspector General’s office under your 
direction that would hare this responsibility? 

Attorney General LEVI. That Kould roam around the Government ? 
Senator SCHTEIKER. To the areas that you would normally have 

jurisdiction for prosecution if there xere illegal procedures. It seems 
to me that something is missing in our government procedures. That 
information has not gotten to t,he Justice Department so that action 
could be taken. The C-I-1 has an Inspector General. The question is 
whet.her the Attorney General should have for his procedures an 
Inspector General procedure of some kind. 

Attorney General LETI. The argument that is being made is t,hat 
the Inspector General worked so well with the CIA, that the Depart- 
ment of Justice should also have a similar, perhaps a more general 
Inspector General ? I real17 think what is involved is, first, the morality, 
which is perhaps not the right word, of the admmistratlon of the coun- 
try. I say it is not the right word because I am rqry conscious that 
many of these things \Tere begun at different times with different spirit 
and feeling of importance and what not. But, second, the enforcement 
of the criminal law. And I think that has to be pursued vigorously. 
I am not sure that an Inspector General would make any difference 
in terms of the investigation because the investigation would be con- 
ducted for us, as you described it now for the other agencies, by the 
FBI. 

Senator SCHWEIKER. Let me focus maybe even more specificaIIy on 
my question. Part I., section 9 of the FBI manual, for example, which 
is entitled “Disciplinary Mattrrs,” has this section in it. I would like 
to read it. This is a mnt.ter of the policing of possible areas of possible 
illegality. It’s entitled “Disciplinary Matters.” 

Tt reads. and I quote : 
Bny investigation necessary to derelop complete essential facts regarding any 

allegation against Bureau employees must be instituted promptly, and ererp 
logical lead which n-ill establish the true facts should be completely ru!l out 
unless such action v~ould embarrass the Bureau or might prejudice pending 
investiaations or prosecutions in which event the Bureau will weight the facts, 
along with the recommendation of the division head. 

I t.liink the attitudinal proI)leni, the intrinsic institutional problem, 
here is n bliilt-in p30:ctlure. that if it’s embarrassing to the I3urcau, 
that investigation is nbortecl. I’m talking here to the FBI. Frankly. 
I can n&c jllst 2s stronc ;I case for CL1 as someone else. I do not. 
wan: to single out. tlw FBI. 

It. SEWIS to NC as long as JXXI llnve that attitude vithin tile Goverll- 
merit, by enforcers and people ll-ho look at others for laws, we refills- 
hnv sw!le problenls. If it is en~bnrrassingY do not pursue it, do nit, 
foIlow it LIP, do not inrc,t c ? i53tc. abort. Wllnt is your response to t!lat 
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attitude, that situation ? Do you agree with that statement 1 Should 
that be a part of the FBI manual? 

Attorney General LIX. Senator, I assume you know I do not agree 
with the stntrnicnt. First! I do not know when this tlelightful state- 
ment was vxitten. Statenwnts of this kind have been in the Govcrn- 
merit long enough, I know get written: ant1 there they are. The). do 
remind me when I wrs in the Antitrust Division, of similar stnte- 
niants written by employees of companies, and obviously. it is a foolish 
and wrong statement. I am sure that it does not reflect the present 
policy or attitude of the Gnrenu. 

On the n-hole, I think it is a rather good thing that you have this 
document and that, I have it and that one can use it to inalre the, point 
which I suppose has to be repeatedly made. But I can assure you that 
as far as I know, th:at. dots not represrnt the lnesent position of the 
Burcs~~ in any way. I have not, seen this before. That should not snr- 
prise you. There are a number of these things I have not seen. I am 
glad to see it. I suppose that this is one of those actions that, viould 
embarrass the Bureau and so they will have to deal with it. It is a little 
unfortunate, I think, because I am sure the prcsent lcndei~sliip of the 
Bureau is not reflcctetl in the slightest in this statement. Of course I am 
opposed to this statement. 

Senator SC~IFE~KEI:. To be fair, JIr. Attorney General. vve did alert 
you t,his morning that I was going to make this point so you would 
have a response. 

f 
Attorney General LEST. To be fair, that is really not the case. To be 

air: I vans alerted ~hcn I sat dovvn here after lunch and I had no op- 
portunity to chcclr it whatsoever. I did not make any point of it. be- 
cause it would not have made anv difference. 

Senator SCIIWEIKER. We did”cnl1 the Bureau this morning, Mr. At- 
torney General. They came back kth a statement to me. I assume they 
came back to you a~ouncl lunch time. JIv only point is me first tnll;etl 
about this esoterically, theoretically. You say you do not really see a 
need for an Inspector General’s o&e. You do not see a need to police 
it. I’m getting very specific. I think intrinsically and institutionally 
t.hat there is a heck of a problem and we have it here and this is just 
part of it. I am not pinning it on the FBI or CIA. 

Attorney General LEVI. The Bureau does hare a very active inspec- 
tion system. The Department of Justice when there is an allegation of 
wrongdoing--we establish a separate group to 1001; into it. So really 
it becomes a question-I am not ar.guing abont the means. 

Senator Soirwmrxn. I a&cd you that just 5 minutes aeo. 
Attorney General LEVI. Then I do not understand the question. 

I tbougbt the question was. should we have an Inspector Genera] in 
tlie Department of ,Jnstice for the entire Government. I thou& that 
was what vow question was. 

hScneto; %XIWEIItJ?Jt. Both. 
Attorney General LWI. 21s to the letter, it seems to me that the De- 

partment of Jnst~icc?s function. when it is not referred to as a matter 
of law, n-ould be a violation of the criminal lam, and we have to be 
vigilant, in the enforcement of criminal law. 

Senator SCIITVEIHER. What we are dealing with is an intrinsic, in- 
herent institntional problem. In one of the other hearings we had on 
black bag jobs, a memo agAin said that in essence bla& bag jobs are 
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jllstifird. The special agent in charge must completely justify the need 
&)Y the use of the technique-black bag job-and at the same time as- 
sure that it can be used safely without any danger or embarrassment 
to the Bureau. 

The point that T am making is that the criteria seem to be not what 
tllc facts are, not what the legalities are, not mhat the integrity of the 
system is. not what the enforcers ought to be doing, but is it embar- 
rassing? 

..\s J-ou look through here, this is re,allp the whole t)hrust, and to push 
it 0i-f and sav : “Gee whiz, w-e do not need an Inspector General, we do 
not need thi’s. we do not need that:?’ is to +nore the whole mountain of 
cridence the other way. I think it is the job of this committee to point 
this out. I think it is the job of all of US to see if n-e cannot find a better 
way of giving assistance. 

I do not want to say the FBI-I -ant to make it very clear you 
(‘an make joist as strong a case against any inte!lipence ‘agency you 
wonlil look at. It just so happens that we have something in terms of 
specifics. To say that there is no problem, to say that we do not need 
a Pvstcm. to sav that we do not seek some kind of inspector. is to say 
wc’do not hare’to take a look at it. T honestly (10 not think it’s realistic. 
That is a,11 I have. Xr. Chairman. 

-\tto:nep &neral LEVI. I wish to say that the Attorney Genera.1 did 
Ilot 52~ those things. 

Senator SCIIWEIKER. I would like to insert into the record a stste- 
nlcnt pro’i&d to me by the FBI which is the Bureau’s explanation of 
the ;>rovision in the present manual that I have been referring to. 

[T!ie material referred to follows :] 
The FBI’s Manual of Rules and Regulations ; Part I, Section 9 : Disciplinary 

Matters ; Item C : Investigation : states as follows : 
“Any investigation necessary to delVelop complete essential facts regarding any 

allegation against Bureau employees must be instituted promptly, and every 
locical lead which mill establish the true facts should he comnletely run out unless 
such action would embarrass the Bureau or might prejudice pending investiga- 
tions or prosecutions in which event the Bureau will weigh the facts, along with 
the recommendation of the division head.” 

The statement. “unless such action would embarrass the Bureau,” means that 
iu such erentuality. FBI Headquarters desires to he advised of the matter before 
investigation is instituted so that Headquarters would be on notice and could 
direct the inquiry if necessary. 

The statement, “unlew surh artiou . . . might prejudice pending investigations 
or nrosecutions in which event the Bureau n-ill weich the facts” means that in 
&I~ Cases. FBI Headgnarters would desire to carefully evaluate the propriety of 
initintine or deferring investigation of a disciplinary matter where such investi- 
gation might prejudice pending investigations or prosecutions. 

Tothine in this Manual nrocision is intended to drriate from the FBI’s es- 
tablished policy of conducting logical and necessary investigation to resolve pos- 
sihIe misconduct on the part of its employees.’ 

Senator H.\RT of Colorado. Mr. Attorney General, just an observa- 
tion of vour statement,: Much of the case lag you presented. and the 
policr discussions over the years relate to unauthorized use of infor- 
mntihn bv Government employees, FBI agents, or whatever, carrying 
out snrr&llnncc, wiretappin ,q. and so on. One of the reasons that tins 
committee sits and vou are here t.odav is the changed circumstan~s. 
the situation where’the highest officials of our Government use the 
il?stl,nmelztalities and the information the? gain for whnterer purpose. 
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largely for politic31 purposes, often for an illegitimate purpose. What 
we want to do is address that problem, which is at least in my mind 
utmost., rather than the problem of the random FBI agent? Just& 
lawyer, U.S. attorney, or assistant U.S. attorney somewhere, who may 
strike out with a little bit of information he plcked up. We are con- 
cerned about the frontiers here and consequently I think your thoughts 
on the question of warranted versus wsrrantless search and seizure, 
are evtrcmely important to us. 

I noticed at the beginning of your statement in this connection, YOU 
talk about your present policies of authorizing electronic surveillance, 
and intere&ngly enough, of the four categories you mentioned, two 
start off with the purpose of protecting, and two start off with the 
purpose of obtaining. I personally have very little problem with the 
two, starting off with protect. I have more problem with the two that 
talk about obtaining--“to obtain foreign intelligence deemed essential 
to the security of the Y&ion.” That, as I am sure ;vou would admit, 
is a very, very Fide category. Although your statement is limited to 
clectro&c surveillance, it could be broadened to the breaking into em- 
bassies and a lot of other things. Do you feel competent, to determine, 
even with the structure established under you, what is essential to the 
security of this Nation? 

Attorney General L~vr. I feel competent to pass in a legal way on 
whether the kind of certification which has been given to me and to 
my stafl, along with such responses to questions of importance which 
me may have, so that we are sure that the certification is take.11 seri- 
ously and so that 1x-e can have sonic measure of the importance. Yes : 
I feel competent to do that. I am sure that a different answer would 
be t.hat the intelligence people would think that I was quite incom- 
petent to do it. 

Senator RART of Colorado. 1T’ould you feel equally comfortable with 
this procedure if you knew your successor were a highly politicized 
Attorney General, appointed by a President in which you had little 
confidence. whom you suspected would use this procedure to further 
his ovn political purposes? 

Attorney General TJETI. I would never feel comfortable with people 
in high office if that is what it is, distorting the 1arT for political 
reasons. 

Senator HART of Colorado. There is no lam here. This is the pro!.+ 
Icm me are talking about. 

Attornev General LEVI. That is not my view in the slightest. I think 
that there’is law. I do not know how on& defines that. There are cases; 
they make 1a.w. 

Senator HART of Colorado. What cases would you refer to, to in- 
struct you as to what, is essential t,o the security of the Nation? Jve 
a,re talking about judgment here, factual judgment. 

Attorney General LEW All right. That happens to come, that la.n- 
guage comes from the proviso which Congress wrote into title III. 
And 1 suppose it would be the same law if Congress, in writing it in, 
had provided some kind of a procedure to implement, it. We would 
still have to make that determination. 

I do not hxow going back to-you asked me really two questions. 
One is am I competent to make that determination or members of my 

67-522-76---D 
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staff; and second, ho\T rould I feel about someone who is distorting 
ju~lgnients for political reasons or something. 1 thi3li speaking in 
this political forum, I always feel uncomfortable if legal matters, if 
t,he interpretation of this phrase in a sense is a legal matter, are dis- 
torted. But I think that the constructive problem is, if this 1s not the 
best xx-a-y to do it, to find the best way to do it. I tried to discuss in the 
paper how one v;ould do it if you went to a judge for a warrant; on 
that you would have exactly the same kind of a problem. It might be 
I\-or%?. 

&nator 1.1-4~~ of Colorado. HOW about a congressional oversi@ 
committee to which you brought these requests and consulted n-101 
them to share that burden ? 

Attorney General LEYI. That strikes me as raising both of the ques- 
tions that ~OLI asked me. First, the one of competence and second, a 
political view. So I do not knox xhat to say. You have had more 
experience than I hare had on such matters, about \Thether that would 
maicc it more or 1~s political. And the second quest,ion, I (10 not know 
if the information is secure. I cannot answer that either. Whether that 
would be some kind of a check? I do not know-that kind of a procedure 
as mentioned in the paper is folloFec1 in some foreign countries. 

While I have not given-and I rather doubt whether a congres- 
sional oversight committee might want the specific job of passing on a 
warrant or an authorization, which I would not regard as oversight 
at all. I do not know what you woul(i call it. I do not knoxv whether 
you would vrant that. I hare reported to IThat I regarded as the appro- 
priate, so-called orersight committees. mainly the Judiciary Commit- 
tees, quite precisely? on wiretaps and microphones. The question is 
how far one. goes with that. I do not knolr whether it is the congres- 
sional overslght function to pass on a particular IT-arrant. That may 
be. That seems to me to raise serious constitutional problems. 

Senator 13Ln~ of Colorac?o. I take it your answers so far would apply 
to the fourth category, also to obtain &formation certified as necessary 
for the conduct of foreign affairs. Does that include, let us saJ;, a 
Secretary of State who is concerned about members of his staff talking 
to the press? 

Attorney General LEVI. Certainly; not. 
Senator HART of Colorado. Certamly not ? 
Attorney General L~vr. Certainly not. 
Senator Hank of Colorado. X7ell, if to the degree that conduct of 

foreign affairs is being jeopardized or was thought to be jeopardized 
by possible leaks from within the staff, I would think obtaining in- 
formation about that would be important, would it not? 

Attorney General LEVI. If you think that, Senator Hart, I really 
have to worry about the procedure that you are suggesting about hav- 
ing it go to an oversight committee. 

Senator HART of Colorado. I did not suggest it. I was merely asking 
your opinion. 

Attorney General LEYI. My opinion would be it would not. 
Senator HART of Colorado. Why is that? 
At.torney General L~vr. I do not think that that is an appropriate 

may to read that kind of doctrine against t,he background of what I 
tried in this paper to describe as the reach of the fourth amendment. 
I would think it quite inappropriate and a violation really of what 
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the Keith case is talking about. I cannot believe that either you or 
I- 

Senator HART of Coloraclo. I am sorry. We have some dangling 
answers here. I am not sure I understood That JOU said. 

Attorney General LEVI. Apparently I misunderstood you. I Dhought 
YOU said that a scrutiny of a nelvspaperman as to whether he was get- 
ting leaks, whether that ITas necessary for the foreign affairs matters 
and national security of the United Stat,es, would that be uncovered? 
I misunderstood you to say that you thought it would be. That 
shocked me. 

Senn:or HART of Colorado. I was asking a rhetorical question. Again, 
we have the problem that x-e don’t know n-hat your successor \vould 
think. 

.ittornev General Lm-r. Kc do ?lot kno\r who he is, I presume. 
Senator”E\r,T of Colorado. If the Secretary of State were to come 

to the Attorney General ancl SC)-, 5 member of my staff is talking to the 
press about matters important to the conduct of foreign affairs”-you 
sap you \yould not grant it. Ke do not knoTI xyhether your successor 
Woulcl. 

3ttornev General LEVI. It is unconstitutional. 
Senator HART of Colorado. I hope your successor feels the same way. 
Unfortunately, I have to go vote. We will bid you good day. Thank 

you verv much for your participation. 
[A brief recess was taken.] 
Senator %TIIUS. Rfr. Attorney General? you have chosen to visit 

us on a very peripatetic day. We seem to have difficulty in arranging 
our meeting so n-e do not stumble al1 over each other. 

I x-as interested in several of the facets of the statement. One, in 
\vhich you refer to the Constitution as emanating from and applying 
to the people. And I do not think ally of us seriously challenges that 
as a concept. But I guess the difficulty arises, when do you decide 
that a certain American is no longer one of the people? 

Ancl let me ask the question, may-be more specifically, if an American 
citizen is charged with foreign espionage, dots that separate him from 
the people ? 

Attorney General LE\~. RTo. Of course the fourth amendment applies 
to it, as do other constitutional protections. I think that was not really 
intended to be the thrust of that paragraph. 

Senator &THIAS. So that the mere charge or serious suspicion on 
the part of the law enforcement authorities would not suspend the 
protections of the fourth amendment ? 

Attorney General LEVI. Senator, if I may so say to sharpen it, the 
question is IT-hether you think it applies to foreign nations. And all I 
was suggesting was that its application must at least take account of 
that clifference. 

Senator J~TIIIAS. Also in x-our statement, you refer to the fact that 
at the same time, in dealing 16th this area, it may be mistaken to focus 
on the Tarrant requirement alone to the esclus’ion of other, possibly 
more rcnlistic, protcct,ions. That could get us into days of discussion 
on what more realistic protections are. I ~7-a~ more interested that there 
seemed to be a cross-reference bet--sen that ancl another line in which 
~-011 refer to the Canadian experience, in which one of the other more 
realistic protections vas the report to the Parliament of the number 
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of national security surveillances initiated, their average length, a 
general description of the methods of interception or seizure used, and 
an assessment of their utility. 

You and I.: on a prerious occasion, discussed n bill which I had in- 
troduced which in fact calls for this wry kind of a report to the Con- 
gress. I n-ondcr if you would like to enlarge on either of these refer- 
ences ? 

Bttorncy General LEVI. I think that is a possibility, and I said, I 
think when JOU were not he~:e, that I hac$ in fact, made something of 
a report that n-as made public to the Jucl~~ary Committee which gave 
some of this information. Xow, my guess is that the Solicitor General 
files in C:z7da are in fact, quite general. and it is probably somewhat 
the same as 111~ letter, although mine did not include an nsscssment, of 
the utility. V&n vou \vere not here, Senator Hart was asking me how 
I felt about hnri~~g a so-called oversight committee, if I understood 
him correctly. to determine whether a marrant or authorization could 
be given. That seemed to me to mix up all parts of the Government 
even more than they are non, and to raise security quest,ions and so on. 
It is obviouslv something one can think about.. 

Senator ~f~~~rrus. In somevihat the same area, I<e’evin T. &rOney 

who is pour Deiluty Assistant in the Criminal Division testified in the 
House and argued against a requirement of judicial warrant in all 
national securit>- cases. One of the grounds he advanced was the ques- 
tion of the competency of ju+ges2 who are perhaps not that accustomed 
to dealing with foreign policy matters, to evaluate the afidavit of a 
person who is a foreign intelligence expert. It is a long time since I 
earned a living at the law. My recollect,ion is, we impose on judges a 
task of evaluating a wide variety of technical questions on matters that 
deal with industrial processes, vith surgical procedures? with t,rafic 
patterns, with environmental questions. Tt’oulcl you not think that a 
judge could eralunte an affidavit t.llat the person who was a foreign 
mtelIigence expert as he does other expert testimony 8 

Attorney General LEVI. I think that there would be some problems. 
In the first place, it n-onld be hard to get a dwtrine of common law on 
the subject. because opinions could not really be n-ritten. A great deal 
of t’he material would be extremely confidential. 

Since I concluded that portion of my paper: not Kevin Jlnroney’s, by 
saying that I thought that a judicial warrant would gire n greater 
sense of security to the country, I do not vzmt. to overpress the point 
that it, would be difficult for judges to make t.he kind of determinations 
that would be necessary. I \Tould say that, I vould assume that they 
would haye to spend as much time on’it, as I do, and ~oulcl have to hare 
as much a St&’ on it as I do, which is considerable, and that there would 
be security problems, and so on and so forth, and the security of the 
judge. So that,, I also think that the judges undoubtedly n-ould respond 
to this in general by having broad categories where they automatically, 
where I do not, Five the warrant. I think that that is a fact.. I do not 
s?y that because I wish to keep for myself or my successors this unde- 
llghtful dut)v. I think it is somethinp.that JOU have to take account of, 
though, in &inking about the legislation. 

Senator ?!~TTIIAS. you have been very patient l&h us, I must say, 
in spite of the fact that your Toice is still rcrp strong and vigorous---- 

Attorney General LEVI. It is because of electronic surveillance. 
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Senator MATIIIAS. VW~out pressing vou on that point, I would say 
that it does concern me that an Amerigan has less protection because 
the “probable cause” standard does not exist if there is a suspicion of I 
national security interest in the case. 

Attorney General LEVI. I think the fact is that at the moment Amer- 
icans have much more protection under the procedures that vie have 
devised than they do under title III. 

Senator MATHUS. That is a subject that will be debated, I think. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are talking about your Department, a.re you 

not, and not the NSA 1 
Attorney General LEFT. Yes ; that is all I am talking about. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are just talking about the Justice Department? 
Attorney General LEVI. That is correct. 
Senator MATHISS. I have two very brief other questions. I am just 

wondering if, in your view, the constitutional powers in the area of 
foreign intelligence are exclusive to the Executive or whether they are 
concurrent with the legislative branch? 

Attorney General LEVI. They are sufficiently concurrent so that leg- 
islation by the Congress would be influential. You have an example of 
it, because the wording of the President’s memorandum, while not 
identical, so closely follows the proviso that Congress wrote. You are 
asking me whether I think there is presidential power beyond that, 
and my answer is, “Yes.” 

Senator MATHLM. Finally, and I realize this might be asking you 
to make a statement against your interests, whatever way you answer: 
Do you think the Attorney General ought to be a statut’ory member of 
the National Security Council ? 

Attorney General LEVI. I have never thought of that. IJp until the 
present time, I have been delighted that I have not been. 

Senator MATHIAS. If you think further of it and care to share your 
thoughts with us, we would be glad to hear them. 

The CHAIRXAN. One final question from me. I have listened to the 
discussion of how one set of procedures, a traditional set of procedures 
involving courts and warrants, has developed in the criminal field; 
how a very different set of procedures exist in the intelligence or na- 
tionaI security field; how, in the latter field, people could be watched 
and listened to without knowing in any way that their rights had been 
trespassed upon by a less scrupulous Attorney General than yourself, 
or a less scrupuIous administration ; and how there is nothing outside 
of the executive brnnch to check on it, and in this way it is different 
from the ordinary practices in the law; I think it is potentially vefy 
dangerous. You can fall back on the argument that good men ~11 
establish and follow good procedures, but there is no one outside the 
executive branch that can check on any of this, and I should think that 
t,here ought to be. Maybe it is not a j;dge that has to give a warrant. 
That may not be the practical way of dealing with it. Maybe it should 
be an oversi,ght committee of the Congress that exercises jurisdiction 
over such matters, a committee t,hat can ascertain to its own satisfac- 
tion that procedures are being followed and the laws! whatever they 
may be, are being adhered to. 

The question I have relates holrcver to the FRI. I sometimes think 
that. the FBI h:ls a kind of .Jekpll and Hyde complex, jn the sense that 
Then it is dealing nith law enforcement matters it has these rather 
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traditional procedures that it must adhere to; but when the same 
agency deals with the counterintelligence, national security, it is living 
in a different world. Would it be sensible to break the Bureau in two 
SO that the part that deals with traditional law enforcement is that, and 
that alone, and that another department within the Justice Depart- 
ment and under the AttornFy General rould deal exclusively with 
national security and countermtelligence matters, that are really quite 
a different character than normal law enforcement? 

Attorney General LEVI. Obviously, that is not a question that one 
answers without a great deal of thought. My own present view is that 
it Kould not be a good idea, because the point is to develop procedures 
which are adhered to just as vigorously in both areas. This is one 
reason we do have a committee which has been hard at work fashion- 
ing guidelines. These guidelines, when completed-I think the com- 
mittee has seen some of them-will be in statutory or Executive order 
form. 

But I think, whatever the shortcomings may hare been in the past, 

that a strong att.ribute of the Bureau 1s its d:scipline, and that one 
wants to develop in this area-where, by the way, it is wrong in some 
sense to fault agencies T\-hen the law changed as it did. It would be 
desirable to develop procedures in that, area which Fould evoke the 
same discipline and, although the area is quite different, there are 
comparable points, the checkin g, the reviewing, the getting permis- 
sion, and so on. It is really a different world. One of the problems? Mr. 
Chairman, if I may say so, is when one looks at the past, one finds 
some terribly interesting things, but sometimes one forgets what the 
present is like. 

The CIIAIRJIA~. I Kill not belabor t.he point, except to say Then one 
‘agency does both kinds of work, I think that there is some danger, 
although it may be m-ell-disciplined, for the met.hods in the one area 
to creep into the other. It may be more sensible to let counterintelli- 
gence and national security matters of that kind be handled by a sepa- 
rate bureau under the Justice Department. I would not want to see 
it all thrown into the CL4, for exa.mple; I want them to look outward 
in dealing with foreign countries, and not dealing with this county. 
But a separate department within Justice that deals vith this quite 
separate matter from ordinary law enforcement, is an idea which I 
think should be given more thought. 

Thank you very much for your testimony. 
Our next witness is Prof. Philip Heymann of the Harvard Law 

School. 

[The prepared statement of Prof. Philip Heymann in full follows :] 

PREP~LRED STATEMENT OF PHILIP B. HEYMANX, PROFESSOR OF LAW, HARVARD 
LAW SCHOOL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. This Committee has heard evidence about a number of actirities of the 
intelligence agencies which raise significant questions. 

1. Two forms of activities are familiar: 
a. Surreptitious entries. 
h. Domestic electronic surveillance. 
2. Two other forms of activity were previously unknown and raise compara- 

tively novel questions : 
a. The opening of mail to and from the United States. 


